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0 AMAS/ECOMAS/STC Workshop on .coMAs 

Smart Materials and Structures 



Foreword 

This book collects invited lectures presented and discussed on the AMAS & 
ECCOMAS Workshop/Thematic Conference SMART'o3. The SMART'o3 
Conference on Smart Materials and Structures was held in a 19th century palace 
in Jadwisin near Warsaw, 2-5 September 2003, Poland .It was organized by the 
Advanced Materials and Structures (AMAS) Centre of Excellence at the 
Institute of Fundamental Technological Research (IFTR) in Warsaw,ECCOMAS 
- European Community on Computational Methods in Applied Sciences and 
SMART-TECH Centre at IFTR. The idea of the workshop was to bring together 
and consolidate the community of Smart Materials and Structures in Europe. 
The workshop was attended by 66 participants from n European countries 
(Austria, Belgium, Finland, France, Germany, Italy, Poland, Portugal, Spain, U.K., 
Ukraine), 1 participant from Israel and 1 participant from the USA. 

The workshop program was grouped into the following major topics: 

4 sessions on Structural Control (18 presentations), 
3 sessions on Vibration Controland Dynamics (14 presentations), 
2 sessions on Damage Identification (10 presentations), 
2 sessions on Smart Materials (9 presentations). 

Each session was composed of an invited lecture and some contributed 
papers. Every paper scheduled in the program was presented, so altogether 
51 presentations were given. No sessions were run in parallel. The workshop 
was attended not only by researchers but also by people closely related to 
the industry. There were interesting discussions on scientific merits of the 
presented papers as well as on future development of the field and its 
possible industrial applications. 

Apart from the sessions there was also a one-afternoon exhibition on 
smart materials and devices prepared by commercial companies working in 
the field, i.e. LORD Corp. (USA), CEDRAT (France) and by the Wroclaw 
University of Technology (Poland). Commercial and academic applications 
of smart materials (magneto-rheological, piezo-electric, magneto-strictive) 
and software tools relevant for the field were demonstrated. 

]an Holnicki-Szulc 
Carlos Mota-Soares 

Co-Chairmen 
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Fuzzy Chip Controllers and Wireless Links in 
Smart Structures 

Fabio Casciati and Roberto Rossi 

Dept. of Structural Mechanics, 
via Ferrata, 1, 27100 Pavia, Italy 

Summary. This paper summarizes some authors' developments on the design and 
implementation of fuzzy chip controllers and wireless sensor networks. The design of 
a fuzzy controller is first discussed in detail. Then a section presents the embedded 
software that has been developed for the microcontroller. A few considerations on 
how to provide the system with a wireless networking capability are provided and 
two architectures are discussed. Extensive tests of the fuzzy controller are shown in 
order to report the advances achieved in this field. 

1 Introduction 

In the design of an active (hybrid) control system, the aim is the reduction of 
the structural response in terms of accelerations, velocities and displacements 
under the limitation of both the control force level (limited by the actuator 
features and by the required amount of energy) and the number of measured 
signals. 

When dealing with civil engineering structures, one has to meet several 
constraints in conceiving semi-active or active control solutions: 

1. Reliable numerical models of the structural system are generally required. 
They will be used to simulate and predict both the structural response 
and the control system performance. Only a few classes of controllers do 
not pose this requirement, and among them the fuzzy controllers. 

2. The structure behavior must be available in real time thanks to a conti
nuous monitoring of the structural system. 

3. A wide spectrum of control algorithms must be considered. The one to be 
selected strongly depends on the application. 

4. The control system must show robustness in order to adapt to system 
modifications (loads, cracking, etc.). 

5. Devices able to produce high forces with minimal power requirements 
must be available. Power should be accumulated before operation, without 
relying on its external supply. 

J. Holnicki-Szulc et al. (eds.), Advances in Smart Technologies in Structural Engineering
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2004
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Items from 1 to 3 exploit the expertise gained in many full scale structures 
which were monitored in order to investigate their health and to detect possible 
damages [2, 4]. But the extension of some current developments, like wireless 
sensor networks, must be carefully investigated [8, 12]. 

Item 4 becomes the most critical for control systems in civil engineering, 
because the scenarios to be controlled can be predicted and estimated, but 
they will never be completely known a priori. Item 5 is quite important: it is 
far from the purposes of this paper, but a wide literature covers the topic [3]. 

Fuzzy theory was deeply investigated in view of civil engineering appli
cations [13]. Fuzzy control theory, an alternative to classical control theory, 
allows the resolution of imprecise or uncertain information [6, 7] in order to 
overcome the problems already discussed in items 3 and 4. 

This paper summarizes some authors' developments on the design and 
implementation of fuzzy chip controllers and wireless sensor networks. The 
core of the paper is a board designed and assembled by the authors. It is 
illustrated in the next section. 

2 Board Description 

The board supports four analog inputs and one analog output. In addition, 
a serial port compatible with the EIA-232 standard is available and is used 
as an interface for command input from a PC or any other compliant device. 

The heart of the board is a C8051F007 microcontroller from Cygnal In
tegrated Products Inc. It is an 8051-based microprocessor with on-chip pe
ripherals (ADC, DAC, DART, etc.) and flash memory. The maximum clock 
frequency is 25MHz, which is perfectly suited to processing signals whose 
spectrum spans from 0 to 25 Hz. It has 32Kbytes in-system-programmable 
flash memory plus on-chip RAM in excess of 2Kbytes. 

The 8051 architecture is very widely used in the industry and is very 
flexible in that it supports any type of peripheral. Many 8051-based micro
controllers exist on the market with different features. Those from Cygnal 
Integrated Products were among the first to implement a high speed core 
capable of executing most of the instructions in a single clock cycle, as op
posed to the standard 8051 core that executes most of itl:l instructions in no 
less than 12 clock cycles. Moreover, at the time this board was designed, these 
microcontrollers were those with the greatest amount of on-chip flash memory. 

Microcontrollers based on the 8051 core are standard and can be pro
grammed using standard and well-tested C compilers available from many 
vendors. This is the main reason they have been chosen for this board. The 
C8051F007 has a peak 25 million instructions per second, which is enough for 
implementing a fuzzy controller as well as a linear controller. Although this 
board has been mainly designed with fuzzy control in mind, it is suitable for 
hosting any type of controller as long as no more than 25 million instructions 
per second are required. 
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Previous work [9 , 10] was based on a microprocessor with hardware fuzzy 
support. However, the non-volatile memory was EPROM, not flash , thus lac
king in flexibility. The new version of this chip, although equipped with flash 
memory, was not adopted for a few reasons. First, the highest ADC resolu
tion is 10 bits. Second , the chip is not 8051-compatible, which means software 
porting to and from other hardware solutions is not as easy. Third, chips from 
Analog Devices and Cygnal are promptly delivered and are easier to buy. 
A drawback of this choice could be the lack of support for fuzzy logic, but it 
is very easy to implement fuzzy logic in C language, so this is not much of a 
problem actually. 

Figure 1 shows the top-level board diagram of the fuzzy controller board . 
The microcontroller is connected to the input channels, the output channel, 
the RS-232 interface and the JTAG interface. 

The input channels perform offset voltage cancellation by means of a sim
ple first-order high-pass filter made up of a capacitor and a resistor. The corner 
frequency of the high-pass network is 0.016Hz. This means the phase distor
tion introduced at 0.5Hz is 1.8 degrees, while the amplitude distortion is less 
than 0.005dl3 . Same figures at 1Hz are 0.9 degrees and O.OOldB, respectively. 
This means the amount of distortion introduced in the signal band (i .e., 0.5Hz 
< f < 25Hz) is negligible. 

The output channel has the same offset cancellation filter and, in addit ion, 
has the capability of setting the de output value either to OV or to 5V. This 

R S-2 32 serial 
interface 

Inpu t channels 

0 utput channe l 

JTAG interface 

Fig. 1. Top-level board diagram 

Out 
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Fig. 2. Photograph of the board 

way, two output ranges are possible: OV to IOV and -5V to +5V. Output 
range selection is carried out through software. 

The RS-232 interface allows the board to communicate with a computer 
or with another board of the same kind or even with a different peripheral 
such as, for example, a radio modem or another kind of wireless transceiver. 
This issue will be covered in a later section. 

The board needs a dual ±15V power supply or higher. Voltage regulation 
is carried out on board. In case, the output channel is not used, the board 
can function out of a simple 9V battery. In this case, only the input channels 
and the serial port will be operational. With suitable software, in this mode 
the board could, for example, still work as a controller and drive an actuator 
through a wireless link (e.g., a radio modem connected to the serial port). 

The microcontroller works out of a 3.3V power supply. A 25MHz quartz 
crystal provides the chip with a stable and accurate clock source. 

Finally, the JTAG interface is used for downloading the software into the 
flash memory of the chip and for debugging purposes. A software tool from 
Cygnal, along with a serial-to-JTAG converter (a small and inexpensive black 
box), provides programming and in-system, real-time debugging facilities. 

Fig. 2 is a photograph of the fuzzy controller board. 

3 Board Software 

The software has been designed with ease of use as main concern. It has been 
implemented as a terminal shell. The board can be connected to any device 
hosting a standard serial port. In the EIA-232 standard jargon, the board acts 
as a DTE (data terminal equipment) rather than a DCE (data communication 
equipment) and, therefore, acts like a personal computer rather than a modem. 
Hence, it can be connected to a personal computer using a null-modem serial 
cable. 
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Out 

Fig. 3. Equivalent architecture of the embedded software 

On the computer, a software like HyperTerminal (or any other equiva
lent terminal emulation software) can be used to access the embedded shell 
interface exposed by the board. The connection parameters are as follows: 
baud-rate= 38400, parity= none, stop bits= 1, flow control= none. 

The on-chip software is equivalent to the block diagram in Figure 3. 
The four analog inputs, which have a 12-bit resolution, are first passed 

through programmable amplifiers and programmable filters. The gains of the 
amplifiers can be assigned through the in command of the terminal shell, while 
the filters can be programmed via the shell command filter: Four filters are 
available: 

• no filter, 
• offset cancellation, 
• approximate integration, 
• approximate integration followed by offset cancellation. 

The values obtained after filtering are the actual inputs to the controller. 
The type of controller is user-selectable (command control). The available 
controllers are: 

• no control, 
• sinusoid, 
• linear controller, 
• fuzzy controller. 

The output of the controller is then amplified by a programmable factor (com
mand out) and sent out of the chip through the 12-bit digital-to-analog con
verter. The desired mean value of the output channel is also user-selectable 
(command out). 

The shell commands currently available are: 

• acquire 
• control 
• desc 
• filter 
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• fuzzy 

• help 

• in 

• load 

• monitor 

• out 

• save 

• version 

• sinusoid 

• linear 

The commands are described in detail in the following section. 

3.1 General Commands 

help 
With no parameters lists all the available shell commands. 
If followed by a command name among those listed, it provides a brief 
help on how to use the specified command. 

Examples: 

help 
help acquire 

version 
Gives the current on-chip software version. 

acquire 
Enters acquire mode. Pressing a key when in acquire mode will cause the 
chip to leave acquire mode back into normal mode. In normal mode, the 
shell accepts commands. In acquire mode the shell will output a line at 
every sampling interval. The sampling frequency is 50Hz and therefore the 
shell will print 50 lines per second. Each line is composed of 11 columns: 

1. Timestamp (the number of sampling intervals elapsed since power on); 
Timestamp/50 gives the number of seconds elapsed since the board 
was powered on 

2. ChO 
3. Ch1 
4. Ch2 
5. Ch3 
6. InO 
7. In1 
8. In2 
9. In3 

10. Out 
11. ChOut 
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If the board is turned off while in acquire mode, it will reenter acquire 
mode when powered up again. If the board is turned off while in normal 
mode, it will start up in normal mode. In otlwr words, acquire/normal 
mode persists even through power on/ off cycles. 

monitor 
Displays the same data of acquire mode but in a more readable form. This 
command does not persist through power on/ off cycles. 

3.2 Load & Save 

desc 
With no parameters: prints the current short description. 
Followed by a string: associates a short description (20 chars) to the cur
rent system configuration. This description is loaded and saved by load 
and save. It i::; useful for retrieving a configuration saved before. 

Examples: 

desc 
desc Awesome Controller 

load 
With no parameters: lists all the saved configurations. 
With a slot number (0-9): loads the configuration from the slot speci
fied. The configurations are saved in a reserved portion of the chip flash 
memory. 
With a slot number and an asterisk: loads the specified slot and sets it as 
the default slot. The default slot is automatically loaded when the board 
is powered OIL 

Examples: 

load 
load 5 
load 4 * 

save 
With a slot number (0-9): saves the current configuration into the speci
fied slot in the reserved portion of the flash memory. A short description 
should be set (command desc) before saving into a slot. This will allow 
configurations to be easily retrieved at a later time. 

Example: 

save 0 
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3.3 Control Type and Weights 

m 
Defines the elements of the input matrix A. 
Syntax: 
in <id> wO w1 w2 w3 

Defines the (unfiltered) input labeled by <id> as wO*ChO + w1*Ch1 + 
w2*Ch2 + w3*Ch3. 
The four weights wO, w1, w2 and w3 are floating-point numbers. 

Examples: 

in 0 3 0 -3 0 
Defines Ino,unfiltered = 3*Ch0 - 3*Ch2. 

in 1 1.1 -3.6 4.3 0 
Defines In1,unfiltered = 1.1*Ch0 - 3. 6*Ch1 + 4. 3*Ch2 + O*Ch3 

filter 
Selects the four filters to be applied to the four controller inputs. 
Syntax: 
filter fO f1 f2 f3 

Applies filter fO to Ino,unfiltered, filter f 1 to Inl,unfiltered, etc ... 
The values fO, f1, f2 and f3 are integers taken from the following list: 
1. no filter 
2. offset cancellation 
3. approximate integration 
4. approximate integration followed by offset cancellation 

Examples: 

filter 0 0 0 0 
Turns off filtering for all the four inputs. 

filter 0 2 2 1 
Defines the four controller inputs as follows: 

Ino = Ino,unfiltered 
In1 = Approxlntegrator(Int,unfiltered) 
In2 = Approxlntegrator(In2,unfiltered) 
In3 = OffsetCanc(In3,unfiltered) 

control 
Selects the type of controller to be used. Changing the type of controller 
will reset all the parameters entered via the fuzzy, linear and sinusoid com
mands, as the parameters for different controllers are all saved in the same 
memory area. Therefore, this command should be issued first and should 
not be entered again after setting the controller parameters or the para
meters will likely have to be reentered from scratch. 
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Syntax: 
control <type> 

The <type> parameter is an integer taken from the following list: 
0. no control (the output of the controller is always zero, no configuration 

parameters are available in this case) 
1. fuzzy control (configure the controller via the fuzzy command) 
2. sinusoid controller (the output is a simple sinusoid regardless of the 

values of the inputs, configure via the sinusoid command) 
3. linear controller (configure via the linear command) 

Examples: 

control 0 
control 2 

out 
Sets the output gain and the output mean value. 
Syntax: 
out <gain> <mean> 

<gain> is a floating-point value, <mean> can be either 0 or 5 (volt). 

Examples: 

out -1 0 
Gain -1 and mean value= OV 

out 1.2 5 
Gain = 1.2 and mean value = 5V 

3.4 Controller Parameters 

fuzzy 
Sets the controller parameters in case the fuzzy controller is selected. This 
command allows fuzzy sets and rules to be defined. 
When invoked with no parameters, this command simply lists all the fuzzy 
sets and rules currently defined. Otherwise, the general syntax of this 
command is: 
fuzzy <name of thing to configure> <parameters> ... 

Syntax 1 (general configuration): 
fuzzy config <nO> <n1> <n2> <n3> <nOut> <nRules> 

Configures the fuzzy controller to use nO fuzzy sets for input !nO, n1 for 
In!, n2 for In2, n3 for In3, nOut crisp fuzzy sets for the output variable 
Out, and nRules fuzzy rules. 
This command actually allocates memory space for sets and rules and, 
hence, must be invoked before actually defining sets and rules. 

Example: 

fuzzy config 3 3 1 1 5 9 
Instructs the fuzzy controller to allocate space for: 
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• 3 fuzzy sets for InO 
• 3 fuzzy sets for In1 
• 1 fuzzy set for In2 
• 1 fuzzy set for In3 
• 5 fuzzy sets for Out 
• 9 fuzzy rules 

Syntax 2 (input fuzzy sets): 
fuzzy input <var> <setiD> <setName> <A> <B> <C> 

Defines setName as the triplet A, B, C. This setName is associated to the 
input variable var and is given the specified setiD. 
<var> can be 0, 1, 2 or 3 and means InO, In1, In2 or In3, respectively. 
<setiD> is the zero-based index of the set that is being defined. For ex
ample, if the controller has been configured to use 3 fuzzy sets for InO, 
valid setiD's are 0, 1 and 2. 
<setName> is a convenience name that is associated to the set and is only 
used when displaying sets and rules in a human-readable form (the fuzzy 
command with no parameters). 
The triplet A, B, C actually defines the fuzzy set. Input fuzzy sets can be 
either triangular or trapezoidal. The trapezoidal shape is just a general
ization of the triangular shape when one of the vertices is located at ±oo. 
A, Band C can be integers between -32768 and 32767; they can also be 
assigned the two special values +inf and -inf. 

Examples: 

fuzzy input 1 2 PO 0 1000 +inf 
Defines a fuzzy set for variable In1. The fuzzy set is that with index 2 and 
is assigned the name PO. Its geometry is trapezoidal, with A=O, B=lOOO 
and C=+oo. 

fuzzy input 1 1 ZE -1000 0 1000 
Defines a fuzzy set for variable In1. The fuzzy set is that with index 1 
and is assigned the name ZE. Its shape is triangular, with A=-1000, B=O 
and C=+1000. 

Syntax 3 (output fuzzy sets): 
fuzzy output <setiD> <setName> <A> 

Defines a crisp fuzzy set called setName, with index setiD and located at 
position A. 
<setiD> is the zero-based index of the set that is being defined. For ex
ample, if the controller has been configured to use 7 fuzzy sets for the 
output variable Out then valid setiD's are 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6. 
<setName> is a convenience name that is associated to the set and is only 
used when displaying sets and rules in a human-readable form (the fuzzy 
command with no parameters). 
The value A actually defines the fuzzy set. Output fuzzy sets are crisp 
and, therefore, are defined by a single value. 
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100% 

A B c (A=- inf) B c 

100% 

A B (C=+inf) (A=- inf) (B=don't care) (C=+inf) 

Fig. 4. Meaning of the triplet A, B, C 

Example: 

fuzzy output 2 NE -500 
Defines an output fuzzy set called NE with a value of -500. This set is 
that with index 2 and, therefore, is the third output fuzzy set. 

Syntax 4 (fuzzy rules): 
fuzzy rule <ruleiD> <sO> <s1> <s2> <s3> <sOut> 

Defines the rule whose index is rule!D. Valid values for ruleiD are 0 
to the number of allocated rules (command fuzzy con fig) minus one. The 
remaining five parameters are indexes of fuzzy sets. 

<sO> is t he zero-based index of a fuzzy set of the !nO variable. 
<s 1> is the zero-based index of a fuzzy set of the In1 variable. 
<s2> is the zero-based index of a fuzzy set of the In2 variable. 
<s3> is t he zero-based index of a fuzzy set of t he In3 variable. 
<sOut> is the zero-based index of a fuzzy set of the Out variable. 

The meaning of t he rule is: 
"If !nO E sO and In1 E s1 and In2E s2 and In3 E s3 then Out = sOut" 

Example: 

fuzzy rule 21 3 4 2 1 6 
Defines rule 21 as: 
If !nO E "set 3 of !nO" and In1 E "set 4 of In1" and In2 E "set 2 of 
In2" and In3 E "set 1 of In3" t hen the crisp value to be assigned to Out 
is that of "set 6 of Out" 

linear 
Sets the controller parameters in case the linear controller is t>elected. 
This command allows four linear transfer functions to be defined . In the 
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z-domain, the relationship implemented between inputs and output of the 
controller is: 

The five functions n0 , n 1, n2, n3 and dare polynomials in the form: 

Co+ C1Z~l + C2Z~ 2 + C;JZ~ 3 + C4Z~4 + C5Z~.o + C5Z~G + C7Z~ 7 

+ csz~ 8 + c9 z~ 9 (2) 

Syntax: 
linear <func name> <cO> <c1> <c2> <c3> 

<c4> <c5> <c6> <c7> <c8> <c9> 

where func name is nO, n1, n2, n3 or d, and the ex's are the ten coefficients. 
The coefficients are floating-point numbers. All the calculations are car
ried out in floating-point single precision; therefore rounding errors might 
compromise stability if the poles are too close to the unit circle in the 
z plane. If you expect a controller to be stable and it is not, it is likely 
a rounding problem and, hence, you should try moving poles a little. 
With no parameters, the command simply prints out the five functions 
no, n1, n2, n:J and d. 

Examples: 

linear n1 1 ~o.3 4 7 1 0 0 0 0 0 
Sets n1(z) = 1- 0.3z~ 1 + 4z~ 2 + 7z~:l + z~4 . 

linear d 64 -62 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Sets d(z) = 64- 62z~ 1 . 

sinusoid 
Sets the controller parameters in case the sinusoid controller is selected. 
The sinusoid controller is particular in that it is not a real controller. 
Rather, it is a sinusoidal signal generator that is independent of any of the 
four input values. The only two parameters that can be set are amplitude 
and frequency. This type of controller is useful for testing purposes. 

Syntax: 
sinusoid <ampl. (volt)> <freq. (Hz)> 

<ampl> and <freq> are floating-point numbers. 
With no parameters, it simply prints the current amplitude and frequency 
settings. 

Examples: 

sinusoid 
Prints the current amplitude and the current frequency. 
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sinusoid 1.1 0.75 

Instructs the controller to send a 0. 75Hz, 1.1 V -amplitude sinusoid to the 
Out output. The Out signal will then be amplified and shifted normally, 
according to the values set via the out command. 

4 Understanding the Fuzzy Controller Features 

Designing a fuzzy controller requires the definition of several aspects: 

1. the input membership functions; 
2. the output membership functions; 
3. the control rules ; 
4. a lgorithms concerning fuzzyfication and de-fuzzyfication. 

It is important to regard some of these aspects as fixed in order to allow 
an easier sensitivity study. In this section, item 4 is selected according to the 
previous experience of the authors with a fuzzy chip from STMicroelectron
ics [6, 10]. The same is done for item 1, with the only difference that here 
the dimensionless abscissa is 12-bit and , therefore, its range is from -2048 to 
2047. On this axis it is then convenient to mount the membership function as 
much regularly as possible. Figure 5 gives an example for a total of five mem
bership functions on the abscissa range. The link of the digital abscissa with 
the real values of the associated physical quantity is obtained by introducing 
a weight w. According to early studies, its value should scale the range of the 
digital abscissa to the range of the physical variable observed during an un
controlled test . This would mean an undesired dependence of the controller on 
the excitation. By contrast, ongoing investigations suggest that the modulus 

c: 
0 
:0 
~ 0 . 6 ~----+----4~--~~~--~~---+----~ 
a. 
:.c 
i!? 
~ 0 . 4 ~----+---~~--~~4+--.Hr----+----_, 
E 
Q) 

E 
0.21-----+--+-1+-t--+1+---1--H-+---t------1 

OL_ __ ~ __ _L-L~--J_--~~~~----~· 
-3000 -2000 -1000 2000 3000 

digital abscissa 

Fig. 5. Five membership functions on the digital abscissa range ( -2048,2047) 
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of the more significant input achieves, in the controlled case, the value where 
the intermediate positive membership function reaches its peak. But the ratio 
between different input variables depends on the system and affects stability 
quite heavily [1]. 

For the algorithm adopted in this paper, the membership functions of the 
output are not explicitly required. It is sufficient to assign a crisp value to any 
of the attribute which characterize the output. For instance, for 7 attributes, 
one has to give a vector of values, 0, of size 7. 

With 5 membership functions for two inputs (for instance a couple of 
velocities) and 7 crisp values for the output (the control driving signal), three 
examples of rules are given in matrix form, in Tables I, II and III. For the 
sake of simplicity the usual labels zero (ZE), positive (PO) and negative (NE) 
are used, with PL (NL) meaning positive (negative) large, and XPL (XNL) 
positive (negative) extra-large. 

The two input quantities are so that they require opposite counteractions. 
When one of the two quantities is null, the counteraction required spans from 
positive (negative) extra large to negative (positive) extra large. Along the 
main diagonal no counteraction is required. 

Table 1 uses the values PL and NL of the output just for a single input 
combination. This creates significant valleys (peaks) between the central part 
of the response and the saturation zones (upper and lower plateau). 

Figure 6 gives the graphical illustration of the control law generated by 
the rules of Table 1, for two different definitions of the crisp values positive 
(negative) and positive (negative) large, i.e., PO (NE) and PL (NL). The 
higher the crisp values adopted, the smoother the valley (peak) results. 

Table 2 uses PL and NL all around the saturation regions. Figure 7 shows 
that this results in much smoother valleys (peaks) all around this region. 

Table 1. Fuzzy control rules: example A 

NL NE ZE PO PL 
NL ZE NE XNL NE XNL 
NE PO ZE NE NL NE 
ZE XPL PO ZE NE XNL 
PO PO PL PO ZE NE 
PL XPL PO XPL PO ZE 

Table 2. Fuzzy control rules: example B 

NL NE ZE PO PL 
NL ZE NE XNL NL XNL 
NE PO ZE NE NL NL 
ZE XPL PO ZE NE XNL 
PO PL PL PO ZE NE 
PL XPL PL XPL PO ZE 
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Fig. 6. Fuzzy controller graphical representation: a) with intermediate crisp values 
682, 1365; b) with intermediate crisp values 825, 1650 

Table 3. Fuzzy control rules: example C 

NL NE ZE PO PL 
NL ZE NE XNL NL XNL 
NE PO ZE NE ZE NL 
ZE XPL PO ZE NE XNL 
PO PL ZE PO ZE NE 
PL XPL PL XPL PO ZE 
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Table 3 enlarges the area of no counteraction (starting from Table 2) and 
Figure 8 emphasizes how this set of rules realizes a sort of basin of no action 
for central values of the input variables. 

Table 4 tries to summarize the free parameters in the design of a fuzzy con
troller with two input variables and one output. Each parameter is associated 
with a selection guide. 
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Table 4. Synthesis of the design parameters for a fuzzy controller 

Parameter Description Selection process 

WJ Weight of the main The peak modulus of the controlled 
input variable variable must reach the centroid of 

the intermediate positive member-
ship function 

W2/W1 Ratio of the input System dependent: may affect sta-
variable weights bility 

G Gain factor It should be equal to one for a sue-
cessful design. 

0 Vector of output The null and peak values are given. 
crisp value~ The intermediate values can be se-

lected to improve the control law 
shape for given rules. 

RULES IF-THEN relations They define the shape of the actual 
between input varia- control law. Its general aspect can 
blcs and output. be given, but local details are ad-

justed by modifying the rules. 

5 Conceiving a Wireless Implementation 

One of the most challenging aspects of the current research activity concerns 
how to make the whole system wireless [11]. To this purpose, two choices 
are available. It must be decided whether to embrace an existing communi
cation standard or to develop a new one. This dilemma stems from the idea 
that, although a proprietary protocol may be the best option available, as any 
desired feature can be stuffed in it, at the same time adopting an existing stan
dan! yields dramatically lower costs and development times. The real point is 
whether it is possible to find a standard that meets all the specifications. 

In order to develop a completely new wireless communication protocol, 
many issues have to be taken into account. Perhaps the most difficult one, 
although not strictly of a technical nature, is what frequency band must be 
used. This depends on existing national regulations as well as on the desired 
values of range, power and channel capacity. Clearly, studying all these issues 
requires time and a well-defined set of specifications. This point is trickier than 
it might seem, because in several cases precise specifications are not known. 

These considerations convinced the authors that, at least in the case under 
investigation, it is advisable to leave the wireless design work to the specialists 
and to focus attention on what must be done to complete the implementation. 
Therefore, the policy is to embrace an existing communication standard and 
to adopt off-the-shelf devices for wireless communication. 

Several wireless standards are available on the market [5] but most of them 
have been developed for computer networks, for the Internet or for similar 
consumer applications. For example, Bluetooth is a low-cost, low-speed, short
range communication protocol that is intended mostly for interconnecting 
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computer peripherals. Another example is the IEEE 802.11 standard, which 
allows more demanding networks to be implemented. Unfortunately, these 
two standards are too computer-friendly and, therefore, are not very easy to 
implement on a simple electronic board like the one discussed in this paper. It 
is too lightweight to be equipped with built-in networking capability. A much 
simpler solution was sought and two interesting devices were identified. 

One is a full-fledged radio modern with an RS-232 interface and with the 
very interesting feature of allowing a few independent network sub-domains to 
be defined. This is very easy to use and requires no additional circuitry in order 
to be interfaced to the fuzzy controller board. It comes at a very reasonable 
price from Maxstream. In addition, it boasts a strikingly-long range, nearing 
10 km in a line-of-sight situation. For the purposes of this paper, it would 
be perfect if it did not have the quite nasty shortcoming of low speed. The 
nominal speed is, in fact, 9.6 kbps. A higher speed option is available that 
enables full-duplex communication at 19.2 kbps, but this comes at the price 
of halving the achievable range. 

The second device under consideration is a hybrid RF transceiver from 
Aurel that has a maximum speed of 100 kbps and a range just short of 1 km. 
As usually, speed has a cost in terms of range. This solution il:l more difficult 
to implement than the first one because additional circuitry ii:i needed in order 
to interface it with the fuzzy controller module. However, it ii:i i:lO interel:lting 
as to deserve some investigation. 

A further third solution that would be fairly easy to implement would 
be the GPRS protocol. There is a cheap module from Telit that actl:l as a 
modem with a serial interface and provides access to the Internet via the 
GPRS protocol. In this case the speed would be 57.6 kbpi:i at most, but there 
would be no range limitations at all. 

It is worth noting that serious reliability il:lsues aril:le if these communica
tion protocols are used for critical applications such as bridge control. One 
thing is monitoring a structure, another one is controlling it. Control loops 
pose very strict requirements on transmission latency and delay, while the 
problem of monitoring is much more relaxed. Ai:i of today, latency and delay 
are not guaranteed over the Internet. It is possible to request given levels of 
quality of service (QoS), but it does not seem very wise to have the structural 
stability of a bridge depend on a protocol that was not designed with real-time 
requirements in mind. 

For these reasons, the two simpler protocoll:l provided by the first two 
devices mentioned (i.e., the Maxstream radio modem and the Aurel hybrid 
RF transceiver) can offer, as of today, a more reliable solution. In both cases, 
the resulting l:lensor network is limited in space (while in the Internet case 
it would not) and, therefore, less prone to delays and network congestion. 
Also, steering clear from the Internet traffic, it should be more immune to 
tampering from potential attackers. 

As anticipated before, designing a solution around the Maxstream radio 
modems requires no additional hardware at all. It il:l sufficient to plug in a radio 
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a) b) c) 

Fig. 9. Some transceivers considered for the wireless extension. a) Stand a lone radio 
modem (19.2 kbps) b) RF transceiver (100 kbps) c) GSM/GPRS module (up to 57.6 
kbps) 

modem to our fuzzy module and that will give it wireless capability. Only lesser 
software changes are needed in order to enable communication between two 
fuzzy modules, but that is independent of the communication protocol used, 
be it wireless or not. Figure 9 shows the three devices discussed above. 

The fo llowing architecture was implemented in the authors' laboratory. 
A fuzzy module is used for signal acquisition from the accelerometers. Its fuzzy 
capabilities are not used in this case. It just reads from the accelerometers and 
routes the data through the radio modem to the second fuzzy module. The 
second fuzzy module receives the data and performs the actual work. Based 
on the accelerations received, it operates an active mass damper actuator and 
strives to keep a structural specimen from failure. 

An aspect that could be of some concern when dealing with wireless sys
tems is the possibility of interference. When a disturbing transmitter enters 
a wireless network, it is quite normal to expect that something might cease 
working properly. While this is certainly true in the case of AM or FM trans
mitters or , more in general , of traditional radio transmitters, the type of mod
ulation used in the two solutions described above is inherently more robust to 
this kind of problems. Rather than using a separate channel for every trans
mitter , which would sound very intuitive, the spread-spectrum modulation 
uses the opposite approach. All the transmitters share a common frequency 
band. This band is divided into many independent sub-channels. When a de
vice needs to transmit data, it picks one sub-channel and uses it for a very 
short time. Then it hops to another sub-channel. This way, interferences are 
not a serious problem because interferences are accepted. They are part of the 
game. In case a sub-channel is busy and a collision occurs, it is sufficient to 
hop to a new sub-channel and retransmit . Clearly, frequency hopping lowers 
the probability that two transmitters may interfere with each other and inter
ference only causes a limited reduction of the connection speed. This can only 
become a problem when nearing the network congestion limit . An advantage 
of the radio modem we used is that all the frequency hopping and collision 
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detecting logic is automatically handled and, therefore, there is no extra care 
to pay to the problem. 

6 Results of Laboratory Testing 

This section reports the results of some laboratory tests conducted on the 
frame of Figure 10, mounting on the top an active mass damper driven by the 
fuzzy board of Figure 2. The input variables to the board are the acceleration 
of the three storeys, as well as that of the shaking table. All the experiments 
were conducted by exciting the table with a white-noise acceleration. The peak 
amplitude of the piston stroke is 4.9 mm when the system is tested without 
control. Then tests with the maximum stroke multiplied by an integer factor 
from 1 to 4 were also carried out. 

The input variables for the fuzzy controller are the velocities of the second 
and third floor. The velocities are absolute velocities: tests with relative (to the 
base) velocities resulted too biased by the current value of the base velocity. 
The weights selected are 12.5 for the third floor (main variable) and -3 for the 
second floor. The gain is set to one. The controller of Table 1 is adopted, with 
the intermediate values at 682, 1365 (Figure 6a) , case A1; 750, 1500, case A2; 
825, 1650 (Figure 6b), case A3. 

Fig. 10. The experimental environment: three-storey steel frame with active mast> 
damper on the top 
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Table 5. The tests reported in this paper. The stroke span factor should be multi
plied by 4.9 mm to provide the stroke span 

Number Controller Stroke span factor Index 
1 Uncontrolled 1 364.09 
2 A1 1 176.51 
3 A3 1 150.97 
4 A1 2 333.78 
5 A2 2 313.02 
6 A3 2 288.01 
7 Al 3 503.86 
8 A2 3 444.76 
9 A3 3 435.01 
10 A2 4 627.80 
11 A3 4 569.13 
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Fig. 11. Span stroke factor equal to one. Comparison of t he top velocity time history 
in the uncontrolled case (dotted line) and in the Al controlled case (solid line) 

Table 5 provides a synthesis of the tests reported in this section. The 
column named index is defined as the mean of the 6 external histogram bars 
of the top velocity statistical distribution after removing the inner four bars. 
It gives a measure of the excursions of the response far from the rest position. 

Figure 11 mainly shows the amount of response improvement the control 
allows in a case where the uncontrolled test was feasible (stroke span factor 
equal to 1). Figure 12 emphasizes the different behaviour of controllers A1 
and A3. 
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time I 0.02 sec 

Fig. 14. Control signal (in digital value) generated by the A3 controller for different 
values of the stroke span factor (from 1 to 4) 

Figure 13 shows the different response for different values of the stroke 
span factor (from 1 to 4), while Figure 14 provides the same comparison in 
terms of output signal. 

7 Conclusions 

The main contribution of this paper covers the implementation of a board 
mounting a microprocessor programmed as a fuzzy controller. The software 
shell is illustrated and the architecture for a wireless solution is investigated. 

Some laboratory tests are conducted to validate the whole procedure and 
to identify areas where new improvements should be pursued. 
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Summary. The present approach for vibration suppression of flexible structures is 
based on friction damping in semi-active joints. At optimal locations conventional 
rigid connections of a large truss structure are replaced by semi-active friction joints. 
Two different concepts for the control of the normal forces in the friction interfaces 
are implemented. In the first approach each semi-active joint has its own local feed
back controller, whereas the second concept uses a global, clipped-optimal controller. 
Simulation results of a 10-bay truss structure show the potential of the proposed 
semi-active concept. 

1 Introduction 

Large space structures (LSS) are commonly designed as very flexible and 
lightweight truss structures of big size. Due to their small damping and the 
stringent positioning accuracy, many missions involving antennas or optical 
interferometers require vibration suppression. Numerous works have been pub
lished on active vibration suppression. Usually piezoelectric stacks are used 
as devices for actuators because of their light weight, high force and min
imum power consumption. Although an active approach is very attractive, 
actively controlled systems may cause spillover instability. Passive approaches 
for damping enhancement involving visco-elastic materials or preloaded back
lashes [1] may be desirable because of their simplicity and low cost. The 
present approach is based on friction damping in the joint connections of 
a truss structure [2]. Dry friction caused by slip in the interface of connected 
parts turns out to provide a significant amount of energy dissipation. The 
original truss nodes are modified such that relative slip between the truss 
member's end connector and the truss node is provided. 

However, passive approaches for vibration suppression are by far not as 
effective as active ones. Passive friction damping has several disadvantages. 
When the amplitude of vibration decreases below a certain level sticking oc
curs and energy is no longer dissipated. In addition, if the stiction force is 
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quite high the connected parts can stick and thus static shape accuracy can
not be assured. To overcome these drawbacks, the friction force in the joint 
connection is controlled by varying the normal force in the contact interface 
using a piezoelectric stack [3]. Since a passive device is actively controlled, 
this approach is called semi-active. The resulting semi-active vibration sup
pression system is always stable, at least in the Lyapunov sense, because of 
the dissipative nature of friction. Another appeal of semi-active control is that 
performance levels of active control can be achieved with a fraction of input 
power. Furthermore, this concept can easily be employed without increasing 
the structural weight. 

The paper is structured as follows. It starts with the numerical model of 
the adaptive structure consisting of the truss structure which is considered 
as a linear subsystem and the nonlinear semi-active joints which exert state
dependent friction forces on the linear subsystem. The parameters of the non
linear friction model must be identified from measurements conducted with 
an isolated joint. Based on the open-loop state space model of the linear sub
system, modal reduction is performed using controllability and observability 
gramians. To improve the fidelity of the reduced model for lower frequencies, 
the modal subspace is augmented with Krylov vectors. 
At optimal locations conventional connections are replaced by semi-active 
friction joints and two different control concepts for the semi-active vibration 
suppression are introduced: local feedback control and clipped-optimal con
trol. The simulation results for a 10-bay truss structure presented at the end 
reveal the potential of the presented semi-active approach. 

2 Adaptive Truss Structure 

The 10-bay truss structure depicted in Fig. 1 is made of Meroform-M12 con
struction system consisting of aluminum tubes connected by steel nodes. The 
Meroform components are shown in more detail in Fig. 2. Each tube has a 
22 mm outer diameter and is fitted with a screw end connector. The hori
zontal and vertical distance between the center of the truss nodes is 1 m. In 
accordance with the Shuttle Radar Transmission Mission (SRTM? where a 
similar truss structure has been used as a cantilever to carry one of the two 
radar equipments, the mast is clamped at one end. At the free end a mass of 
0.5 kg is attached to each of the five truss nodes. 

For the implementation of the semi-active damping approach a modified 
joint connection has been designed, which allows relative motion between 
the end connector of a truss member and the truss node with the remaining 
members attached to it. The rigid Meroform nodes can be replaced by this 
adaptive joint. As shown in Fig. 3, two types of joints are considered, each 

1 For details visit the websites http: I lwww. j pl. nasa. gov I srtml and 
http:llwww.aec-able.comlcorporatelsrtm.htm 
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Fig. 1. Truss structure Fig. 2. Meroform components 

with one single degree-of-freedom. It is the relative displacement along the 
longitudinal axis of the connected rod (type A) and relative rotation about 
an axis perpendicular to the longitudinal axis (type B) . 

A sketch of the rotational prototype (type B) is shown in Fig. 4. The 
semi-active joint employs the dissipative character of dry friction caused by 
interfacial slip in the contact area.2 . By applying voltage to the piezoelectrica.l 
stack actuator , the pressure in the contact area. can be altered. The normal 
force is approximately proportional to the applied voltage. The preload of the 
stack can be adjusted by a screw. 

L. 
X 

friction element 

Fig. 3. Types of joints 

actualor 

friction 

. ' 
·-~ L /· =· 

X y 

load cell 

friction elemenl 

Fig. 4. Adaptive joint (type B) 

2 L. Gaul: German Patent "Smart Joint" , Number 19702518 C2 (1997) 
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3 Numerical Model 

3.1 Model of the Friction Joint 

For the modeling of the nonlinear behaviour in the friction joints the so called 
LuGre-model [4] has been proposed [3] which is capable of simulating relevant 
friction phenomena [5], such as presliding displacement, stick-slip and the 
Stribeck effect. It describes the friction interface as a contact between bristles. 
The internal state variable r.p representing the average deflection of the bristles 
is governed by the first order differential equation 

<P = f(v, r.p) = v- a-og(v) r.p with I vI 
g(v) = Fe+ Fdc(vfvs)2 (1) 

where v is the relative sliding velocity in the contact. The friction force trans
mitted in the joint 

(2) 

=:M (v, <p) 

depends on the normal force FN and the dynamic friction coefficient J-L(v, r.p). 
In case of a rotational joint (type B), a radius r is introduced in (2) to 
obtain a friction moment, i.e., MR = r FR, where v represents the relative 
angular velocity. In the following, for both types the generalised force uR 

and the generalised sliding velocity v will be used. The model parameters 
a-ok, a-1k, a-2k, Fck, Fdk and Vs,. are all positive and have dimensions consistent 
with the dimension of v . 

3.2 Parameter Identification 

In order to identify the parameters of the LuGre-model, the transfer behaviour 
of an isolated friction joint is measured. The joint is supported on a founda
tion and the friction element (see Fig. 4) is harmonically excited by a shaker. 
The sliding velocity and the excitation force are recorded for different nor
mal forces and different excitation amplitudes and frequencies. Based on the 
known inertia the transmitted friction force can be calculated from the mea
sured excitation force. 

The model parameters are determined from the comparison between the 
simulated response and the measurements. This is done by solving the opti
mization problem 

(3) 

with the vector p containing the parameters to be identified, the measured 
friction force u R ( t k) and the simulated friction force u R ( v ( t k), F N, p), which 
is obtained from (2) and integration of (1). For calculation of UR the measured 
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sliding velocity v(tk) and normal force FN which is kept com1tant during the 
recording period are used. 

From the results of a fuzzy sensitivity analysis [6] it is known, that the 
individual parameters are responsible for different behaviour characteristics. 
Micro-slip behaviour is mostly affected by the parameters p 1 = [u0 ut]. Dur
ing macro-slip, where sliding in the entire contact area occurs, especially the 
parameters p 2 = [Fe Fd V 8 u2 ] are of importance. Macro-slip and micro-slip 
behaviour can be generated by choosing an appropriate combination of exci
tation amplitude and normal force which has an influence on the break-away 
force. 

To efficiently solve the optimization problem in (3), the identification is 
carried out in two steps. First, the parameters p 1 are idenitified from responses 
measured during micro-slip regime. The remaining parameters p 2 are obtained 
from measurements where the joint is operated in stick-slip behaviour. For 
both optimizations, data from several measurements with different excitations 
and normal forces are used. Because of the nonlinear objective function (3) a 
gradient-based optimization algorithm will only give local minima. Therefore, 
it is important to start the optimization with reasonable initial values for p 1 

and p 2 . 

The identified parameters are listed in Table 1 for both types of joint. 
The present joint design turned out to have quite small parameters u 1 und 
0"2 which have almost no influence on the dynamical behaviour. A fact that 
is confirmed by the re~mlts of the fuzzy sensitivity analysis [6]. Therefore, it 
is hard to identify there actual values. As an example, one of the measured 
hysteresis loops for type B is compared to the predicted loop in Fig. 5. 

Table 1. Identified friction parameters 

3.3 FE-Model of the Truss Structure 

The FE discretization of the truss connections is depicted in Fig. 6. All tubes 
and end connectors are discretized by cubic Euler-Bernoulli beams with two 
nodes, each having six degrees of freedom. The Meroform nodes are con
sidered as perfectly rigid and the rigid portions are modelled by geometric 
constraints u, = Snrn.Un between the tied dofs Urn and the independent dofs 
Un. The mass and inertia of the Meroform connections are lumped at the cen
ters of each truss node. The kinematics of the friction joints are described by 
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Fig. 5. Hysteresis loops for type B: simulation (-), experiment (--) 

constraint matrices, as well, which couple the degrees of freedom of the cor
responding nodes according to the type of joint. By assembling all constraint 
matrices Bnm into matrix S , all dependent degrees of freedom of the origi
nal finite element model with mass matrix M , damping matrix iJ, stiffness 
matrix k and the displacement vector z can be eliminated as follows 

The resulting system of differential equations is given by 

Mz + Dz +Kz = EuR (v , r.p) + Fw (5) 

with the vector z containing only the independent generalised displacements 
Zj (j = l, ... ,N). The friction forces uR(v ,<p) acting in the friction joints 
depend on the sliding velocities v = E T z and the bristle deflections cp. Vector 
w represents disturbances. 

Using the modal transformation 

z(t) = 4>ry(t) (6) 

with the modal matrix 4> = [4>1 , .. . , «Pnl (including n < N 'significant' eigen
modes 4>;) obtained from the undamped eigenvalue problem 

i=l , ... ,n (7) 

and assuming proportional damping, (5) can be transformed to a set of dif
ferential equations 
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with the matrices fl = diag (wf), B = diag (2~; w;) and the vector "1 of modal 
coordinates 7]; . The eigenfrequency and the modal damping coefficient of the 
i-th mode is denoted by w; and~;, respectively. 

T he sliding velocities v and additional measurements y are given by 

v = E T ci>iJ 

y = VcfJry + Wci>iJ. 

(9) 

(10) 

It should be pointed out that the transformation matrix in (6) is composed 
of eigenvectors of the underlying linear undamped system. That means, the 
nonlinear state-dependent term in the excitation vector UR is neglected and 
a truss structure with frictionless joint connections is considered, i.e. FN1 =0. 
That way, the structure of the linear subsystem can fully be employed for the 
upcoming model reduction. Such an approach is often used for systems with 
local nonlinearities [7]. 

truss members Table 2. Eigenfrequencies in [Hz] 

No EMA FEM error [%] MAC 

1 4.49 4.495 0.18 0.79 

end connector ~ - 2 4.60 4.595 0.19 0.88 

3 20.65 20.60 0.24 0.97 

4 22.07 22.25 0.82 0.95 

5 23.61 23.76 0.64 0.93 

7 24.72 25.08 1.46 0.93 

8 43.47 43.73 0.60 0.95 
trus node 

rigid connection 
12 46.83 46.90 0.15 0.98 

17 49.45 49.52 0.14 0.72 
Fig. 6. FE di;;cretization 

Since not all of the parameters of the FE model are known a priori, they 
have to be identified by means of Modal Updating [8] using eigenfrequen
cies and mode shapes obtained from an Experimental Modal Analysis (EMA) 
which has been performed on the struture. The unknown parameters particu
larly are the axial, bending and torsional stiffness of the end connectors. Fur
thermore, the material properties of the aluminum members are not exactly 
known. Dimensions and masses of the components however are considered as 
given. 

The eigenfrequencies calculated with the updated FE model are compared 
to the measured values in Table 2. The corresponding MAC values [8] of the 
mode shapes are listed as well. Note that only those modes are listed whose 
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mode shapes could clearly be identified by the EMA. The extracted modal 
damping ratios 0.05% :::; ~i :::; 0.5% confirm that the present strutcture indeed 
is a weakly damped system. For the upcoming simulations ~i = 0.1% will be 
used for all modes i = 1, ... , n. 

3.4 Model of the Adaptive Structure 

By defining the state vector of the linear subsystem as 

[ T TJT X= x 1 , ... , Xn with x·- [ i/i ] 
' - Wi'TJi 

(11) 

where the state Xi represents the i-th mode, the state space form of the friction 
damped truss structure is given by 

(12) 

The system matrix A as well as the matrices B and H can easily be deduced 
from (5) by taking the definition of the state vector x into account. The 
internal state variables 'Pj (j = 1, ... , l) of the l semi-active friction joints are 
arranged in c.p, the corresponding differential equations ( 1) in f ( v, c.p). The 
sliding velocities are given by v = BT x. The actuator forces UR are defined 
by (2) as uR1 = FN1 J.Lj(vj, 'Pj) where the normal forces fN1 represent the 
controller output. 

4 Model Reduction 

Because of the high order of the system (12), a model reduction is required to 
obtain a low order model for the control design. This is done by significantly 
reducing the order of the linear subsystem and keeping the nonlinear part 
unchanged. Thus, the linear subsystem 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

is considered in the following. It is partitioned into dominant states xd which 
will be kept in the reduced model, and states Xnd which will be removed. 
In the following considerations, the nonlinear friction forces UR are neglected 
and the vector u represents external (state-independent) actuator forces. 
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4.1 Balanced Reduction 

The determination of dominant mode:s Xrt, i:s based on balanced reduction 
using controllability and observability gramians corresponding to the different 
inputs ( u, w) and output:s ( v, y) of the :system. For an asymptotically :stable 
sy:stem, the controllability gramian we and ob:servability gramian W 0 are 
symmetric and positive definite matrice:s which can be computed from the 
steady-state Lyapunov equations [9] 

and 

Due to the particular form of the state :space model with modal coordinate:s, 
(16) can be solved in closed form [10]. For structures with small damping and 
well separated eigenfrequencies:l the grarnians tend to diagonal matrices 

( 
c(o) 0 ) 

W c(o)- d. wi 
- mg c(o) 

0 w ,, 
( 17) 

with 

where i = 1, ... , n. The vector ei is the i-th row of .pTE, vectors Vi and 
w; corespond to the i-th column of V.P and W.P, respectively. The i-th 
diagonal element wi (wf) is a quantitative measure for the controllability 
( observability) of the i-th state Xi= [i/i, wir/iJT which represents the i-th mode. 

To identify mode:s which are relevant for the transfer behaviour of the 
input/output path from UR to v, one has to check the corresponding Hankel 
singular values [11] 

T V eiei - c wo- --
/uv; - wu, v; - 4C,w 

<..,t 1, 

(18) 

defined by means of the eigenvalues of the controllability and observability 
grarnians for the input u and output v, i. e., w:;, and w~; respectively. Modes 
with large Hankel :singular values /uv, should be included into the reduced 
model in order to guarantee a good approximation of the original system. 
Those modes will mainly be excited by the friction forces. And they will 
contribute to the sliding velocities v occuring in the friction joints, as well. 

In addition, all modes which have an impact on the system measurements 
y need to be added to the reduced model. They are selected according to the 
eigenvalues w~, of the observability gramian corresponding to the output y. 

When the disturbance input matrix His known, it can be taken into account 
as well. 

3 Even for truss structures with their quite high modal density, this approximation 
is valid as long as the damping ratios are small, Le., ~i « 1 [10, 11]. 
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4.2 Krylov Vectors 

After the dominant states are chosen, the reduced model of the linear subsys
tem is given by 

xd = Adxd + BduR(v, r.p) + Hdw 
- BT ET J,. 0 v = dxd = 'Fd'TJd 

fJ = Cdxd = VtPd'TJd + Wt/Jdryd . 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

Now, focus on the input/output path from UR to v which is the most critical 
since the prediction of the local nonlinearities is effected by the approximation 
quality of this path. As a result of neglecting the part B;:dxnd in (20), the 
approximated sliding velocity v is erroneous. This has a negative effect on 
the prediction of the resulting friction forces uR(v,r.p). The approximation 
error would amplify when simulating the closed-loop system. Therefore, it is 
important to somehow compensate for the deleted modes. 

For this purpose the transfer matrix cuv ( s) from u to v 

G''w(s) = BT(si- A)- 1 B = BT(si -A )- 1 B + Gu"(s) d d d d nd (22) 

is considered. The term G~v corresponds to the neglected n,d = N -nd modes. 
The coefficients 1ik of a Taylor series around s0 =0 

Nk Nk 

G"" (s) = L ( -1)k+1 BT A -k-1 B sk = L ( 1idk (0) + 1indk (0)) sk (23) 

k=O =:rik(O) k=O 

are the so called 'low order moments' which are used in 'moment matching 
methods' for model reduction purposes [12]. Considering the l-th friction joint, 
the first correction term 1iro for the second order system in (5) is given by 

1tr0 = 1io -1id0 = eJ ( K- 1ej- tPdn;/iPJ eJ) = eJ (I- tPdiPJ M) K- 1eJ 
(24) 

when no damping is assumed4 , e1 being the l-th column of the matrix E. 
1iro represents the difference between the static deformation K-1 ez caused 
by an unit load acting in the l-th joint and the deformation tPdf1"d 1iPJ ej 
which results from the mode superposition of the modes tPd· By taking further 
coefficients 1trk into account, the following recursive formula (Arnoldi proces:s) 

'¢; = K-1 M'I/Jk-1 

'¢;*=(I- Ek-1Ef_ 1M)'¢; 

4 Similar expressions can be given for damped second order systems [12] 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 
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for the calculation of so called Krylov vectors [13] can be derived. The starting 
vector is chosen as 1/J0 =K-1ej. The matrix .Ek=[Pd 1/J1 .. . 1/Jk-d contains 
not only the eigenvectors of P d but the new generated vectors 1/J k- 1 ( k > 1) as 
well. Thus, the bracket term in (26) and (27) constitute an orthonormalization 
with respect to the mass matrix. By generating K vectors for each friction 
joint j, a total number of l· K Krylov vectors is obtained. Since the columns 
of q; = [1/J 1 ... 1/J1x] are not orthogonal with respect to the stiffness matrix, 
a singular value decomposition (SVD) 

where il = diag(w?,), m = 1, ... ,lK (28) 

is UHcd to yield vectors .P = I]!T which also diagonalize the stiffness matrix. 
When the transformation 

z(t) = [Pd tP] [ ~d] with .P = [~ 1 ... ~1x] and fJ = [fh ... iJ1xf, 

(29) 
is applied instead of (6), the reduced model (19) is extended by the additional 
rows 

m=1, ... ,lK. 
(30) 

And the expression for the approximated sliding velocity is 

(31) 

The last expression in (31) can be seen as a correction term which reduce~> 
the approximation error for low frequencies by compensating for the neglected 
modes of the original system. This also improves the approximated friction 
forces uit. 

4.3 Example 

As an example, the proposed reduction method is now applied to the 10-bay 
truss structure illustrated in Fig. 7. The displacements in y- and z-direction 
at the sensor location are used as measurements y. The disturbance w is a 
triangular pulse in y- and z-direction which acts as a force at the mast tip as 
Hhown in Fig. 7. 

For the present example a configuration with three friction joints (two of 
type A and one of type B) is used. Figure 8 shows the first n=600 eigenvalue~> 
wi' for the rotational joint (type B) and for one of the translational joints 
(type A). As can be seen, type A mainly affects the lowest modes wherea~> 
type B also excites higher modes. Therefore, only the friction joint of type B 
(actuator 1) will be considered as 'active', in order to point out the effect of 
the correction term EtPry in (31) on the approximation of the sliding angular 
velocity ii1 and the friction moment UR1 • In the other two joints of type A 
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e mass (0.5kg) 

act. 2 

/ 
/ 

act. I 

Fig. 7. Example: Structure with semi-active joints 

L 
2 • 

no friction forces are transmitted and they are regarded as frictionless joint 
connections with zero normal force (FN2 3 = 0). The reason for using those 
'inactive' joints anyway is the resulting local stiffness reduction which is nec
essary for a significant effect of the rotational joint to occur. 

Using the procedure from Sect. 4.1 nd = 60 dominant modes are selected 
from the first n = 100. All higher modes are not included in the reduced model 
despite their large eigenvalues5 . For a constant normal force FN1 =400N, the 
friction moment UR1 of the reduced system given by (19) is plotted in Fig. 9 
together with the friction moment obtained from the original system (5). It 
is obvious that the approximation of the actual friction moment is quite bad. 
However, augmenting the modal subspace spanned by the eigenvectors c/>d, 
with just two Krylov vectors {/J1 2 (l = 1, k = 1, 2) improves the low frequency 
approximation remarkably, as ca~ be seen from the time signal of uR_1 in Fig. 9. 

5 Semi-Active Control 

In the following, two different control approaches are proposed. In the first 
approach each semi-active friction joint has its own local feedback controller. 
The second concept uses one global clipped-optimal controller. 

5.1 Local Feedback Control 

Several semi-active control laws for friction dampers have been derived [14]. A 
bang-bang controller can be designed by inspection of the time derivative of 
the Lyapunov function representing the system energy. For the LuGre friction 
model defined by (2) and (1), one arrives at the feedback law 

u · v·>E: · I-") J - J 

0 < /JjVj < Ej 

/Jj Vj :::; 0 
(32) 

5 The purpose of choosing the number of modes n quite small is to point out the 
effect of the correction term. Usually, at least all modes lying in the frequency 
range of the disturbances should be considered. 
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which maximizes the energy dissipation in the adaptive joint by avoiding 
sticking. A boundary layer Ej has been introduced to avoid chattering (quasi
sticking) which degrates the energy dissipation. The dynamic friction coeffi
cient J.lJ is obtained from the relation 

(33) 

where 1 j .1t is the sampling rate of the controller. 
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It is assumed that besides the sliding velocities v the friction forces UR 

can be measured, as well. Otherwise they have to be estimated using a simple 
integrator model as proposed by [15] or the dynamic friction coefficients Jl;j 

have to be observed using an extended Kalman filter [16, 17]. 
For an efficient vibration suppression, the control parameters E J of the 

SISO-controller are optimized [18] with respect to the system energy given by 

te 

E(te) = J (xT x) dt. (34) 

0 

5.2 Clipped-Optimal Control 

For the second approach a so called clipped-optimal controller is used [19]. 
First, a LQG controller [20] is designed assuming an active control system and 
neglecting the actuator dynamics. The optimal actuator forces 

(35) 

are defined by the gain matrix K, which is obtained as a solution of the 
algebraic Riccati equation [20] and the state vector x is estimated by means 
of a Kalman filter [21]. 

The actuator forces ud cannot directly be applied to the structure, they 
has to be generated by the semi-active friction dampers. This is achieved by 
controlling the normal force in each friction joint using the following local 
bang-bang controller 

pmin < F . < pmax 
NJ - N 1 - NJ (36) 

which updates the normal force FNJ in the j-th friction force depending on 
the difference ej = udJ - URJ between the desired actuator force udJ and the 
actual friction force uR3 . To avoid unwanted bang-bang behavior due to the 
Heavyside function H(·), a boundary layer can be introduced as has been 
done for the SISO controller defined by (32). In the following, the proposed 
controller is refered to as cLQG controller. 

The approximation of the desired actuator forces is limited because of 
the dissipativity constraint and the boundedness of the friction force. If the 
measurement of the actual friction forces turns out to be difficult, the Kalman 
estimator can be extended by an integrator model [15] to estimate the friction 
forces, as well. 

6 Simulation Results 

The simulation results in this section will show the potential of the proposed 
semi-active approach to vibration suppression. The boundary conditions and 
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disturbance (impulse force with an amplitude of 200 N over a time period 
of 40 ms) are the same as described in the previous Sect. 4.3. Three semi
active friction joints are placed at optimal locations. The optimal locations 
for a specific mode are determined by considering the strain energies in the 
end connectors which occur when the structure is deformed according to the 
mode shape. Since the focus has been put on the lower modes, all semi-active 
joints are of type A. The replaced truss nodes and the corresponding members 
which are adaptively connected to them are marked in Fig. 10. 

"" semi-active joint 

sensor 

L 
X 

Fig. 10. Structure with three semi-active joints at optimal positions 

The numerical model is reduced to 24 states using the proposed reduction 
method. The 24 states represent 9 modes and 3 additional 'correction modes' 
(Krylov vectors) generated for each friction joint. 

E 
[Nm] 

0.2 

0.1 

0.2 0.4 0.6 
Fig. 11. System energy 
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Figure 11 compares the decay of the system energy E (defined by (34)) for 
the structure with passive and semi-active fri ction joints. A passive joint has 
a constant normal force which is set to either Fj~/" or F'//"x . For the semi
active joints the control law (32) with optimized control parameter Ei is used. 
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It should be noted that during the excitation time period, the normal forces 
are set to FJVax in order to enable a comparison of the different concepts. 
As can be seen, the damping can significantly be enhanced by controlling 
the normal forces in the friction joints. With a constant maximal normal 
force good vibration suppression is achieved at the beginning. However, as 
the vibration amplitude decreases sticking occurs and no energy is dissipated. 
Only the small structural damping reduces the vibrations. 

The performance of the cLQG controller is shown in Fig. 12 together with 
the SISO controller. Furthermore, the response of a fully active system where 
the optimal actuator forces ud are provided by the LQG controller (35) are 
directly applied to the structure. The corresponding tip deflections in y- and 
z-direction are given in Figs. 13 and 14 respectivly. 

4 
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[mm] 
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0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 t [s] 1.0 

Fig. 13. Deflection of the mast tip in y-direction 
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0.6 0.8 t [s] 1.0 

Fig. 14. Deflection of the mast tip in z-direction 

When considering the system energy, the cLQG controller performs only 
slightly better than the three SISO controllers. The advantage of the cLQG 
controller becomes more obvious when the tip deflections are compared as 
shown in Figs. 13 and 14. In order to see how a fully active system would 
perform, the corresponding plots are included in Figs. 12, 13 and 14 as well. 
As can be seen, the suppression of the tip deflections provided by the LQG 
controller (active system) is only significantly better when compared to the 
cLQG controller (semi-active system). However, it is important to point out 
that the semi-active approach requires only a fraction of the control power of 
the active system. 

7 Conclusions 

The present semi-active approach to vibration suppression of large space truss 
structures is based on controlled energy dissipation in friction joints. A nu
merical model of the adaptive structure is presented, including the nonlinear 
dynamics of the friction joints. The finite element model of the truss struc
ture is updated by using data from an Experimental Modal Analysis. And 
the parameters of the friction model are identified from measurements on an 
isolated friction joint. To obtain a low order model a reduction method is pro
posed which is a combination of balanced reduction and matching moments 
method. A numerical example illustrates the approximation quality of the re
duced model. 
Two different control approaches for semi-active damping using fric t ion joints 
are introduced. Finally, the simulation results of the truss structure with three 
semi-active friction joints demonstrate the efficiency of the present vibration 
suppression approach. 
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Design of Adaptive Structures under Random 
Impact Conditions 
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Summary. The methodology (based on the so-called Dynamic Virtual Distortion 
Method) of the design of structures exposed to impact loading is presented in the 
work. Minimization of material volume and accelerations of structural response are 
chosen as the objective functions for optimal design of structures adapting to impact 
loads. The cross-sections of structural members as well as stress levels triggering 
plastic-like behavior and initial prestressing are the design parameters. A general 
formulation of this problem, as well as particular cases, are discussed. 

Key words: adaptive structures, optimal control, dynamic sensitivity ana
lysis 

1 Introduction - Problem Formulation 

Motivation for the undertaken research is to respond to requirements for high 
impact energy absorption e.g. in the structures exposed to the risk of extreme 
blast, light, thin wall tanks with high impact protection, vehicles with high 
crashworthiness, protective barriers, etc. Typically, the suggested solutions 
focus on the design of passive energy absorbing systems. These systems are 
frequently based on the aluminum and/or steel honeycomb packages characte
rized by a high ratio of specific energy absorption. However high is the energy 
absorption capacity of such elements, they still remain highly redundant struc
tural members, which do not carry any load in the actual operation of a given 
structure. In addition, passive energy absorbers are designed to work effec
tively in pre-defined impact scenarios. For example, the frontal honeycomb 
cushions are very effective during a symmetric axial crash of colliding cars, 
but are completely useless in other types of crash loading. Consequently, dis
tinct and sometimes completely independent systems must be developed for 
specific collision scenarios. 

In contrast to the standard passive systems, the proposed approach focuses 
on active adaptation of energy absorbing structures (equipped with a sensor 

J. Holnicki-Szulc et al. (eds.), Advances in Smart Technologies in Structural Engineering
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2004
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a) 

Fig. 1. Testing example of truss-like cantilever. a) the initial configuration, b) the 
stiffest substructure, c) the most compliable substructure, d) t he stiffest substruc
ture designed for the second load case VDM Based Dynamic Analysis of Adaptive 
Structure 

system detecting impact in advance and controllable semi-active dissipaters, 
so called structural fuses) with a high ability of adaptation to extreme over
loading. The concept formulation and first numerical analysis are based on the 
previously published paper [4]. Various formulations of crashworthiness-based 
structural design problem are presented in papers [1, 2, 8, 9, 10, 11- 14], while 
the adaptive crashworthiness concept has been first proposed in [3] and [6]. 
The optimal design methodology proposed below combines sensitivity analysis 
with the redesign process, allowing optimal redistribution of material as well 
as stress limit control in structural fuses. It is assumed that this 'smart' de
vices are able to release structural connections in a controlled way, triggering 
plastic-like distortions mimicking elasto-plastic behaviour shown in Fig. 2. 

The objectives in design of impact absorbers are the following: 

• to sustain all expected impact loads and especially the one with maximal 
impact energy, 

• to absorb all expected impact loads in the most smooth way, minimizing 
maximal accelerations. 

Assuming first only one state of impact load, with possible variation of 
impact intensity, let us t ake into account the following definitions: 

Eu - maximal expected impact energy 
CJu - yield stress level for ideal elasto-plastic material used to built the struc

ture 
(3u - maximal allowed plastic-like distortion to be generated in structural 

fuses . 

Now, assume t hat in hiperstatic truss-like structure (k redundant) kinde
pendent states of self-equilibrated stresses can be generated in such a way that 
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the yield stress level a* ::; au is reached (under a given load) at the same time 
in all structural members. Then, the minimal volume of material V necessary 
to dissipate the maximal expected impact energy Eu can be calculated from 
the following formula: Eu = V au (3u, requiring uniformly distributed maximal 
stresses triggering plastic distortions in all structural members. Note, that 
some initial state of virtual distortions (3°' has to be introduced in order to 
generate desired prestress described above. 

Having defined the minimum volume of structural material let us discuss 
the heuristic methodology for structural remodeling on the example of truss
like cantilever shown in Fig. la. and loaded dynamically in structural node 
(mass m hits the tip joint with the initial velocity v). The well-known solu
tion for the optimal topology of the stiffest substructure 81 (made from the 
determined material volume) is shown in Fig.lb (cf. [7]) while the most com
pliant substructure 82 is demonstrated in Fig. lc. Both of these substructures 
are isostatic and the material distribution (sizing of members' cross-sections) 
guarantees uniformly distributed locally extremal stresses in response to the 
impact I(m, v). 

Let us now calibrate the substructures 8 1 and 82 defined above in such 
way, that the volumes of the material for both of them are identical and 
equal to V/2. Finally, let us compose the resultant structure (81 U 82), where 
the cross-section of each element i is defined as the following mean value: 
/-li = (J-l} +MT)/2, and where the coefficient f-lf (J-l} =AdA~, Ai and A~ denote 
modified and the initial cross-section of the member i, respectively) describes 
the ratio of cross-section modification for the element i from the substructure 
8 1 , while a coefficient f-lT describes the ratio of cross-section modification for 
the element i from the substructure 82 . In the example shown in Fig. I the 
topology of the resultant complex structure is the same as the topology of the 
initial configuration (Fig. la). 

The remodeling process described above is related to the following first 
problem formulation: 

subject to the following constraints: 

ifJ?(t)l ::; (3u 

lai(t)l :Sa* :S au 

!3?(t)ai(t) ?': 0 

(1) 

(2) 

where li denotes the length of the member i and stresses ai(t) depend on the 
maximal expected impact load I(m, v) and the control parameters: J-li, ai, 
!3?', what will be discussed in the next section. The constraint (2) describes 
the condition of dissipative character of plastic-like distortions generation. 

Having determined the material remodeling described above, the following, 
second problem of adaptation to the identified (in advance, using a sensor 
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system) impact load can be formulated: 

min max iii(t) (3) 

subject to the following constraints: 

lu;(t)l S:: u" (4) 

where displacements u;(t) depend on the identified in real time impact load 
I ( m, v), previously determined material redistribution /-li and the control pa
rameters: at, (Jg' describing plastic-like adaptation and the initial prestress, 
what will be discussed in the next section. 

The following strategies of adaptation to the identified in real time impact 
loads have to be considered: 

• detachment of elements i: ( i E S2) 1\ ( i rf:. S1) and tuning proper stress levels 
a* allows to obtain the most compliable substructure S2 , able to receive 
(the most smoothly) small impacts with constraint ( 4) still satisfied, 

• detachment of elements i: (i E Sl)/\(i ¢:. S2 ) and tuning proper stress levels 
a* allows to obtain the stiffest substructure 8 1 , able to receive stronger 
impacts without excessive deflections violating constraint ( 4), 

• introducing proper initial distortions (Jg' in elements of the ~mbstructure 
sl' and tuning stress levels a* allows to obtain the uniform distribution of 
the stress level a* in all structural elements and simultaneous triggering 
plastic-like distortions, what leads to the most effective impact energy dis
sipation. This third strategy should be applied when the impact capacity 
of the second one is too low. 

Note, that detachment of structural elements mentioned in the two first 
strategies can be realized introducing properly determined initial distor
tions (Jg'. 

In multi-load cases compromise solutions for the material redistribution 
have to be taken into account. For example, the same impact I ( m, v) provoked 
by different masses and initial velocities leads to different mass distribution 
(f.L;). Optimal solutions for slow impacts (bigger mass and lower initial velo
cities) require mass transportation to the support neighborhood while in the 
case of fast impact (the same impact energy provoked by smaller mass hitting 
the structure with higher velocity) the mass transportation to the neighbor
hood of loaded node can be observed ( cf. [7]). Therefore, in case of expected 
variable m/v ratio, the optimal material redistribution requires a compromise 
solution. Considering optional impact load state ( cf. Fig. ld), the topology 
of the stiffest substructure is different from the previous one (Fig. 1 b), what 
also demonstrates that the determinations of the compromise solution for 
a multi-load remodeling problem require new numerical tools able to tackle 
this challenging problem. The proposition of new numerical technique (based 
on so called Virtual Distortion Method, VDM, cf. [5]) able to solve the prob
lem discussed above will be discussed in the next two sections. 
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2 VDM Based Dynamic Analysis of Adaptive Structure 

In this chapter we will formulate the VDM based description of the dynamic 
response of elasto-plastic truss structure. Applying discretized time descrip
tion , the evolution of strains and stresses (with respect to initial cross-sections) 
can be expressed as follows: 

O";(t) =Ei (Ei(t) - E?(t) - fJ?( t)) 

o:(t) ~E, [£f(t) + ~ y D,j(t - T) · £j(T) - £1(t)+ 
(6) 

~ ~ D,,(t- T) fi2(7) - /l?(t) l 
where so called dynamic influence matrices Dij ( t - T) describe the strain evo
lution caused in the truss element member i and in time instance t, due to unit 
virtual distortion impulse generated in member j in the time instant T . The 
vector Ef (t) denotes the strain evolution due to external loads applied to the 
elastic structure with initial material distribution (unmodified cross-sections 
of members), E?(t) denotes virtual distortions responsible for modification 
of design variables and f32 (t) describes plastic-like distortions. Note that the 
matrix D stores information about the properties of the entire structure (in
cluding boundary conditions) and describes dynamic (not static) structural 
response to a locally generated impulse of virtual distortion. Note also that 
the influence of local modifications of design variables on the stiffness matrix 
only, was assumed in further analysis. The full analysis taking into account the 

B 

Fig. 2. Piece-wise linear constitutive relation for the adaptive structural member 
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infi uence of virtual distortions E~ ( t) on both, the stiffness as well as the mass 
matrices is more complicated and will be discussed in separate publication. 
From now on, we assume that small Latin index j runs through all modified 
members, and small Latin index k runs through all plastified elements. 

In order to take into account elasto-plastic structural behaviour, let us use 
the bilinear constitutive model with hardening (Fig. 2), given by the equa
tion (7) 

(7) 

where O'f denotes plastic yield stress, ri denotes hardening parameter and E; 
denotes Young's modulus. 

Now, when we substitute stress (6) and strain (5) evolution in time to the 
formula (7) we obtain the following equation: 

f3?(t) = (1-{i) (E~(t)- En+ (1-1;) 2:: L:ng (t- T). E~ (T) 
T<5,t J 

+(1-ri)LLDft.(t-T)·f3£(T) (8) 
T<5,t k 

Taking advantage of two expressions for the internal forces applied to the 
so called distorted (9) (with modification of material distribution modeled 
through virtual distortions) and modified (10) (with redesigned cross-sections 
from A to A', without imposing virtual distortions) structure: 

Pi(t) = EiAi (Ei(t)- E\1(t)- f3f(t)) 

Pi(t) = EiA; (Ei(t)- f3f(t)) 

(9) 

(10) 

A formula combining components E?(t) and f3?(t) can be derived, where 
these components are non zero only for distorted and/ or plastified elements. 

If we assume that forces and strains in both structures: distorted (9) and 
modified (10) are the same, the modifications simulated with virtual distortion 
can be combined with these distortions through the flowing formula: 

E? ( t) = ( 1 - /Li) ( E i ( t) - f3? ( t)) (11) 

where Ei(t) describes strain in member i in timet, while J.L; =A;/ A; denotes 
ratio of the new cross-section to the initial one. Parameter /Li E (0, 1) specifies 
the size of modification of cross-sections in element i. If /Li = 1 that means 
that in element i the cross-section does not change, and if /Li = 0 that means 
that element i can be neglected in the analysis. 

The formula (ll) can be rewritten in the following form (12): 

(12) 

Now let us substitute strain evolution in time (5) to formula (12) getting 
the following set of equations: 
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t:?(t) = (1- /1i) t:f(t) + L L D8 (t- T) · f~ (T) 
T5,t j 

+ L:L:Dfk (t- T). ;JZ (T)- ;J?(t) (13) 
T5,t k 

Note that the equations (8) are not dependant on the virtual distortions 
responsible for modification of design variables in time t, but only on the 
distortions in previous time steps f (T) because of the assumption (14). 

DiJ (0) = 0 (14) 

Therefore, the plastic-like distortions ;J?(t) should be calculated first in 
each time step of the algorithm. 

Equations (8) and (13) need only computation of the right-hand side ex
pressions, and we need not solve the coupled sets of equations. 

Formulas (8) and (13) allow us to compute the virtual distortions' devel
opment in time, modeling both: assumed remodeling of material distribution 
as well as adapted plastic-like stress limits. 

If there is no plasticity in our problem, then plastic-like distortions are 
equal to zero and the equation (13) takes the following form: 

c?(t) = (1- /1i) t:f(t) + L L Dij (t- T) · f~ (T). (15) 
T5,t j 

Analogously, if there is no remodeling, distortions are equal to zero (the 
parameter /1i is equal to one) and equation (8), determining plastic like dis
tortions' development takes the following form: 

f3f(t) = (1- 'Yi) (t:f(t)- t:7) + (1- 'Yi) L L D{t, (t- T) · f3Z (T) (16) 
T5,t k 

To prove that the VDM method gives the same solutions as commercial 
programs let us compare results for a simple truss structure shown in Fig. 3 
with the structural response determined with ANSYS. 

Fig. 3. Testing example truss structure. (Young modulus E; = 2.1 x 101 1 Pa, cross
sections A; = 1 X 10-4 m, density Pi = 7800 kg/m3 ) 
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All elements have different yield stress limits O"j' as well as parameters 
responsible for modification of design variables J.Li . 

(Jr =8 x 107Pa, 

J.L2 =0.7, 

O"~ = 4 x 107Pa, 

J.Ll =0.5, 

0"3 =6 X 107Pa 

J.L3 =0.9 

In the lower node, concentrated mass 20 kg is added, together with the 
following initial condition (modeling with external object): 

v~ = 3 m/s, Vy0 = 5 m/ s. 

fi_QOJ D.Dt 
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- - - - - 'VtiM_D 
0.01)1 
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Fig. 4. Strain evolution in time for elements: a) left element, b) central element 
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Fig. 6. Plastic distortion evolution in time for elements: a) left element, b ) central 
element 
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On the graphs, the comparison of strain (Fig. 4), stress (Fig. 5) and plastic 
distortion (Fig. 6) development for the first and the second element, respec
tively is demonstrated. 

Note, that only modification of the stiffness matrix (due to remodeling) 
has been taken into account in the above formulas. Analogous modification of 
the mass matrix has to be added in order to describe the complex remodeling 
phenomena. However, it was decided to keep this presentation simpler without 
additional complication of formulas. 

3 Gradient Based Approach to Structural Remodeling 

Let us demonstrate now, how the VDM based approach supports sensitivity 
analysis, useful in optimization procedures. Assume that the objective func
tion is defined as maximization of dissipated energy during the adaptation 
process, given by the following formula: 

(17) 

subject to constrains: 

(18) 

where /Ji denotes lower and upper limit imposed on plastic-like distortions, 
/-liA~l,; denotes total volume of material which should be constant during the 
remodeling process. In this way, solving the above problem (17) for increasing 
load intensities, one can find the desired design of the structure with maximal 
impact load capacity, constraining considerations to small deformations. 

To make further analysis more communicative, let us distinguish two par
ticular cases. The first one, establishing the best material redistribution in all 
structural members leads to the determination of the following design vari
ables: /-li =AdA~. In this case Ll,B~(t) = 0, and Ll,B~(t) is replaced by Ei(t) in 
the objective function (17). 

The gradient of this objective function can be calculated analytically and 
takes the following form: 

where the particular components can be expressed as follows: 
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(20) 

In the second case we are looking for optimal distribution of yield stress 
limits in structural members and the design variables during optimization 
process are CJf. The corresponding gradient of the objective function, with 
respect to yield stress limits, takes the following form: 

dU ( au a(Jv(t) au ) aLJ.fJ~(t) 
dCJ[ = a(Jv(t) aLJ.{J~(t) + aLJ.{J~(t) a(Jt 

(21) 

where the new components of gradient can be expressed as follows: 

(22) 

(23) 

Finally, the last case couples optimization sub-problems: remodeling end 
adaptation of adaptive structure. The design variables describe simultaneously 
material redistribution as well as yield stress limits: /-li = A;/ A; and CJf, 
respectively. 

The coupled gradient formula takes the following form: 

dU ( au (a(Jv(t) &~(t) a(Jv(t) ) 
dCJ[ = aCJp(t) &9(t) aLJ.{J~(t) + aLJ.fJ~(t) 

au au aJLm ) aLJ.fJ~(t) 
+ aLJ.{J~(t) + af-lrn aLJ.{J~(t) (}CJ[ 

(24) 
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4 Design of Adaptive Structure (Small Deformations) 
Testing Example 

The coupled, gradient based remodeling problem described above is restricted 
to small deformations. However, it can be used as numerical tool for redesign 
of topology of adaptive structure on the base of analysis performed in the 
initial phase of structural response to the impact. 

Let us demonstrate effectiveness of the proposed design concept of adaptive 
impact absorber on the base of simple truss structure shown in Fig. 3. The 
described above VDM technique (in development) will be soon applied to 
solve real design problems for the proposed smart impact absorbing type of 
structures. 

Let us assume, that the testing structure of shock absorber (Fig. 3) is de
signed to absorb the impact of mass m = 745kg hitting (and sticking to the 
node afterwards) the node with its initia l velocity v, where v < 8.7m/ s. It 
means that the maximal expected impact energy can reach E" = mv2 / 2 = 
28194.525 J . Consequently, the material volume used to built the structure 
should be calculated from the formula: E" = V O" u (i" ( cf. section 1) and is 
equal, assuming (Ju = 5 X 10~' Pa and (3U = 0.12, to v = 5.22 X w-5 m2 . 

Now, following the methodology proposed in section 1, let us decompose the 
structure into two substructures: sl and s2 with the same volume of material: 
Vi = V2 = V / 2. The structural dynamic responses for substructures S1 , S2 
and for the composed structure S1 u S2 are shown in Figs. 7b and 7c, respec
tively. Changing initial impact velocity in the range: (0.54 rn/ s, 8. 7 m/ s) we 
can observe evolution of stresses, strains and plastic distortions in elements of 
the corresponding substructures S1 and S2 (Fig. 7b) and also the analogous 
evolutions in the compound structure sl u s2 prestressed by introducing ini
tial, pla:,;tic-like distortion (3g' = 2.62 X 10-3 into the vertical member of the 
structure (Fig. 7 c). 

a) 

Substructure S, Substructure S2 

V,=0.25V 
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Fig. 7. Testing example of adaptive structure. a) decomposition into substructures 
sl and s2, b) dynamic responses for substructures sl and s2, c) dynamic response 
for the compound structure sl u s2, d) stress evolut ion in t ime for the compound 
structure sl u s2 with switching off the middle element 

The following characteristic impact velocities can be identified: v = 

0.54 m/s, when the substructure s2 starts to yield, v = 3.9 m/ s, when the 
deflection of the substructure S2 reaches its assumed limitation uu = 0.108 m, 
v = 7.5 m, when the plastic like distortion generated in substructure sl 
reaches its assumed limitation {Ju , v = 8. 7 m/ s, when the plastic like dis
tortion generated in compound structure sl u s2 reaches its assumed limi
tation {Ju . Then, analyzing numerical results presented in the Fig. 7, the fol
lowing interpretation can be given. For the impact velocities v < 0.54 m/s 
the adaptive structure responds elastically, without any energy dissipation, as 
the most compliant substructure S2 is still too stiff. For the impact velocities 
0.54 m/s < v < 3.9 m/s the most compliant substructure s2 should be used for 
the impact absorption (substructure S1 should be detached). For t he impact 
velocities 3 m/s < v < 6.1 m/ s the stiffest substructure sl should be used for 
the impact absorption (substructure S2 should be detached). For t he impact 
velocities 6m/ s < v < 8.7m/ s the prestressed compound structure sl u s2 
should be used for the impact absorption. Note, that the first mode of opera
tion (S2 substructure) allows to reach accelerations 280% smaller than in the 
second mode case (S1 substructure) for small impacts. On the other hand, the 
third mode of operation (S1 U S2 structure) allows reaching impact capacity 
(in terms of energy dissipation) 110% higher than in the second mode case 
(S1 substructure) for strong impacts. Note, that the limitation for impact ab
sorption in the last case is due to active constraint {Ju reached in the vertical 
member (cf.Fig. 7c). Then, switching off t he connection between this member 
and the rest of the structure ( cf.Fig. 7 d) (semi-active adaptation in real time) 
allows extension of the structural impact capacity up to above 203% (com-
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paring with S1 substructure capacity) and the corresponding impact velocity, 
as the inclined members will still continue process of dissipation. 

The crucial points in the proposed methodology are: 

• development of technique for detection and identification of the impact in 
advance, 

• dEwelopment of devices for quickly responding, controlled in real time, 
semi-active detachment of struetmal members and for introducing initial 
distortions. 

Another challenging field for research is mentioned above development of 
methodology able to determine optimal control strategies for impact absorp
tion in multi-load cases, when compromise solutions are required. 

5 Optimal Adaptation to Impact Load (Large 
Deformations) 

Following the above described procedure for structural remodeling, let us 
assume that the structural geometry is already determined. Then, the sec
ond objective of the smoothest structural adaptation to identified impact can 
be addressed. Still constraining ourselves to small deformations, the optimal 
adaptation procedure based on the gradient calculation (7) can be proposed. 
However, the main contribution to the impact energy dissipation is due to the 
plastic flow, which makes an enlargement of strokes in controlled dissipaters 
crucial. In the consequence, large deformations have to be taken into account. 

To provide optimal energy absorption it is necessary to perform a process 
of adaptation, consisting of the following three stages: 

• Load identification 
• Choosing optimal strategy 
• Structural adaptation 

The dynamic load level can be evaluated, in advance, before the impact 
by measuring velocity and estimating the mass of the colliding body. Alter
natively , its value might be identified at the beginning of the impact process 
by sensors embedded into the structure. 

In order to dissipate the kinetic energy in an optimal way, one has to apply 
a correct strategy to the active elements, where the following two strategies 
are formulated: 

• semi-active control, 
• active control. 

In the first case pre-selected triggering stress leveb a; in structural ele
ments remain unchanged during impact, in the second one theoretical pos
sibility of real-time changes in control parameters is assumed. Although full 
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Fig. 8. The algorithm for semi-active control 

real-time control does not seem to be feasible in a real design, one can expect 
that at least a few stress changes might be applied during the impact time. 

The problem of optimal adaptation can be formulated as follows: 

• Semi-active control - for a given impact load minimize the difference be
tween acceleration values in selected points of the structure and desired 
response function ijf ( t): 

(25) 

• Active control - for a given impact load, for every time step minimize the 
difference between acceleration values in selected points of the structure 
and desired response function ijf ( t): 

(26) 

subject to the following constraints 

(27) 

where if denotes the plastic-like yield stress level and q is the maximum 
crush distance. 
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Fig. 9. The algorithm for active control 
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Satisfactory solution of the above problem exists if the external load in
tensity is not higher than the maximal safe load level. Beyond this limit 
a control strategy with the highest possible capability of energy dissipation 
must be applied. 

The Multifolding Microstructure MFM 

Let us ditocuss the truss-like microstructure (toimilar to honeycomb layout) 
shown on Fig. 10. Elements arranged in a periodic pattern are equipped with 
specially designed devices called micro-fuses. Micro-fuses provide control over 
yield stretos in an element. After reaching selected threshold elements exhibit 
plastic-like behaviour. 

Fig. 10. Multifolding microstructure MFM 

In order to get the additional value of energy dissipation (due to the syn
ergy of repetitive use of dissipaters) the crucial point it> to pre-design the 
optimal distribution of yield stress levels in all stickers, triggering desired 
sequence of local collapseto. 

Two single-column MFM models with a different number of control param
eters are presented on Fig. 11. The most basic structure has only two control 
parameters (Fig.ll(b)): yield thresholds marked 1 and 2. Therefore, only two 
presented folding sequences are possible. 

More complex structure "5" with five control thresholds ito depicted in 
Fig. ll(a). The number of possible folding modes is in this catoe much greater 
that in the latter one. 

It is clearly visible that different ditotribution of yield stresses will result in 
different behaviour of the MFM and different stiffness characteritotics. There
fore, structure can adapt itself to the level of dynamic loading. 

Because of complex phenomena like plasticity and contact, modeling of 
the MFM microstructure involves highly nonlinear and numerically expensive 
dynamic FEM analysis. 
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a) b) 

Fig. 11. a) Single column MFM "5" and b) " 2" with sample folding sequences 

Simplified Model 

In order to increase numerical efficiency of the analysis, a simplified analytical 
model was introduced. The model describes behaviour of a single column of 
the multifolding microstructure and is based on the following assumptions: 

• the material is considered as a rigid-perfectly plastic, therefore the force 
in a deforming structural member remains constant, 

• the mass of the absorber is negligible comparing to the impacting mass, 
• the process of deformation is divided into sequences: in each sequence only 

one level of the microstructure is folding while the other elements remain 
rigid. 

• the dissipated energy related to the final deformation is equal to the initial 
value of the kinetic energy 

Such assumptions allow us to formulate the equilibrium equation based on 
the second Newton's law for the loaded node, for each sequence: 

F(q(t)) = mij(q(t)) (28) 

Because the force in the elements, which are active in the current sequence, 
is constant , the change in the resultant force is dependent only on the change 
in the geometry of the elements. For the current sequence, this yields: 

Acceleration of the loaded node can be expressed as: 
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h 

Fig. 12. Kinematics assumed for the simplified model 

ij(q) = F(q), q E (0, 2h) 
m 

(30) 

Energy of the plastic strain is equal to the work of the resultant force F 

2h 

Dyss8"<l = Eplast = J F (q)dq 

0 

(31) 

To describe the behaviour of the single-column structure one has to solve 
the following problem: for a given set of design parameters u and kinetic 
energy Ekm find corresponding evolution of acceleration of the loaded node 

Nseq 
and total energy of the plastic strain Eplast = L Dyssseq_ 

1 
The init ial distribution of the yield stresses u uniquely defines evolution 

of the deformation. In each sequence elements with the lowest value of yield 
stress are folding first. The process evolves unt il the dissipated energy Eplast 

exceeds the initial kinetic energy Ekin· 

The simplified model provides accuracy in predicting the acceleration and 
dissipation combined with a very good performance of the algorithm. 
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Control of the MFM 

Process of structural adaptation to the impact consists of following stages: 

• Load identification 
• Selection of optimal strategy of dissipation 
• Adaptation of active elements 
• Dissipation of the energy 

In order to provide optimal results of adaptive impact absorption one 
has to apply a correct control strategy. Two different approaches, discussed 
previously in [7], are considered: semi-active and active control. In the first case 
pre-selected triggering stress levels ai in structural elements remain unchanged 
during an impact, in the second one theoretical possibility of real-time changes 
in the control parameters is assumed. 

• Semi-active control 
The objective function of the semi-active control is to minimize the max
imal acceleration of the loaded node:f = min (max1 { <ltoad (t)} ), with con
straints imposed on control parameters ai E (a min, a max) and maximal 
displacement qload :::; qmax. 
Figure 14 presents results obtained for the basic absorber "2" (with and 
without applied control) compared with results for enhanced absorber "5" . 
It is clearly visible that the multi-layered structure offers much better 
performance in a very wide range of kinetic energy value (different mass 
value with constant initial velocity of 15m/ s). 
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Fig. 14. Semi-active control results for absorbers "2" and "5" for different mass 
values 

• Active control 
Objective function: for every time step, minimize the difference between ac
celeration in the loaded node and desired response function qd: min f(t) = 
[<Jtoad(t)- qd(t)] 2. 
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Desired level of acceleration ijd(t) must provide dissipation of kinetic 
energy of the impact. Therefore, it is necessary to solve an additional 
optimization task (in this case, based on a simplified approach). 
In FEM analysis , at every time step control parameters (hardening co
efficient in plasticity model) are updated on the basis of the objective 
function 's gradient , which is calculated by the finite difference approach. 
A classical algorithm of the steepest gradient descent is applied. 
Results , obtained for the basic absorber "2", are presented in Figs. 15 
and 16. The stra tegy of active control is compared to the semi-active and 
passive one. Active control further improves the performance of the ab
sorber by 20%-30%. Nevertheless, it has to be taken into consideration 
if such improvement can justify application of a complicated strategy in 
comparison with the simple and robust semi-act.ive approach. 
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6 Conclusions 

The methodology (based on the so-called Dynamic Virtual Distortion Method) 
of the design of structures exposed to impact loading is presented in the work. 
Minimization of material volume and accelerations of structural response are 
chosen as the objective functions for optimal design of structures adapting 
to impact loads. The cross-sections of structural members as well as stress 
levels triggering plastic-like behavior and initial prestressing are the design 
parameters. 

The crucial points in the proposed methodology are: 

• development of technique for detection and identification of the impact in 
advance, 

• development of devices for quickly responding, controlled in real time, 
semi-active detachment of structural members and for introducing initial 
distortions, 

• another challenging field for research is mentioned above development of 
methodology able to determine optimal control strategies for impact ab
sorption in multi-load cases, when compromise solutions are required. 

The paper demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed concept. The 
yield stress level adaptation to the applied load has significant influence on 
the intensity of impact energy dissipation. 

The concept of adaptive MFM systems has been discussed, where the 
following general methodology in the design can be proposed: 

• design a topological pattern and material redistribution of the adaptive 
structure with given initial configuration for variety of all expected extreme 
loadings, 

• particularly, consider the MFM pattern in case of frontal impacts, 
• apply in real time the pre-computed control strategy as the response for 

detected (through a sensor system) impact. 
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1 Introduction 

In the paper wave propagation in engineering structures is studied on the basis 
of detection and estimation of the location, as well as the extent, of structural 
damage. 

Damage detection in systems is based on the known fact that material 
discontinuities affect the propagation of elastic waves in solids. Elastic waves 
can be generated and also sensed by an array of transducers either embedded 
within, or bonded to, the surface of the structure. Piezoceramic material has 
been selected as the primary candidate for transducer construction. Piezoma
terials convert electrical energy to mechanical strain and thus are capable of 
producing an elastic wave propagating through the structure. These sensors 
can therefore provide information regarding the condition and damage state 
of the structures as they age. 

Wave frequencies, specifically those that are most sensitive to damage, 
depend on the type of structure, the type of material, and the type of da
mage. The main problem in analysing the propagation of high velocity waves 
in distributed structures is that the spatial discretization must be accurate 
to capture the amplified effect of wave scattering at structural discontinu
ities. The conventional modal method, when extended to the high frequency 
regime, becomes computationally inefficient since many higher modes that 
participate in the motion will not be represented, whilst adopting the finite 
element (FE) discretization technique means that computational efficiency 
decreases dramatically as the system size increases. Among many frequency 
domain methods, the spectral method is found to be suitable due to its adap
tation of the displacement based FE technique and therefore it enables one to 
handle arbitrary skeletal structures. 

J. Holnicki-Szulc et al. (eds.), Advances in Smart Technologies in Structural Engineering
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2004
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SHM (Structural Health Monitoring) technology is the technological plat
form for a new maintenance philosophy. SHM technology works with a built-in 
sensor network on a structure. A new philosophy based on SHM technology 
creates feedback loops within the design, manufacturing, and maintenance 
procedures by providing additional knowledge about a specific design perfor
mance, material quality, and structure condition respectively. 

Structural health monitoring, specifically with regard to monitoring da
mage in highly stressed structures, has become a major issue, particularly in 
the aerospace environment but also elsewhere. This is mainly driven by the 
fact that structures are designed for longer life cycles (around 20 to 50 years 
in the aerospace environment) compared to the different actuation, control 
and electronic components being replaced in much shorter life cycles and thus 
making prediction of the operational as well as damaging conditions much 
more difficult. This has led to the development of structural health monito
ring systems that are able to sense and locate damages in structures. 

Interest in various non-destructive damage detection methods has consi
derably increased over the past twenty years. During this time many methods 
founded on modal analysis techniques have been developed (Adams and Caw
ley [1], Cawley et al. [2], Messina et al.[3], Krawczuk and Ostachowicz [4], Lim 
and Kashangaki [5], Farrar and Jauregui [6]). These techniques are success
fully used when monitoring structures where the presence of damage leads to 
changes in the some of the lower natural frequencies in modal parameters. 
These changes are often at the same level as the measurement errors. This 
fact has stimulated recent new methods based on wave propagation models 
(Lakshmanan and Pines [7], and [8], Chang [9-11, Krawczuk and Ostachowicz 
[12, 13]). Such models are well suited for the detection of even very small de
fects given that they are very sensitive to changes in local dynamic impedance. 

This paper presents a method of wave propagation which can be further 
used to detect small delaminations in beam-like and plate structures. The 
structures are modelled by spectral finite elements. 

2 Spectral Finite Elements 

The approach is similar in style to that of the finite element method but with 
the very significant difference that the element stiffness matrix is established 
in the frequency domain. As a consequence, these spectrally formulated ele
ments describe exactly the wave propagation dynamics, and in contrast to the 
conventional element this means that elements can span all the way from one 
point to another without losing fidelity. 

Among many frequency domain methods the spectral method is found to 
be suitable due to its adaptation of displacement based FE technique and 
therefore it enables one to handle arbitrary skeletal structures. Spectral Ele
ment (SE) analysis has been established as a powerful method used for wave 
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propagation. The Spectral Element Method (SEM), a high-accuracy numeri
cal method, combines the accuracy of conventional spectral methods and the 
geometric flexibility of finite dement methods. It is the method of Fourier 
synthesis (or spectral analysis), where the behaviour of the signal is viewed 
as a superposition of many infinitely long wave trains of different periods (or 
frequencies). The actual response is synthesised by a judicious combination of 
these wave trains. Thus the problem of characterising a signal is transformed 
into one of determining the set of combination coefficients. The::;e coefficients 
are calkd the Fourier transform of the signal. The problem being tackled 
invariably simplifies when it is expressed in terms of the Fourier transform. 
The last step in the analysis involves performing an inverse transform (recon
structing the signal). 

The SEM approach is based on global approximations of function::;, i.e. the 
analys<)d functions are at first approximated using basis functions and are then 
exactly differentiated. As a consequence, relatively small number of elements 
can be used for modelling without losing accuracy. This is particularly u::;eful 
for wave propagation modelling. 

The basic steps in the devdopment of SEM can be described as follows. 
The governing wave equations are first transformed from the time domain to 
the frequency domain using a discrete Fourier transform (DFT). For computa
tional implementation we use tlw FFT algorithm built into the FE code. The 
::;patial variation iH semi-explicitly obtained by Holving the characteristic equa
tion in k-space. This results in a complex shape function matrix repre::;enting 
the linear superposition of all the wave modes. Also, the complex dynamic 
strain displacement matrix and the dynamically consistent force vector can 
both b<) derived. Following the conventional FE method, the complex dynamic 
stiffness matrix is then formed, and this is exact. This makes the proposed 
SEM an efficient model suitable for use within the framework of an automated 
FE method rather than a trade-off for broadband wave propagation analysis. 
But the fundamental difference from the conventional FE method is that all 
the spectral amplitudes that correspond to elemental nodal variables are eva
luated at each frequency step (FFT Hampling points) instead of pseudo-static 
variables evaluated at each time Htep or at each eigenfrequency. The global 
system is solved for nnit Hpectral amplitude of the applied load history at 
each FFT sampling frequency. Therefore, computation in thiH way of the fre
qnency response function (FRF) of the global Hystem is straightforward. The 
time domain response is obtained using the inverHe FFT. 

In a simple form, the solution to a wave propagation problem can bn 
represented as by Ostachowicz d al. [14]: 

n 
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Time function 
P(t..,) 

FFT 
(forward) 

Transform 
P(l.IJ,.) 

Do Loop 
Files u. - G(l.IJ.)P. 

Transform 

FFT u(l.IJ,.) 

(inverse) 
Time function 

Programs u(t..,) 

Fig. 1. Flow diagram for the wave reconstruction program 

where: 6 is the analytically derived transfer function of position x. 6 has 
different numerical values at each frequency. Pn is the amplitude spectrum 
and is known from input conditions or from measurements. Pn6 is recognised 
as the Fourier transform of the solution. 

Certainly the solution is different at each position, but once it is evaluated 
at a particular position then its inverse immediately gives the time history 
of the solution at that point. Figure 1 shows a flow diagram for the basic 
algorithm to propagate a wave. 

Briefly, the time input P(t) is converted into its spectrum Pn through use 
of the forward FFT. The transformed solution is then obtained by evaluating 
the product: 

(2) 

at each frequency and some position. 
This is finally reconstructed in the time domain by use of the inverse FFT. 

It is necessary to realise (when using the FFT to perform the inversion) that 
in this process Pn6 is evaluated only up to the Nyquist frequency and the 
remainder is obtained by imposing the condition that it must be the complex 
conjugate of the initial part. This ensures that the reconstructed time history 
is only real. 

3 Cracked Rod Spectral Element 

A spectral rod finite element with a transverse open and non-propagating 
crack is presented in Figure 2. The length of the element is L, and its area of 
cross-section is A. The crack is substituted by a dimensionless spring, which 
flexibility 0 is calculated by using Castigliano's theorem and laws of the frac
ture mechanics, Krawczuk [15]. 
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Fig. 2. The model of the rod with a transverse open and not propagating crack 
simulated by elastic hinge 

Nodal spectral displacements are assumed in the following form for the 
left and right part of the rod: 

ul(x) = Ale- ik,:c + Ble - ikn(L , - x) 

·u-2(x) = A 2 e - ik,.( :c+LI) + B 2e-ikn[L - (L 1+x) ] 

for x E (0, LI) 

for x E (0, L- Ll) 
(3) 

where: L 1 denotes the location of the crack, L is the total length of the rod 
and kn is the wave number calculated as follows: 

(4) 

where: pis the density of the rod material, E denotes Young's modulus and 
Wn is a natural frequency. 

The coefficients A1 , A2 , B1 and B2 can be calculated as a function of 
the nodal spectral displacements using the element boundary conditions (see 
Krawczuk and Ostachowicz [16]). Using boundary conditions can relate the 
coefficients A1 , A2, B 1 and B2 to the nodal spectral displacements. The nodal 
spectral forces can be determined by differentiating the spectral displacements 
with respect to x . Finally, using the relation between nodal forces and nodal 
displacements the dynamic stiffness matrix of a cracked rod spectral finite 
element can be evaluated. 

4 Cracked Timoshenko Beam Spectral Element 

A spectral Timoshenko beam finite element with a transverse open and non
propagating crack is presented in Figure 3. The length of the element is L, and 
its area of cross-section is A. T he crack is substituted by a dimensionless and 
massless spring, whose bending fh and shear 08 fiexibilities are calculated using 
Castigliano's theorem and the laws of fracture mechanics, Krawczuk [15] . 
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Fig. 3. The model of the Timoshenko beam with a transverse open and not pro
pagating crack simulated by elastic hinge 

Nodal spectral displacements w and rotations (p are assumed in the fol
lowing forms , for the left and right part of the Timoshenko beam: 

W1 =R1A1e- ik,x + R2B1e- ik2"' - R1C1e- ikJ(L, - x)- R2D1e-ik2(£ , -x) 

for x E (0, Ll) 

¢1 = A1e- ik, x + B1e-ik2x + c1e- ik,(L, -:r) + D 1e- ik2 (L 1 - x) 

for x E (0 , £1) 

W2 =RlA2e- ikJ(x+LJ) + R2B2e- ik2(x+L,) - RlC2e-ikJ( L- (L,+x)) 

- R2D2e- ik, (L- (L,+x )) for x E (0 , L - Ll) 

¢2 = A2e- ik,(x+LJ) + B2e- ik2 (x+LJ) + c2e- ikJ( L- (L 1 +x )) 

+ D2e- ikJ(L-(L ,+x)) for x E (0, L - LI) 

(5) 

where: £1 denotes the location of the crack, L is the total length of the beam, 
Rn is the amplitude ratios given by: 

0 __ iknGAKl 
'<n --:::---:-::-::--'-:--;,----=---:--~ for ( n = 1, 2) 

GAK1k'!,- pAw2 
(6) 

where· K 1 = ( 0 ·87+l.l2v) 2 vis Poisson ratio G is shear modulus p denotes 
· l+v ' ' , 

density of the material and w is a natural frequency. 
The wave numbers k1 and k2 are roots of characteristic equation in the 

general form: 

(GAK1EJ)k4 - (GAK1pJ K2w2 + EJ pAw2 )k2 

+ (pJK2w 2 - GAK1) pAw2 = 0 (7) 
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where: K 2 = 12KJ/7r2 , E denotes Young's modulus and J is the geometrical 
moment of inertia of the beam cross-section. 

The coefficients A1 , B 1 , C 1 , D 1, A2, B2, C2 and D2 can be calculated as 
a function of the nodal spectral displacements using the boundary conditions, 
as in Krawczuk and Ostachowicz [17]. The nodal spectral forces ('f ~ shear 
force , M ~ bending moment) can be determined by differentiating the spectral 
displacements with respect to x. Finally, using relation between the nodal 
forces and nodal displacements the dynamic stiffness matrix of a cracked rod 
spectral finite element can be evaluated. 

5 Delaminated Multilayer Composite Beam Spectral 
Element 

A schematic of a conceptual damage model of a composite beam is presented 
in Figure 4 . 

.....-

2 

1 3 4 h 

L1 ~=L3 w 
L 

....__ 

Fig. 4. Model of a composite beam with delamination 

The beam under consideration is divided into four parts with lengths 
L 1 , L2 = L:l and L4 . The length of the beam is L , width b, and height h. 
The delamination is situated between parts 2 and 3. Its length is L2 = L;3. 

Displacements and rotations are assumed with Tirnoshenko beam theory and 
have the following form : 

v) (:r) = R A e~ ikp: + R A e~ ik: 2 "'- R A e~ ik:,(L, ~:r) 1 1,1 1 2 , 1 2 1 ,1 3 

- R21A4e~ ik:2 (L,~x) for x E (O,Lt) 

¢1 (x) =Atc~ ik, x + A2e~ ik:2 x + A:le~ ik:,( L, ~ :~:) 

+A4e~ik2 (L,~x) for E(O, Lt) 

VJ2(x) =Rt ,2Ar;e~ ik:,.r + R2 ,2Aoe~ ik:2x- Rt,2A7e~ ik:,(L 2 ~x ) 

R A ~ ik2(L2 ~x ) 
- 2,2 He 

¢2(:1:) =A5c~ik, x + Afie~ ik:2"' + A7e~ ik:l(L2 ~:r) 

+ A8e~ ik2 (L 2 ~x) for x E (Lt, Lt + L2) 

(8) 
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¢3 (x) =Age-iktx + A10e-ik2x + Ane-ik, (L2-x) 

+ A12e-ik2(L2-x) for x E (£1, L1 + L3) 

w4(x) =Rl,4Al:3e-iktX + R2,4A14e-ik2x- Rl,4Alse-ikt(L-:c) 

- R2,4A15e-ik2(L-x) for x E (L1 + £3, L) 

¢4(x) =Al3e-iktx + Al4e-ik2x + Alse-ikt(L-x) 

+ Au;e-ik2 (L-x) for x E (L1 + L3, L) 

(8) 

where: £ 1,2 denote the beginning and the end of the delamination area, Rn 
are the amplitude ratios given by Doyle [18]: 

iknbA66,jfo,j 
Rn,j = bA I k2 I 2 for n = 1, 2; j = 1 to 4 (9) 

66,j o,j n - 2,jW 

where: A66 and D 11 are stiffness coefficients and are functions of individual 
ply properties and orientation, and are integrated over the beam cross-section, 
Io and h are inertia properties of the cross-section- note that w is a natural 
frequency and i is defined as i = FL Subscript j denotes the number of the 
part of the beam element, 

The coefficients Aj (j = 1 to 16) can be calculated as a function of the 
nodal spectral displacements, taking into account the boundary conditions at 
the tips of the delamination (see Krawczuk and Ostachowicz [17]). 

The nodal spectral forces can be determined by differentiating the spectral 
displacements with respect to x. The nodal spectral forces for the left hand 
side end of the beam (x1 = 0) are formulated as follows: 

(10) 

(11) 

and the nodal spectral forces for the right hand side end of the beam ( x4 = L 4 ) 

are formulated as follows: 

(12) 

(13) 
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Then the formulas (10- 13) can be expressed in matrix form: 

{ p} = [B(4xw)] ·{A} (14) 

The coefficients AJ (j = 1 to 16) in Equation (14) are a function of the 
nodal spectral displacements, and the frequency dependent dynamic stiffness 
matrix, which correlate the nodal spectral forces with the nodal spectral dis
placements to be formulated as follows: 

(15) 

6 Spectral Plate Element with a Crack 

A model of a spectral plate finite element with a transverse open and non
propagating crack is presented in Figure 5. The length of the element in the 
x direction is L, in the y direction is W, and the thickness of the plate is H. 
The crack is located at a distance of £ 1 from the left edge of the plate and 
has length 2c. 

y 

L 

Fig. 5. The model of the plate with a tran:sverse open and non-propagating crack 

Nodal spectral displacements (dependent on the wave numbers, conse
quently on frequencies) are assumed in the following form , for the left and 
right part of the plate: 

N M 
wl(:r,y) = L L (A.m_,e-ikl:r. + BmnC-ik2:r + Cmne_;k,(L,-:r) 

n=l rrt=l 
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N M 

w2(x, y) = L L ( Emne-ik,(L,-x) + Fmne-ik2(L,-x) 

n=l m=l 

for x E (0, L- Ll), y E (0, W) (17) 

where: £ 1 denotes the location of the crack, L is the total length of the plate 
in the x direction and k1,2 are the waves numbers calculated as follows: 

with: 
c _ 27rm 
<.,m- W' 

{34 = phw~ - iryH Wn 

D ' 

(18) 

EH3 
D- --:--------:::-:-

- 12 (1 - v2)' 
(19) 

where: pis the density of the plate material, TJ is the damping factor, Dis the 
plate stiffness, v is the Poisson ratio, E denotes Young's modulus and Wn is 
a natural frequency. The coefficients Amn, Bmn, Cmn, Dmn, Emn' Fmn, Gmn 

and Hmn can be calculated as a function of the nodal spectral displacements 
using the element boundary conditions (Krawczuk et al., [19]). 

The nodal spectral forces can be determined by differentiating the spectral 
displacements with respect to x and y in the form: 

(20) 

(21) 

From the commonly known fact that the dynamic stiffness matrix can 
relate forces with displacements, after taking into account the above relations, 
forces (20) and (21) can be rewritten as: 

where: 

[
T(O,y)l 
i_!(O,y) = [K]· 
T(L,y) 
M (L,y) 

(22) 

(23) 
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where: the square matrix [K] denotes the frequency dependent dynamic stiff
ness matrix for the spectral plate element with a transverse open and non
propagating crack. 

The dimensionless form of the bending flexibility at both sides of the crack 
can be expressed using formulas elaborated by Khadem and Rezee [20] , as 
follows: 

(24) 

where: h is the thickness of the plate, W is the width of the plate, O:bb ( W) is 
a function representing the dimensionless bending compliance coefficient and 
F ( W) is a correction function. The function O:bb ( W) is given in [19] . 

7 Numerical Examples 

7.1 Longitudinal Wave Propagation in Cracked Rod 

In the aim to demonstrate the validity of the proposed model numerical tests 
have been carried out. All numerical tests were carried out for a cantilever 

0.0006 0.0010 0.0012 0.0014 0.001€ 0 400 1m 1200 1600 
c) Time lsl Freauencv n<Hzl 

Fig. 6. The tested signal:; and their FFT, a) signal containing 10 sinusoids per 
packet lasting for 0,39 f.tS , b) signal containing 80 sinusoids per packet lasting for 
0,39 f.tS , c) signal containing 20 sinusoids per packet lasting for 0,0925 f.tS 
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Fig. 7. Acceleration at the second node in a rod , a) rod uncracked , b) rod cracked, 
the depth of the crack 5%, located in t he middle of the rod , c) difference in the 
signals a and b . Excitation force with 10 sinusoids per packet acting for 0,39 J-LS 

rod with dimensions as follows: the length 2m, the height 0,02 m , the width 
0,02m, the Young's modulus 210GPa, and mass density 7860kg/ m3 . The nu
merical examples show the influence of kind of the excitation signal on the 
wave propagation. The rod was excited at the free end to vibrations by mod
ulated signals (called packets) - in the examples different sinusoid functions 
multiplied by a triangle were used. Such a product gives a convolution in the 
frequency domain. The convolution tends to distribute the effect of a pulse. 
Figure 6 shows three tested signals and also their FFT to show their run in 
a frequency domain. As for the signals tested it can be noticed that signals 
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Fig. 8. Acceleration at the second node in a rod, a) rod uncracked , b) rod cracked , 
the depth of the crack 5%, located in t he middle of the rod, c) difference in the 
signals a and b . Excitation force wit h 80 sinusoids per packet acting for 0,39 J.LS 

which last for a shorter period of t ime give better pulse effect in a frequency 
domain. Such impact forces are practically used as an excitation signals. 

For the damage detection process it is extremely important to be able 
to record the changes between the signals obtained from the damaged and 
undamaged element. Figures from 7 to 9 show different responses obtained 
from different excitation force:-:; . The influence of the measurement error was 
examined in every numerical test done. The answer measured was containing 
a random noise of a maximum level of 2%. 
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Fig. 9. Acceleration at the second node in a rod, a) rod uncracked, b) rod cracked , 
the depth of the crack 5%, located in the middle of the rod, c) difference in the 
signals a and b. Excitation force with 20 sinusoids per packet acting for 0,0925 f1S 

In the examples maintained there are acceleration responses at the im
pacted node shown. The meaning of the figures marked as a) is that initial 
pulse causes a forward - moving tensile one. This latter pulse, on reflection 
from the fixed end, retains its sign and is picked up later as a compressive pulse 
(with negative particle acceleration) at the impacted node. Figures marked b) 
show similar wave propagation in the time domain, but for a rod with a 5% 
crack. Figures marked with c) show the differences between signals from dam
aged and undamaged rods. It can be clearly observed that the best results are 
obtained for the signal, which lasts for a very short period of time (0,0925 f..LS) 
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and contains 20 sinusoids per packet. With certain and not complicated sim
ple mathematical transform the location of the crack can be obtained from 
the difference of those signals. It can be also easily noticed that better results 
are obtained for shorter excitation signals. 

7.2 Flexura l W ave Pro pagation in Cracked B eam 

In the aim to demonstrate the validity of the proposed model, numerical tests 
have been carried out for a cantilever Timoshenko beam with dimensions: 
length 2m, height 0,02 m, width 0,02 m, Young's modulus 210 GPa, and mass 
density 7860 kg/m:l_ In the numerical tests, the model was fixed at one end 
and impacted at the second. The T imoshenko beam model consisted of two 
elements, one with a crack and the second one with a throw ~ off element. 
This approach allowed to obtain a moving forward wave and also the backward 
moving wave. 

T he numerical example shows the influence of location of the crack on 
the system response. Figures 10 to 12 show the propagation of a wave in a 
cracked Timoshenko beam. The excitation force was the packet of 20 sinusoids 
acting for 0,0925 J.LS . The location of the crack was changed to find out how 
the model will behave when the location of the crack will move away from the 
excitation node. It can be concluded that if the crack is located closer to the 
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Fig. 10. Wave propagation, for a crack depth of 20% of a beam height and at 
distance 25% of the length from t he fixed end 
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Fig. 11. Wave propagation, for a crack depth of 20% of a beam height and at 
distance 50% of the length from the fixed end 
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Fig. 12. Wave propagation, for a crack depth of 20% of a beam height and at 
distance 75% of the length from the fixed end 

node the back moving wave is superposing the forward moving wave. If the 
crack is smaller, returning waves have smaller amplitudes. When the depth of 
the crack falls down, the number of reflected waves reduces. 

7.3 Coupled Flexural-Shear Wave Propagation in D elaminated 
Composite Beam 

All numerical calculations were done for 12 layer cantilever beam made out 
of glass - epoxy composite. The properties of the composite material used 
in numerical calculations were as: modules of elasticity: E rn = 3,43 GPa, 
E1 = 66,5 GPa, Poisson ratios: Vrn = 0,35, v1 = 0,23, modules of rigidity: 
Grn = 1,27GPa, GJ = 27GPa, mass densities: Pm = 1250kg/ m:l, P! = 2250 
kgjm3 , (lower index m denotes matrix and lower index f denotes fibres of 
composite material). Each layer 's thickness is 1 mm. The length of the beam 
is 2m, the width is 0,02 m. The excitation signal is the same as presented in 
Point 7.2. 

Numerical example was done in order to analyse the influence of size of 
delamination located along neutral axis on wave propagation. Figures 13-15 
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Fig. 13. Delamination length equal 5%, located along neutral axis, centre of dela
mination located in the 1 m from the fixed end 
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Fig. 15. Delamination length equal 20%, located along neutral axis, centre of dela
mination loca ted in the 1 m from the fixed end 

illustrate responses recorded at the free end of the beam. For this example it 
was assumed that the ply angles of the composite fibres were ( -45/45) degrees 
and the volume fraction of fibres was equal to 15%. Three different delami
nation sizes were introduced. Figure 13 illustrates changes for the smallest 
delamination size, that is 5% of the beam length. Figure 14 is devoted to the 
delamination which was equal to 10% of the total beam length and Figure 15 
presents results for the delamination with length equal to 20% of the total 
beam length. Additional signal appears between the excitation and the reflec
tion from the fixed end. That is reflection from the delamination edges. It can 
be observed that when the delamination dimensions grow, reflections from 
the first and second tip of delamination appear. Significant for this numerical 
example is fact, that even relatively very small delamination with size equal to 
5% of the beam length gives additional reflections. That proves the efficiency 
of wave propagation based damage detection systems. 
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7.4 Flexural Wave Propagation in Cracked Plate 

To demonstrate the process of wave propagation with elaborated model of 
a cracked plate exemplary result is presented. Numerical tests have been car
ried out for a clamped-free plate with dimensions: length 5 m, width 5 m, 
height 0,05 m, Young's modulus 210 GPa, mass density 7860 kgj m3 , Poisson's 
ratio 0,33, damping factor 5. The crack was located in the middle of the length 
of the plate and was parallel to the width edge. The plate was excited with 
the loads calculated as presented in example 7.2 and the signal was recorded 
in the middle point of the free end of the plate. 

Elaborated numerical example presents changes in propagating wave in 
a cracked plate. Figures from Fig. 16 present waves caught in time samples 
starting at 2,44 ms from the beginning of measurement and ending at 3,528 ms, 
every 24,4 f-LS. Example presents only several signals measured in subsequent 
time samples. Signal from Fig. 16a was recorded at 2,44 ms, following signal 
(16b) was caught after 2,673 ms from the beginning of measurement. Signal 
from picture 16c was measured at 2,795 ms. And next signals were recorded 
as follows: 16d - 2,917 ms, 16e - 3,039 ms, 16f- 2,978 ms, 16g - 3,284 ms, 16h 
- 3,406 ms and 16i - 3,528 ms. 

It may be seen on the picture when propagating wave runs to the crack 
place, divides into two signals. One reflects from the crack place and goes 
back to the free end, and the second goes to the fixed end. Then the wave 
reflects from the fixed end propagates to the excitation point, however when it 

d) g) 

e) h) 

Fig. 16. Wave propagation in a plate with a 5% crack 
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meets the crack place again divides into two waves. The process continues till 
wave completely extinguishes. Wave reflections obtained from a crack place 
are visible as additional peaks in the signal time history. From the information 
about the exact time of reflection and the velocity of the wave distance, and 
the same damage localisation may be calculated. 

8 Conclusions 

This paper has presented and discussed the dynamics of a cracked rod, 
a cracked Timoshenko beam, a delaminated multilayer composite beam, and 
cracked plate spectral finite elements. The basic difference between the clas
sical approach and the spectral element method is clearly shown. The way 
of modelling the stiffness loss due to the crack appearance and the excita
tion force has also been presented. The investigated models can be used for 
the analysis of wave propagation. It is easily seen that spectral approach is 
sufficient for damage detection. 

From the numerical examples it arises that the appearance of the crack 
causes a different time history for the signal compared with the time history 
of the signal measured from an undamaged structure. The results obtained 
indicate that the current approach is capable of detecting cracks and delami
nations of very small size, even in the presence of considerable measurement 
errors. 

Only from the differences between the signals measured from undamaged 
and damaged structures can there be information about the location of the 
crack. The influence of the growth of the damage for wave propagation in the 
damaged structure has been shown. 

The approach presented is very promising as a fatigue damage detection 
method. As concluded in papers by Krawczuk et al. [21, 22] spectral analysis 
is very sensitive and allows one to detect damage in its very early state of 
growth. This fact is extremely important from the practical and economical 
point of view. 
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1 Introduction 

There are two broad ways to achieve spatial filtering: (i) arrays of discrete 
sensors and (ii) continuous distributed sensors. Discrete sensor arrays may 
include accelerometers, strain gages, piezoelectric patches, etc ... , while con
tinuous distributed sensors may consist of piezoelectric films or optical fibers 
(the latter will not be considered in this study). The output of a piezoelectric 
sensor is a weighted average of the surface strains in the region covered by the 
electrodes on the film. 

Modal filtering was initially proposed as an alternative to state observers 
to reduce spillover in modal control [1]. Discrete modal filters can be con
structed from the orthogonality conditions of the mode shapes; they can also 
be constructed from modal test data [2, 3, 4]. Discrete piezoelectric array sen
sors have been considered as modal sensors for beams [5] or as volume velocity 
sensor for plates [6]. Discrete array sensors, if wired with independent con
ditioning electronics, are reconfigurable, but they suffer from spatial aliasing 
when sensing structural modes with wavelengths comparable to the spacing 
between sensors in the array. Although successful applications of modal control 
with discrete modal point sensors and actuators have indeed been reported 
(e.g. [3, 4]), spatial aliasing usually brings strong limitations for applications 
in structural control, as illustrated later in this paper (a good rule of thumb 
regarding sensor selection is that the quality of the sensor must in general be 
guaranteed one decade above the bandwidth of the control system). 

When a distributed sensor is located in the far field, that is far from the 
actuator and from the structural boundaries and singularities, the sensor out
put can be viewed as the filtered output of a point sensor at the centre of the 
distributed sensor [7]; the sensor's dynamics are obtained directly from the 
Fourier transform of the spatial distribution of the sensor. This allows to de
sign distributed sensors with specified low-pass filtering properties featuring 
high order roll-off without phase lag (with an apparent violation of the Bode's 

J. Holnicki-Szulc et al. (eds.), Advances in Smart Technologies in Structural Engineering
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2004
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gain-phase relationships). However, in structural control, it is often advanta

geous to locate the actuator and sensor as close as possible to each other, to 
produce an interlacing pattern of poles and zeros (such a pattern is strictly 

achieved for collocated actuator/sensor pairs, but it can still be achieved in 
low frequency if the actuator and sensor are reasonably close, e.g. [8]. Unfor
tunately, in this case, the far field condition is violated and the interpretation 
of the spatial sensor becomes more difficult. 

The modal filtering of one-dimensional structures with continuous PVDF 
films can be traced to [9, 10, 11]. It is achieved by tailoring the width of the 
electrode (and possibly reversing the polarity). Although the spatial filtering 
of plates and shells with two-dimensional PVDF films has been suggested [11], 
it has never been implemented for lack of capability of continuously shaping 
the piezoelectric properties of the sensor material. A way to turn around this 
difficulty by a proper electrode design is discussed in this paper. 

The use of orthogonal unidirectional PVDF films for spatial filtering of 

two-dimensional structures has been investigated in [12, 13, 14]; applications 

of multiple one-dimensional PVDF films to sound radiation sensing has been 
proposed in [15, 16]. Multiple piezoelectric film sensors have been considered 
by [17, 18]. 

This review is by no means exhaustive, and we apologize for many omis
sions, but it gives an impression of the research effort devoted to this field 
by the smart structures community. The objective of this paper is to explain 
the difficulties related to the spatial aliasing that we met in attempting to use 
discrete piezoelectric array sensors in feedback control loops, and to describe a 
"porous" electrode design that we developed to solve these problems. The pa
per is organized as follows: The first part examines the construction of modal 
filters from an array of discrete piezoelectric patches connected to a linear 
combiner; the linear combiner coefficients are calculated from a model of the 
structure, or from experimental FRFs. The tailoring of the open-loop FRF in 
a frequency band through proper selection of the linear combiner coefficients 

is also addressed. Next, an experiment is conducted; it confirms the good tai
loring at low frequency, but reveals strong departures from the ideal behaviour 
at higher frequencies, due to spatial aliasing. The spatial aliasing is further 
analysed numerically on the test configuration with arrays of increasing sizes. 

The second part of the paper is devoted to a new type of distributed sensor 
aimed at overcoming the spatial aliasing of discrete arrays; the distributed sen
sor is developed as a limit case of a discrete array sensor when the number of 
elements of the array increases to infinity. Unlike the approach based on tailor
ing the piezoelectric properties of the sensor, which is impossible to do at this 
time, this approach can be realized practically through the use of a one-sided 
porous electrode whose electrode density is adjusted to match the desired ef
fective piezoelectric properties. For a very thin piezoelectric film (when the 
thickness is small compared to the size of the motif on the electrode), it has 
been shown by 3-D finite element calculations that the relationship between 
the effective piezoelectric properties and the fraction of electrode area is al-
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most linear; when the film thickness becomes comparable to the size ot the 
motif of the electrode, tridimensional (edge) effects appear and the electric 
field lines arc no longer normal to the electrodes, leading to nonlinearities in 
the relationship between the effective piezoelectric properties and the elec
trode porosity. The porous electrode concept has been validated on various 
experiments: (i) modal filter of a cantilever beam [19, 20] (ii) volume velocity 
sensor of a simply supported plate [20, 21], and a tram;parent implementa
tion of the volume velocity has been realized [21]; finally, a comparison of the 
electrode design for orthotropic (uni-axial) and isotropic (copolymer) PVDF 
films is conducted. 

This paper synthesizes the results presented previously in [19, 20, 21, 22]. 

2 Modal Filtering with an Array Sensor 

2.1 From a Known Model of the Structure 

We first assume that we have an accurate linear model of a known structure. 
The modal ('xpansion of the FRF of the sensor array reads 

~7 .( ) = ~ Ckibi 
Ik w ~ ( 2 2 ·c ) 

i=l f.Li W; ~ W + 2)<,iWiW 
k = 1, ... ,n (1) 

where bi is the modal input gain (at the actuator) and cki is the modal output 
gain of sensor k in the array. 

If the n sensors in the array are connected to a linear combiner with gain 
n 

Ctk for sensor k (Fig. 1), the output of the linear combiner is y = L CtkYk and 
k=l 

the global frequency response is 

(2) 

A modal filter which isolates mode l can be constructed by selecting the 
weighing coefficients ak of the linear combiner in such a way that 

n 

L:a~.:ck:i(w) = bli (3) 
k=l 

or 
(4) 

where o: = (a1 ... anf is the vector of the linear combiner coefficients, 
C = CA:i is the matrix of modal output gain (column i is the sensor array output 
when the structure vibrates according to mode i ) and e 1 = (0 0 ... 1 ... O)T 
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Fig. 1. Representation of the modal filter using n discrete sensors 

is the vector with all entries equal to 0 except entry l which is equal to 1. 
Assuming that matrix C is known accurately, the modal filter coefficients O:t 

for mode l can be found by solving the rectangular system of equations 

(5) 

The number of columns of cr, n, is equal to the number of sensors in the 
array and the number of lines, m , is equal to the number of modes included in 
the truncated modal expansion (1). The solution of Eq. (5) is discussed next 
section. 

If the set of weighing coefficients O:t satisfy Eq. (4), the open-loop FRF of 
the system, Eq. (2), becomes 

(6) 

Its maximum value is obtained at w = w1 ; it is equal to [23] 

(7) 

2.2 Modal Filter Coeffi.cicients o:1 

The solution of equation (5) requires some care because of the rank deficiency 
of C connected to the spatial aliasing. In fact , if the column of C (that is 
the modal contributions of the array sensor) are independent , the rank r of 
C follows the continuous line in Fig. 2 : r = m as long as m :::; n and r = n 
thereafter. This is the case, for example, for a simply supported beam with 
a regular array sensor, or for a simply supported square plate with a square 
array sensor. However , it is easy to check that for a rectangular plate with 
a uniform array sensor, the columns of C are not independent , resulting in 
a rank deficiency as indicated in dotted line in Fig. 2. The spatial aliasing is 
illustrated in Fig. 9 which shows two columns of C, corresponding respectively 
to mode (1 ,1) (mode# 1) and mode (1,15) (mode# 69). Similarly, mode (1 ,9) 
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n ------------- -,---_c::--=-------
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: due to alia ing 

11 m 

Fig. 2. Rank T of C(m, n) as a function of the number of modes m in the modal 
expansion ( 1) 

(# 24) will be aliased into mode (1,7) (# 14). Spatial aliasing will be discussed 
further later in this paper. 

The difficulty associated with the rank deficiency of C can be overcome 
by using a singular value decomposition of CT [24]. 

(8) 

where U, and U2 are unitary matrices containing the eigenvectors of CT C and 
CCT respectively, and I_; is the rectangular matrix of dimension (m, n) with 
the singular values a; on the diagonal (the subscript His used to indicate the 
Hermitian). If u; are the column vectors of U1 and v; the column vectors of 
U2 Eq. (8) can be written 

T 

CT = l.::a;U;vf (9) 
i = l 

and the solution of Eq. (5) reads 

(10) 

where the pseudo-inverse reads 

(11) 

This equation shows that the lowest singular values tend to dominate the 
pseudo-inverse, which is the origin of the problem in solving Eq. (5). In prac
tice , however, the columns of C are not strictly proportional and its exact 
rank is not always easy to determine. The problem can be solved by truncat
ing all the singular values below some tolerance value. In general , the solution 
is easier to achieve when the modal truncation is such that m < n. 
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2.3 Tailoring the Open-Loop FRF with the Array Sensor 

Let a 1 be the set of the linear combiner weighing coefficients leading to modal 
filters. If the modes are well separated and if the damping is low, it is possible 
to find a set of weighing coefficients of the array sensor such that the open-loop 
FRF features the following properties: 

1. The poles and zeros alternate near the imaginary axis (interlacing). 
2. The peaks of the FRF at the resonances have a prescribed amplitudes Ai 

(Fig. 3). 

The weighing coefficients can be obtained as follows : If the damping is 
low and the modes are well separated, the magnitude at a resonance peak is 
dominated by the contribution of the corresponding mode. Equation (7) gives 
the maximum amplitude achieved with the linear combiner coefficients a1. It 
follows that if the coefficients are taken as w1a 1 with 

2{-ll~lWfA 
W[= l 

bl 
(12) 

the maximum amplitude of the response will be exactly A1 (Al > 0). Since, 
for low damping and well separated modes, the amplitude at resonance is 
dominated by the contribution of the resonant mode, it follows that the set 
of weighing coefficients 

M 

a= Lwlal 
l = l 

(13) 

will lead to an open loop FRF with a set of fixed amplitudes A1 at the reso
nances of theM selected modes [23]. Besides, if one substitutes Eq. (12) and 

IGI 

w 

J'l VVV\_ 
-180°~------------------- -- -------------------- ~------

Fig. 3. Construction of a FRF with resonance peaks of prescribed amplitudes A; 
and alternating poles and zeros 
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(13) in Eq. (2) , the FRF reads 

M 2 

G(w) = L 2 2~w; A~ 
. W1· - W + 2]~;W;W 
t= l ' 

(14) 

Since all the residues are positive, alternating poles and zeros are guaran
teed [25] . 

2.4 From Experimental Data 

We now address the following problem: The individual FRF Yk(w) of then 
sensors in the array have been measured and the natural frequency w; and the 
modal damping ~i of one mode have been determined (with a modal analysis 
software). What are the weighing coefficients O:k of the linear combiner leading 
to a modal filter within some bandwidth [wa , wb] and with unit amplitude at 
resonance (Fig. 4) 

G ·( ) _ 2~;w'f 
,w - 2 2 · 

W; - W + 2]~;W;W 
(15) 

The output FRF of the linear combiner reads 

n 

G(w) = L o:kYk(w) (16) 
k=l 

and the weighing coefficients O:k satisfy 

n 

L o:h,Yk(w) = G;(w) (17) 
k = l 

If this equation is written at a set of p discrete frequencies v ; (p > n) 
regularly distributed over the frequency band [wa, wb] the function equality 
(17) can be transformed into a redundant system of linear equations 

Fig. 4 . Perfect modal filter within the bandwidth [wa, wb] and with unit amplitude 
at Wi 
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( 
Y1 (vi) 
Y1(v2) 

Y1 (vp) 

or, in matrix form, 

Yn(vi)) (0:1) (Gi(vi)) ~(~) ~ - ~(~) 
. - . . . . . 

Yn(vp) O:n Gi(vp) 

(18) 

(19) 

where the rectangular matrix Y, of dimension (p, n), and the vector Gi are 
complex quantities and the vector a of the linear combiner coefficients is real. 

The solution of this redundant system of linear equations was addressed 
in [6]; the pseudo-inverse in the mean-square sense, y+ = (YTY)- 1 yT pro
duces highly irregular coefficients. As in the previous section, the difficulty 
can be solved using a singular value decomposition of Y and truncating the 
contribution of the least significant singular values. 

Numerical simulations have shown that in a system without noise, the 
rank of the system is equal to the number of modes which respond signifi
cantly in the frequency band of interest (assuming this number is smaller that 
the number n of sensors in the array). When dealing with actual experimen
tal data, the gap in magnitude between significant and insignificant singular 
values disappears and some trial and error is needed to select the appropriate 
number of singular values in the truncated expansion. 

3 Experiment 

Figure 5 shows a view of the experimental set-up that consists of a 4 mm 
thick glass plate (0.54 m x 1.24 m) mounted in a standard window frame that 
is fixed on a concrete box. The sensor array consists of 4 x 8 piezoceramic 
(PZT) patches (13.75 mm x 25 mm) glued on the plate according to a regular 
mesh. The set-up and the linear combiner hardware are described in [6] where 
they were used in a volume velocity sensor. The resonance frequencies and 
structural damping of the plate are given Table 1. 

Figure 6 shows the weighing coefficients o:i leading to modal filters for 
the first four modes of the plate, obtained using Eq. (15) and (19). One can 
tailor a FRF similar to Fig. 3 with alternating poles and zeros and unit am
plitudes at the resonances. Figure 7 shows the FRF measured between the 

Table 1. Natural frequencies and structural damping of the plate. 

Mode Frequency Damping 
(1,1) 42.5 Hz 2.31 % 
(1,2) 55.9 Hz 1.08 % 
(1,3) 87.1 Hz 1.24 % 
(1,4) 118.7Hz 2.42% 
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position of the 
force actuator 

Fig. 5. Experimental set-up: glass plate covered with an array of 4 x 8 piezoelectric 
patches 

actuator and the sensor output with weighing coefficient given by Eq. (13). 
We observe an excellent agreement at low frequency, but the measured FRF 
departs substantially from the expected one at higher frequency. 

4 Spatial Aliasing 

As illustrated in the previous section, reconfigurable sensor arrays work very 
well as modal filters in a limited frequency band. However, they are subject to 
spatial aliasing which degrades their behaviour beyond this frequency band 
by reducing the sensor roll-off. This is again illustrated with the analytical 
example of Fig. 8. The linear combiner coefficients of the 4 x 8 PZT array 
sensor are selected to isolate the first mode. Figure 8 shows the FRF between 
four point force actuators acting in phase (same current applied to all) and 
located as indicated in Fig. 8.(a), and the linear combiner output. When the 
sensor is used in an active vibration control system, this reduces the roll-off 
of the open-loop transfer function, which imposes strong limitations on the 
bandwidth of the control system (a good sensor should have a bandwidth at 
least one decade larger than that of the control system). 

The spatial aliasing is the counterpart of the better known time aliasing: 
when the wave number (k) of one mode exceeds the number (n) of sensors 
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Fig. 6. Weighing coefficients a; (normalized) leading to modal filters for the first 
four modes of the plate 
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Fig. 7. FRF with prescribed unit amplitude at the resonant peaks, obtained with 
weighing coefficients a= a(l,l) +a(l ,2)+a( 1,3)+a(2,1)· Comparison between expected 
and experimental results 
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Fig. 8 . (a) Geometry of t he 4 x 8 array sensor, (b) Weighing coefficients a ; of the 
linear combiner, (c) Comparison of t he FRF between the actuators and t he modal 
response of mode (1 ,1) and the sensor output (numerical simulation) 

regularly spaced in that direction, the sensor output appears as generated by a 
mode with a lower wave number (2n- k). It is illustrated in Fig. 9 for the plate 
considered previously. The left part of Fig. 9 shows the mode shapes (1,1) and 
(1,15); the diagrams on the right show the electric charges Qi generated by 
these modes on the PZT patches (numerical simulat ion). The electric charges 
generated by mode ( 1,15) a t 1494Hz have the same shape as those generated 
by mode (1 ,1). As a result, the orthogonality relationship (4) between the 
linear combiner coefficients o:;. and the sensor modal gaim; cannot be enforced 
and the modal sensor designed for mode (1,1) responds to mode (1 ,15) as well. 
The limit frequency of the modal filter is given by the natural frequency of 
the mode with wavenumber equal to the size of the sensor array. 
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Fig. 9. Spatial aliasing: (a) , (b) mode shapes (1 ,1) and (1 ,15); (c) , (d) electric 
charges Q; generated by mode (1 ,1) and mode (1,15) 

Figure 10 shows a numerical simulation of the influence of the sensor ar
ray on the open-loop FRF of a modal filter for mode (1 ,1). Because of the 
high modal density, wide-band modal filtering may require a sensor array of 
large size which may not be practical because of the independent conditioning 
electronics, but this is unescapable with discrete array sensors. 

5 Distributed Sensor 

As we have seen in the previous section, the need for distributed sensors 
arises from the necessity to reduce the spatial aliasing. Although the theory of 
modal distributed piezoelectric sensors has been known for some time [10, 11], 
they have never been implemented in practice to two-dimensional structure, 
because the theory is based on tailoring the piezoelectric coefficients, which 
cannot be done in practice at this time. In this section, a practical way of 
designing a distributed modal filter is proposed. 
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Fig. 10. Effect of the size of the array on the open-loop FRF (a) 8 x 16, (b) 16 x 32 

The theory of modal filtering with distributed sensors can be addressed in 
two different ways: (i) based on the orthogonality relationships for distributed 
structures or (ii) as a limit case of a discrete array filter when the number of 
elements in the array increases to infinity. The first approach was addressed 
by Lee and Moon; we will consider the second one which is more intuitive in 
view of the previous discussion on spatial aliasing. 

As illustrated in Fig. 10, the bandwidth of an array sensor can be increased 
by increasing the number of sensing elements in the array. In the example of 
Fig. lO.b, the sensor bandwidth is close to 5000Hz with a sensor array con
taining 16 x 32 elements. However, the number of independent conditioning 
electronic units becomes rapidly prohibitive. 

If the weighing coefficients ai are known before hand and if we give up 
the programmability of the linear combiner, the coefficients ai can be embed
ded in the individual sensing elements. This is illustrated in Fig. 11; the area 
of the individual piezoelectric patches (more precisely the electrode area) is 
taken proportional to the corresponding coefficient ai in the linear combiner. 
The various electrodes of the sensor array are connected together and the 
total electric charge generated on the array is proportional to the output 
of the linear combiner. This configuration can be easily manufactured with 
a segmented electrode etched on a continuous PVDF layer using classical 
lithography techniques; it requires only a single amplifier, but the weighing 
coefficients cannot be changed on-line as in the linear combiner. The modal 
filtering property of this concept is illustrated in Fig. 11; spatial aliasing still 
occurs beyond 2000Hz and it can be pushed even further by increasing the 
number of segments in the electrode. 
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Fig. 11. Variable size array (the 16 x 32 patches are interconnected) 

6 Porous Electrode Concept 

The distributed sensor can be viewed as the limit discrete array sensor where 
the number of sensing elements increases and the electrode density is such 
that the local production of electric charges matches the desired local effec
tive weighing coefficient. A practical way to achieve this is to use a " porous" 
electrode as shown in Fig.l2; the maximum sensitivity is obtained where the 
electrode is continuous (in the center in Fig 12.a) and the local sensitivity is 
decreased continuously by introducing some porosity in the continuous elec
trode by means of a honeycomb design (Fig. 12.b) . The local electrode density 
is selected in such a way that the local production of electric charges matches 
the desired local weighing coefficient a(x, y). 

Consider a piezoelectric film polarized in the direction normal to its plane 
and covered with electrodes Sl as in Fig. 13. According to the two-dimensional 
theory of piezoelectric films , if a sample is subject to a plane strain field aligned 
on the orthotropy axes of the material, and if the electrodes are connected to 
a charge amplifier which cancels the electric field across the piezoelectric film, 
the electric charge produced on the electrodes is 

Q = j (e31S1 + e32S2)df? 

n 

(20) 

where 5 1 and 5 2 are the strain components along the orthotropy axes in the 
mid-plane of the film, and e31 and e 32 are the piezoelectric constants of the 
material. The integral extends over the area of the electrode, or more precisely, 
the area Sl over which the two electrodes overlap, where the electrical field 
is zero. According to Eq. (20) changing the local electrode density (dfl) is 
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Fig. 12. (a) Porous electrode, (b) detail of the motif with variable porosity 

orthotropy axes 

Fig. 13. Sample of piezoelectric film polarized in the direction normal to its plane 

equivalent to changing the piezoelectric coefficients e31 and e32 in the same 
ratio. Since fl refers to the area where the two electrodes overlap, the motif 
may be etched on the electrodes on both sides of the piezo film (Fig. 14.a) 
or only on one side, with a continuous electrode on the other side (Fig. 14.b ), 
which seems technologically simpler, because the two electrodes do not have to 
be aligned precisely on top of each other. We will consider only the one-sided 
design in what follows. 

Equation (20) assumes that the size of the electrode is much larger than its 
thickness. However, when the motif of the electrode becomes small, tridimen-
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Fig. 14. Tridimensional finite element analysis. Isopotential surfaces (a) Two-sided 
electrode (fraction of electrode area = 50%) (b) One-sided electrode 

sional (edge) effects start to appear and the relationship between the porosity 
and the equivalent piezoelectric property is no longer linear [19]. 

7 Design of the Porous Electrode 

The electrode design starts with a discrete array of large size which is used 
as a discretization of the distributed sensor. The linear combiner coefficients 
achieving the required spatial filtering properties are calculated according to 
the procedure described earlier; this is illustrated in Fig. 15.a. 
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=> 

Fig. 15. Various :steps of the design of the porous electrode: (a) computation of 
the weighing coefficients of the linear combiner , (b) smoothing of the coefficients to 
obtain the polarization profile, (c) transformation of the polarization profile into the 
fraction of electrode area leading to the honeycomb electrode profile, (d) redesign of 
the edge of the electrode to take care of the manufacturing tolerances and electrical 
connections 

The polarization profile of the distributed spatial filter is then obtained 
by interpolating and smoothing the linear combiner coefficient diagram as in 
Fig. 15.b; there is no obstacle in handling negative coefficients, by changing the 
polarity of the PVDF film. Next, the polarization profile can be converted into 
porosity profile of the honeycomb electrode (Fig. 15.c) using the relationship 
between the effective piezoelectric properties and the fraction of electrode area 
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Fig. 16. Effective piezoelectric coefficient versus fraction of electrode area for an 
isotropic PVDF film of various thickness provided with a one-sided honeycomb elec
trode 

(Fig. 16), obtained by homogenization from 3-D finite element calculations 
of the piezo film with appropriate electrical boundary conditions (potential 
difference V = 0 between the electrodes in this case). 

If the thickness of the film is small compared to the size of the motif, 
this relation can be assumed linear. The final step consists of adapting the 
edge of the electrode to take into account the technological constraints of 
the lithography process, in particular to keep the minimum thickness of the 
motif to a value compatible with manufacturing tolerances and to allow the 
electrical connection with the conditioning electronics (Fig. 15.d). 

The following sections report on the test program aiming at validating the 
porous electrode concept . 

8 Modal Filter of a Cantilever Beam 

Figure 17 shows the experimental set-up. Two cantilever beams made of glass 
of 240 mm x 27 mm x 1.83 mm are equipped on one side with a PZT 
actuator and on the opposite side with an isotropic PVDF (copolymer) sensor 
with a shaped electrode. In one case, the electrode profile matches the modal 
filter of the beam theory [10] ; in the other case, the same axial variation of 
the piezoelectric properties is achieved with the porous design described in 
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the previous section. However, to guarantee the continuity of the honeycomb 
electrode during the manufacturing process (accurate etching of the silver 
electrode on PVDF turned out to be difficult), the width of the electrode is 
constrained to be larger than 0.5 mm; this explains why the electrode design 
is tapered near the free end of the sample. 

(a) 

(d) 

Fig. 17. Experimental set-up for the honeycomb electrode validation 

Figure 18 compares the FRF between the PZT actuator and the PVDF 
sensor for the two electrode designs. The two curves are remarkably close, al
though significantly different from the ideal modal filter ; they also agree well 
with finite element calculations (Mindlin shell [26]) for the continuous elec
trode sensor, Fig. 19. This experiment seems to indicate that, when equipped 
with an isotropic PVDF sensor (e:n = e:l2) the beam behaves in a significantly 
different manner from that predicted by the beam theory. 
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Fig. 18. Comparison between the measured FRF of the continuous and honeycomb 
sensors with the FRF of the analytical beam model 
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Fig. 19. (a) Finite element model of the beam with its piezoelectric modal sen
sor, (b) and comparison between the finite element and the experimental results 
(continuous sensor) 
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9 Volume Displacement Sensor for a Baffled Plate 

This section considers the design and construction of a volume displacement 
sensor of a baffled simply supported plate. The volume velocity of a vibrating 
plate is defined as 

V = { ti; dS 
Js (21) 

where w is the transverse displacement of the plate and the integral extends 
over the entire plate area. It is a very important quantity in vibroacoustics, 
because it closely approximates the first radiation mode which is the domi
nant contributor to the sound power radiation at low frequency [27]. It is very 
tempting to try to develop a set of structural sensors measuring directly the 

volume velocity, or equivalently the volume displacement (by using a charge 

amplifim· instead of a current amplifier). Elliott and co-workers [16] developed 

the so-called Quadratically Weighted Strain Integrator Sensor (Q WSIS) which 
com;ists of slicing the electrode into narrow strips with parabolic shape. The 
sensor is based on the assumption that the volume displacement of each strip 
can be based on the beam theory. This sensor is biased because strictly uni
directional PVDF does not exist ( e:~2 is always at least 10% of e:n) and it 
is prorw to spatial aliasing due to the finite number of strips. Our research 
group pursued an alternative strategy based on discrete array sensors which 
were simpler and reconfigurable [6]; it worked well at low frequency (below 

2501-111) where the sensor is really useful, but the sensor output was much 
degraded at higher frequency because of aliasing, which made it difficult to 
integrate in a control system [28]. This failure to build a dit>crete array volume 

displacement sensor with adequate high frequency behaviour was the origin 
of the present work. 

In this study, we have designed, built and tested a volume dit>placement 
sent>or with the porous electrode technology. The test article is shown in 

Fig. 20; it consists of a 180 mm x 260 mm x 1.6 mm glass epoxy (PCB) 
board with a 37ttm thick copper electrode. The electrode is full in the cen
ter of the plate and a honeycomb motif with variable width appears when 
one moves towards the edges; the honeycomb motif is etched with standard 
PCB technology in the copper electrode and a 40ttm thick PVDF copolymer 
film with a one-sided continuous electrode is glued on top of it to form the 
distributed sensor with variable effective piezoelectric properties. Accurate 
etching of a PCB copper ekctrode is technologically much simpler than the 
silver electrode of a PVDF film as used in the validation test on the beam 
discussed earlier, and it is possible to achieve a better resolution here (better 
than 100 JLm, instead of 500 ftm with silver electrodes on PVDF). 

The design of the electrode was done with an analytical model of the simply 
supported plate, using analytical mode shapes and neglecting the membrane 

strains in the strain-induced piezoelectric charges [28]; if necessary (especially 
for more complicated boundary conditions), finite element simulations could 
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Fig. 20. (a) Top view of the PVDF film mounted on the plate, (b) PCB plate 
without PVDF film, showing the honeycomb etched in the copper electrode, (c) 
detail of the honeycomb electrode with variable porosity 

also be used at this stage [26], but the analytical model turned out to be 
sufficient in this case. The procedure for determining the linear combiner 
coefficients follows Fig. 15. 

Figure 21 shows the experimental set-up to assess the quality of the sensor; 
the plate is first placed in an aluminium frame with an elastomer joint, to 
approximate simply supported boundary conditions; the aluminium frame in 
mounted in the opening of a concrete acoustic chamber with a loudspeaker 
inside. The volume displacement is measured with a scanner laser vibrometer 
(the mesh used in the laser measurement is also shown in Fig. 21). 

Figure 22 compares the FRF between the current applied to the loud
speaker and the volume displacement sensed with (i) the PVDF sensor with 
porous electrode (referred to as piezo sensor) and (ii) the laser vibrometer 
(referred to as volume displacement); the curves are very close to each other; 
the phase diagrams are also close to each other. Figure 23 shows the same 
comparison for a point force applied with a voice coil acting near a corner, at 
35 mm from the edge of the plate. The agreement between the curves is still 
good, although larger differences are observed; part of these are due to the 
fact that the coil adds a discrete mass of 1 gr near the corner of the plate, 
altering its mode shapes (in particular some anti-symmetric modes which did 
not contribute to the volume displacement for the original plate) . Thus, the 
porous sensor which was designed for producing the volume displacement of 
a symmetric plate is no longer totally appropriate. Overall, the quality of the 
volume displacement sensor looks quite good. 
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Fig. 21. Experimental set-up used to test the volume displacement sensor and 
(upper left) measurement mesh used for the laser vibrorneter 

FRF with a loudspeaker excitation 
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Fig. 22. Glass-epoxy plate. FRF between the current applied to the loudspeaker 
and the volume displacement; comparison between the porous piezoelectric sensor 
(dotted line) and the laser vibrometer (full line) 
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Fig. 23. Glass-epoxy plate. FRF between a point force excitation near a corner of 
the plate and the volume displacement ; comparison between the porous piezoelectric 
sensor (dotted line) and the laser vibrometer (full line) 

9.1 Thansparent Implementation 

Transparent sound radiation sensors could open the way to new applications 
such as active windows. Figure 24 shows a transparent implementation of the 
volume displacement sensor. It consists of a 40 J.Lrn PVDF film glued on a glass 
plate with 25 J.Lrn connecting layers. The transparent electrodes are made of 
ITO (Indium Tin Oxide). A laser lithography process is used to shape the 
electrode. The test article has the same size as the glass-epoxy plate tested 
above and it has been tested with the same set-up of Fig. 21. Figure 25 shows a 
comparison of the FRF between the loudspeaker input and the sensor output 
obtained respectively with the transparent sensor and the laser vibrometer. 
Once again, the agreement between the FRFs is excellent. 

9.2 Orthotropic PVDF Sensor 

The results of Fig. 25 have been obtained with isotropic copolymer exhibiting 
isotropic piezoelectric properties (d31 = d32 = 2.5pC IN). Uni-axial PVDF 
has several advantages over copolymer: it is more sensitive, it is a lot cheaper 
and it can be more easily mass produced. An alternative sensor has been de
signed and manufactured with uni-axial PVDF with the following properties: 
d31 = 22.5 pC IN, d32 = 2.5 pC IN. The design follows the same lines as be
fore, except that the orthotropy of the sensor must be included in the model, 
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(b) (c) 

Fig. 24. Transparent PVDF sensor tailored for measuring the volume displacement 
(a) detail design (b) electrode profile (c) sensor mounted on a glass plate 

affecting the FRF expression of the electric charge Q .i. Everything else is the 
same. Figure 26 compares the piezoelectricity profile of the sensor in the two 
cases tested; note that the overall sensitivity of the anisotropic sensor is much 
higher because of the much larger value of d31 . The quality of the isotropic 
sensor has been found very similar to that of the copolymer one. 
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Fig. 25. Transparent (copolymer) PVDF sensor mounted on a glass plate. FRF be
tween the current applied to the loudspeaker and the volume displacement; compar
ison between the porous piezoelectric sensor (dotted line) and the laser vibrometer 
(full line) 
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Fig. 26. Comparison of the polarization profile of the volume displacement sensor 
for various piezoelectric properties 
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10 Conclusion 

This paper has investigated the construction of spatial filters with either 
discrete array sensors, or with continuous PVDF films. The use of a pro
grammable linear combiner for modal filtering and shaping of FRFs has been 
addressed. The spatial aliasing of discrete arrays has been discussed. A porous 
electrode has been discussed, which allows to tailor the effective piezoelectric 
properties in two dimensions. The various steps of the design procedure have 
been described and validated with several experiments. Some technological 
issues such as the use of uni-axial PVDF and a transparent implementation 
have also been addressed. 
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1 Introduction 

Maintenance of air, land and sea structures is an important engineering ac
tivity in a wide range of industries including transportation and Civil En
gineering. Effective maintenance minimises not only the cost of ownership of 
structures but also improves safety and the perception of safety. Inspection for 
material/structural damage, such as fatigue cracks and corrosion in metallics 
or delamination in composites, is an essential part of maintenance. 

The last few decades have created an increasing need for reliable, early de
tection of damage in structures. Various experimental techniques, approaches 
and methodologies have been developed. Recent years have shown applica
tions of guided ultrasonic waves and smart sensors which can become an 
integral part of a monitored structure. This includes damage detection tech
niques based on Lamb waves. These techniques are successful in laboratory 
conditions and have great potential for field applications. 

For simple laboratory structures, damage detection based on Lamb waves 
is not difficult. However, complex, real engineering structures require appro
priate monitoring strategies and signal processing for successful damage de
tection. Using Lamb waves for damage detection requires some experience and 
caution. It appears that significant theoretical and experimental experience 
have been gathered in this area over the last twenty years. This chapter col
lates in one place recent developments related to structural damage detection 
based on guided ultrasonic waves. The focus is on sensor technologies, vari
ous aspects related to monitoring strategy, transducer and wave propagation 
modelling techniques and signal processing procedures for damage detection. 
It is beyond the scope of this book to discuss all important elements; the 
reader is directed to appropriate references for further details. 

J. Holnicki-Szulc et al. (eds.), Advances in Smart Technologies in Structural Engineering
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2004
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1.1 Elastic Waves 

Elastic waves are travelling disturbances that transport energy in a elastic 
medium without transferring matter. Materials are considered as elastic if the 
energy expended in deforming their elements is stored in these elements only 
as potential energy which is often called strain energy. 

It is well known that various types of waves can propagate in solids, as 
described in [1]. Waves travelling in a unbounded bulk of elastic material are 
called bulk waves. These waves have a finite number of longitudinal and shear 
components. Longitudinal (often called compressional, dilatational pressure 
or P) waves exhibit particle motion in the direction of wave propagation. 
The direction of particle motion in shear (often called transverse or S) waves 
is perpendicular to the direction of wave propagation. Shear waves can be 
polarised horizontally and vertically leading to SH and SV wave components, 
respectively. Wave propagation in bounded media leads to guided waves such 
as plate and surface waves described in Section 2. Guided waves exhibit an 
infinite number of modes resulting in a complex wave propagation mechanism. 

Bulk and guided waves are governed by the same mathematical equations. 
The fundamental elastodynamic equation, which is based on the linear stress
strain relation and Newton's second law, can be used to describe elastic wave 
propagation as 

pii.; = (8ijk[Uk.l) · 
' ' ,'l 

(1) 

where p is the density, u is the displacement, s is the stiffness tensor and 
the standard tensor index convention is used. The bulk wave solution of this 
equation does not need to satisfy boundary conditions. In contrast, the guided 
wave solution must satisfy physical boundary conditions. 

1.2 Damage Detection Using Elastic Waves 

Elastic waves and their propagation have been used for many years to analyse 
structural damage. A number of different techniques based on elastic waves 
have been developed for Non-Destructive Testing and Evaluation (NDT /E). 
Acoustic Emission (AE) and Ultrasonic Testing (UT) are the most widely 
used techniques in industrial applications. Damage detection based on guided 
ultrasonic waves and acousto-ultrasonic techniques have reached much less 
maturity but also have shown great potential for Structural Health Monitoring 
(SHM) applications. 

AE [2, 3, 4] utilises transient stress waves, called acoustic events, emitted 
internally by different types of material defects under external loading ap
plied to monitored specimens. Material defects, such as microcracks and/or 
inclusions, release elastic energy due to rapid local stress redistribution as a 
result of loading. The energy results from growing cracks, rubbed surfaces of 
cracks, dislocations, phase transformation or melting. The frequency of acous
tic events is usually between 100-1000 kHz. 
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UT [1, 5] is the most versatile damage detection technique based on elastic 
wave propagation. The method utilises various phenomena and/ or properties 
of ultrasonic waves propagating in the material to detect defects. It relies 
predominantly on the transmission and reflection of high-frequency ultrasonic 
bulk waves. The frequency of these waves is usually in the range from 40 to 
2000 kHz and can go far beyond this bandwidth in the case of acoustic mi
croscopy. Ultrasonic testing utilises wave attenuation, scattering, reflections, 
mode conversions and energy partitioning for damage detection. 

Lamb wave inspection is the most widely used damage detection technique 
based on guided ultrasonic waves. The first NDT /E application of Lamb waves 
goes back to the 1950s [6]. The technique is based on Lamb waves propagating 
in plate-like structures. These waves are introduced by a probe at one point 
and sensed by another probe at a different position, as illustrated in Figure 
1 1. Structural damage is identified by a change of the response signal. Often 
wave attenuation and/or mode conversions are sufficient to detect defects. 

Monitored Specimen 

Fig. 1. Structural damage detection based on guided ultrasonic waves. 

The acousto-ultrasonic technique was introduced in the late 1970s and re
ported in [9, 10]. This technique uses high-frequency (usually above 0.5 MHz) 
impulse excitation which results in a large number of mixed propagating wave 
modes. Alternatively, other types of broadband excitations such as, swept sine 
waves and Gaussian white noise, can also be used [11]. The rich energy content 
of propagating waves includes lots of information regarding possible material 
and/or structural damage. 

The acousto-ultrasonic technique combines elements of AE, UT and guided 
ultrasonic waves. All these four techniques utilise stress waves propagating in 
structures for damage detection. However, AE is the only technique which 
does not require any external signal excitation; stress waves are structure
borne and produced by material defects when external loading is applied. 
It. is a passive technique. The other three techniques require high-frequency 
external excitation. Wave propagation paths in UT and damage detection 
techniques based on guided ultrasonic waves are well-defined and traceable. 
In contrast, wave propagation in acousto-ultrasonics is difficult to analyse 

1 In practice the procedure can utilise only one transducer. Reflection signals are 
then used for damage detection, as explained in Section 4.5. This approach re
quires the use of a full bridge circuit for Lamb wave generation and sensing [7, 8] . 
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since transducer responses include a number of mixed modes not only from 
directly propagating waves but also from reflected and scattered waves. 

2 Guided Ultrasonic Waves 

2.1 Background 

Wave packets propagating in bounded media, which are superpositions of 
various modes, are often called guided waves. Guided waves are governed by 
the same wave equations as bulk waves. However, in contrast to bulk waves, 
they have an infinite number of modes associated with propagation. There 
are various types of guided waves. Wave packets, resulting from appropriate 
stress and strain boundary conditions, which travel on the surface of a solid 
body, are known as surface waves. Surface waves usually exhibit large am
plitudes and travel slower than other types of guided waves. Rayleigh waves, 
which are boundary waves in an elastic half space, are the best known surface 
waves. They are nondispersive for uniform material properties. However, their 
mechanism of propagation is very complex; waves are polarised and surface 
particles are moved around in an ellipse. The components of Rayleigh waves 
can couple with a medium surrounding the surface of the body. This coupling 
affects the amplitude and velocity of the wave. The amplitude of the wave 
decreases rapidly with depth and the rate of decrease depends on the wave
length. Therefore inspection methods based on Rayleigh waves are used mostly 
to detect surface defects. Other examples of surface waves include Stonely and 
Love waves. These waves are not commonly used for damage detection and 
are better known to seismologists than to damage detection experts. Stonely 
waves occur at an interface between two media. They are closely related to 
Rayleigh waves. The existence of Stonely waves depends on the density and 
shear modulus ratios of the neighbouring media. Love waves are horizontally 
polarized shear waves which also exist on the surface. However, in contrast to 
the other two types of surface waves they are highly dispersive. Love waves 
are the fastest propagating surface waves. Lamb waves are dispersive plate 
waves that occur for traction-free forces on both surfaces of the plate. The 
waveguide of these waves is defined by two boundaries, i.e. the top and bottom 
of the plate. 

For various modes the velocity of these waves depends on the product of 
frequency of excitation and thickness of the plate. They can propagate long 
distances and are used for damage detection in plate-like structures. Lamb 
waves are the most widely used guided waves for damage detection. 

2.2 Lamb Waves 

Lamb waves refer to elastic perturbations propagating in a solid plate with 
free boundaries. This problem was firstly studied in [12] and is also very well 
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described in [1, 13]. A brief introduction to the theory of Lamb waves is given 
in this section. 

d 
XI 

:1< ····················-····-·····t---

Fig. 2. Wave propagation coordinates for Lamb wave equations. 

Figme 2 shows the geometry of the analysed plate of thickness d. Here 
x 1 ,:c2 and .1::3 indicate the directions of displacement. When the plate is ex
cited at some point, Lamb waves arise from a coupling between propagating 
shear and longitudinal waves reflected at the top and bottom of the plate. The 
wave propagation can be described using Equation (1). The solution of this 
equation can be obtained using different methods. This includes the displace
ment potentials approach [14] and the partial wave technique [15]. Following 
[1] it can be shown that the method of potentials transforms displacements 
into fi eld variables ¢ and 7/J using the Helmholtz decomposition. As a result , 
the elastodynamic wave equation becomes uncoupled and for plane strain 
takes the form of two independent equations 

(2) 

(3) 

where C£ indicates the velocity of longitudinal waves whereas cr is the velocity 
of shear waves. It is clear that Equations (2) and (3) describe propagation of 
longitudinal and shear waves, respectively. Physical displacements of the plate 
can be expressed in terms of the field variables as 

87/J 8¢ 
'Ui = -- + --

8xl 8x:l 

U2 = 0 

8'lj; 8¢ 
U ·! = -----

. 8x3 ax, 

(4) 
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Final solutions for displacement are often split into symmetric and anti
symmetric modes due to the fact that the field variables involve sine and cosine 
functions which are odd and even functions, respectively. The displacement 
for the symmetric modes can be given as 

wherea::; the solutions for the anti::;ymmetric modes are 

u:l = pC1cos(px;l)- ikD2cos(qx3) 

The variables p and q in Equations (5-8) are given as 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

where k is wave number and w = 21r f is circular frequency. The constants 
C1,C2 ,D1 and D 2 in Equations (5-8) can be obtained from the traction-free 
boundary conditions for the analysed plane strain. This leads to Rayleigh
Lamb frequency relations 

for symmetric modes and 

tan(qh) 
tan(ph) 

tan(qh) 
tan(ph) 

(10) 

(11) 

for antisymmetric modes, where h = dl2. These equations can be solved 
numerically as explained in [1]. The results give either values of phase velocity 
cp or group velocity c9 ( cp = w I k and c9 = dw I dk) as a function of the f d 
(frequency x thickness) product. Figure 3 gives an example of the phase 
velocity dispersion curve for an aluminium plate. Here, each curve represents 
a specific mode, which is conventionally called 50 , A0 , 5 1 , A1 , 52 , A2 , etc., 
where Sn and An (n = 1, 2, 3 ... ) denote symmetric and antisymmetric modes, 
respectively. For fd < 1.9 only the fundamental 50 and A0 can propagate 
in the aluminium plate. Dispersion characteristics can be obtained for any 
type of material. The software suite Disperse [16, 17] has been developed 
for dispersion characteristics in multilayered media. Also, the FE method 
has been employed to obtain mode shapes and guided wave characteristics 
for structures with complex geometries [18]. It is important to mention that 
Lamb waves arise from coupling between longitudinal and shear waves; the 
50 mode is dominated by the longitudinal component whereas the A0 mode 
is dominated by the shear component. 
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Fig. 3. Phase velocity dispersion characteristic for aluminium. 

3 Generation and Sensing - Transducers 

Ultral:lonic and guided ultrasonic waves can be generated and sensed utilising 
various physical phenomena, as illustrated in Figure 4. All these transducers 
can be classified into two major groups. The first group uses perturbations on 
the surface of the structure (e.g. piezoelectric-based transducers) whereas the 
second group utilises perturbations inside the structure (e.g. electromagnetic 
transducers). Another posl:lible classification of transducers generating/ senl:ling 
guided ultral:lonic wavel:l leadr:> to contact and non-contact techniques. A brief 
summary to different types of transducers il:l given in this section. 

Fig. 4. Actuation phenomena used in transducers generating and sensing guided 
ultrasonic waves. 

3.1 Contact Techniques 

Sensor and actuators utilising piezoelectric materials are the most widely used 
transducers for damage detection based on Lamb waves. Piezoelectricity is an 
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electric polarisation effect due to mechanical forces, i.e. an electric charge is 
collected on the surface of the piezoelectric material when it is squeezed. Often 
the converse effect is possible, i.e. the material generates a mechanical strain 
in response to the applied electric field. 

Piezoelectricity was discovered by Jacque and Pierre Curie in the 1880s. 
The historical perspective of theories, conceptual models and experiments re
lated to this physical effect is given in [19]. Piezoelectricity is an anisotropic 
property of crystalline materials and results from non-uniform charge dis
tributions within the crystal's cells. There are number of different materials 
which exhibit these effects. Natural materials include: quartz (Si02), Rochelle 
salt and tourmaline. The quartz crystal exhibits stiffness comparable to steel 
and shows high voltage sensitivity. Manufactured piezoelectric ceramics were 
introduced in the early 1950s. The first material developed with piezoelectric 
properties was barium titanate (BaTi03). The two most widely used manu
factured materials are: lead zirconate titanate (formally known as PZT) and 
polyvinylidene fluoride (formally know as PVDF). The former is a ceramic and 
the latter is a polymer film. Piezoelectric ceramics are quite brittle and need to 
be handled with care. Piezoelectric polymer films are in contrast very flexible 
and easy to handle for sensor applications. The PVDF exhibits the strongest 
known piezoelectric behaviour of all polymers. The PVDF offers better direct 
piezoelectricity and worse inverse piezoelectricity than the PZT and therefore 
it is more often used for sensing applications. An excellent tutorial on piezo
ceramics is given in [20, 21]. Table 1 gives a summary of various properties for 
some commercially available piezoceramics used for damage detection based 
on Lamb waves. 

For many years conventional ultrasonic transducers utilising piezoelectric 
elements have been used for Lamb wave experimental analysis. This requires 
either appropriate water coupling [22, 23] or a perspex angled wedge (e.g. 
[24, 25, 26, 27]). Transducers utilising the wedge are better know as wedge (or 
angle-beam) piezoelectric transducers. These transducers use piezoelectric el
ements which are positioned with an angle to the entry surface of a monitored 
structure, as illustrated in Figure 5a. The angle and the size of the transducer 
determine the wavenumber bandwidth. 

Recent years have shown extensive progress in developing low-profile piezo
electric sensing devices. The adaptation and integration of piezoelectric sen
sors onto, or into, structures has become more feasible. Low-profile piezo
electric sensors with wrap-around electrodes are available in the form of thin 
ceramic plates and discs which can be bonded (or embedded) on monitored 
structures. These sensors are commonly known as piezoceramics. Other im
portant developments in this area include piezoceramic rubbers and paints 
[28], Smart Layers™ [29], smart hybrid panels [30] ,piezoceramic composites 
[31, 32] and piezoceramic fibres [33]. Rubbers and paints are loaded with a 
fine powder of piezoceramics. Smart LayersT M comprise small piezoceramic 
discs on a thin dielectric Kapton layer which can be easily surface mounted 
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Table 1. Properties of typical piPzoceramics used for transducer applications; values 
taken from manufacturer's data sheets. 

Material I PZT-5A I PZT-5H I Sonox-P5I P-155 I CfifiOO I PZT I 

Manufacturer Piezo Systems 
I
CeramTecl PI . I Charm~! IAcellentl 

Ceramrcs Industnes 

Relative dielectric :_h - - 1850 1500 - 1750 til 

constant 
Piezoelectric d:l:l 390 6fi0 450 ;{60 400 400 

constants rl:n -190 -:{20 -180 -165 -185 -175 
o- 12 m/V 

Piezoelectric g:l:l 24 19 27.5 27 25.8 26 
constants g:n -lUi -9.5 - -12.4 -11.9 -12.4 

10-:l Vm/N 
Coupling k p - - 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.63 

Coefficients k:l:l 0.72 0.75 0.73 0.69 0.73 0.72 
k:n o.:12 0.44 0.34 0.:{5 (U7 0.36 

Curie temp., oc Tc 350 250 340 :345 350 ;{60 
Elastic modulus Y,-, fi.(i 6.2 5.8 6.4 6.4 6.3 

10 10 N/m2 YS;l 5.2 5.0 5.3 4.8 .'i.2 5.4 
Mechanical Q,,n 80 30 90 80 75 80 

quality factor 
Density, g/cm· p 7.8 7.8 7.65 7.8 7.6 7.7 

on a structure or integrated int.o a structure. These layms can be fabricated in 
various sizes and shapes, as shown in [34]. Smart hybrid panels utilise Smart 
Lay ersT!\[ and optical fibre sensors. 

Electro-Magnetic: Acoustic Tram;duc:ers (EMAT) (e.g. [35, 3fi]) are also 
widely used for Lamb wav<~ experiments. EMATs an' electromagnetic devices 
that consist of a magnet (coil) and a stack of wires. EMAT transducers gen
erate ultrasonic: waves in electrically conductive materials by Lorentz force, 
electro-rnagnetostrictive effect or by a combination of these two phenomena. 
These transducers do not require any c:ouplant. The wavenumber bandwidth 
of the EMAT transducer is a function of the number of limbs on the excitation 
coil. 

The excitation of fundamental Lamb wave modes over a controlled fre
quency bandwidth can significantly ease damage detection. This can be 
achieved using a comb transducer (e.g. [1, 37]) or its modern version called 
an interdigital transducer (e.g. [38, 39]). Typical comb transducers are con
structed as corrugated metal plates excited by a piezoelectric patch. Tlw de
sired wavelength is controlled by the ridge spacing. Intfmligital transducers 
have a pattern of electrodes deposited on a pie<melect.ric substrate, as shown 
in Figure 5b. The wavelength is controlled by the space between the finger 
electrodes. 
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Fig. 5 . Example of transducers used for ultrasonic guided wave generation: (a) 
angle-beam (b) interdigital (c) phased array (d) MEMS. 

Phased array transducers (e.g. [40, 41, 42]) generate Lamb waves prop
agating in various directions controlled electronically (Figure 5c. The angle 
and the focal length of propagation of these transducers can be adjusted by 
appropriate delays of the signals emitted by an array of small crystal ele
ments. These elements can work in a combined transmitter /receiver mode 
[43] allowing for a significant reduction of transducers required for damage 
detection. 

Recent advancements in the area of Lamb wave generation/sensing in
cludes applications of Micro-Electro Mechanical Systems (MEMS) [44, 45] 
and Bragg grating optical fibre sensors [46, 47]. MEMS transducers used in 
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[44, 45] are capacitive micromachined ultrasonic transducers (CMUTs). These 
transducers are in fact thin silicon nitride membranes supported on 500 J-lm 
silicon substrates, as illustrated in Figure 5d. Lamb waves are generated by 
vibrating membranes. The frequency of CMUTs transducers is in the vicinity 
of 1 MHz. The basic idea of Lamb wave interrogation using optical fibre Bragg 
grating sensors is to use a laser with a narrow bandwidth. If the wavelength 
of the laser matches a certain part of the grating spectrum, any shift of the 
spectrum will as a consequence modulate the reflected optical power. The 
major advantage of the Bragg grating sensors is the ability to monitor both 
static and dynamic strain fields. Load monitoring and damage detection are 
possible at several gratings within a single fibre. 

3.2 Non-Contact Techniques 

Non-contact generation and reception of Lamb waves can be achieved using 
air-coupled transducers (e.g. [48, 49]) various types of laser/ optical techniques 
such as homodyne, heterodyne, Fabry-Perot and photorefractive interferom
etry [50]. Air-coupled transducers have very low sensitivity due to the large 
acoustic impedance mismatch between air and solid materials and due to the 
high attenuation of ultrasound in air (dry couplant) at frequencies above 500 
kHz. Laser generation of Lamb waves utilise high power laser sources [51, 52] 
or low-power modulated laser diode [53] Damage detection application ex
amples of laser-generated Lamb waves include [51, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58]. The 
high peak optical powers associated with pulsed laser systems (e.g. Nd:YAG) 
can be utilised to provide a short rise-time and spatially localised expan
sion source in samples, which in turn serves as a source of broadband elastic 
stress waves [59]. High power laser energy focussed over a small area leads to 
two phenomena: thermoeleastic expansion (incident power below 107W/cm2) 

and ablation (incident power above 107Wjcm2 ; the source works in plasma 
regime), as explained in [51].The former is nondestructive; ultrasound is gen
erated due to constrained local rapid expansion. The latter is destructive; 
ultrasound is generated due to momentum expansion. 

Optical detection of ultrasound can be performed in a variety of ways. 
Commonly used detectors measure changes in optical intensity. In optical 
beam deflection (e.g. [54, 55]), the intensity change is measured directly. 
The detected elastic wave modulates the surface and changes the amount 
of light that reaches a photodetector. In the interferometric techniques (e.g. 
[56, 60, 61]) the elastic wave modulates the optical phase of the light. The 
interferometer is then used to demodulate the signal into an intensity fluctua
tion monitored by a photodetector. The most commonly used interferometric 
detectors are Fabry-Perot, Michelson and Mach-Zehnder. A two-channel in
terferometer (Mach-Zehnder and Michelson) has been used for Lamb wave 
detection in [62]. Laser interferometers can be designed to measure either 
out-of-plane or in-plane motion. Some interferometers are sensitive to surface 
displacement, whilst others are made sensitive to surface velocity. A velocity 
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sensitive system (e.g. heterodyne Michelson) is less susceptible to low fre
quency environmental vibrations which is a major practical advantage. How
ever, the Fabry-Perot configuration is often championed because of its superior 
operation in real engineering materials in terms of its light gathering power. 
All these practical aspects are discussed in more details in [63, 64]. 

The major disadvantage associated with Lamb wave sensing using laser 
interferometers is the high cost, the difficulty of the appropriate alignment and 
safety issues. Optical beam deflection systems are considerably less expensive, 
easier to operate but less sensitive. 

Laser vibrometers are interferometers which measure the out-of-plane sur
face motion utilising the Doppler shift phenomenon in order to obtain the 
velocity of the surface vibration. They are designed and widely used for vi
bration measurements in many engineering applications. This includes modal 
analysis [65, 66, 67] and vibration-based damage detection [68, 69]. Commer
cial laser vibrometers have also been used to analyse the stress-acoustic field 
[70], ultrasonic shear waves [71] and Lamb waves [72, 73, 74, 75]. 

Lamb wave generation and sensing can be also accomplished using another 
dry-contact, point-like method utilising an elastic Hertzian contact between 
solid bodies, as demonstrated in [76]. The Hertzian contact between specially 
shaped buffer rods (metallic or quartz) and specimens allows for direct en
ergy coupling, i.e. displacements induced by extensional waves in the rods are 
coupled to Lamb wave modes in the specimen. 

4 Monitoring Strategy for Damage Detection 

The subtleties of Lamb wave with the complicated physics require some ex
perience related to monitoring strategy and complex data interpretation. The 
basic factors which determine damage detection based on Lamb waves are re
lated to [77, 78, 79, 80, 81 J: properties of the structure under inspection, selec
tion of wave propagation modes, transducer selection and location, transducer 
validation against possible failures, transducer coupling methods and choice 
of excitation signals, as briefly discussed in this section. Other elements, de
scribed in the next section, include various aspects related to signal processing 
techniques for damage feature extraction. 

4.1 Transducer Schemes 

Selection of appropriate transducers is important for successful damage de
tection. Contact transducers require coupling (gel, water) for the ultrasound 
energy transfer. Special types of transducers are used when specimens are im
mersed in water. Coupling significantly attenuates ultrasonic energy induced 
from the transducers to the specimen, as demonstrated in [82]. Non-contact 
transducers do not require any coupling. They are very attractive for scanning 
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and are capable of monitoring large surfaces. However, non-contact transduc
ers show significant attenuation at high frequencies, as already mentioned in 
Section 3.1. Permanently attached transducers can be either bonded on tlw 
surface of monitored structures or embedded into the structures. Low-profile 
piezoceramic: transducers (e.g. Smart Lay ersT M) and optical fibre sensors are 
often embedded in composite structmes. Although embedded transducers of
f<)r many advantages, it is difficult (if not impossible) to replace them in case 
of functional failures. 

Modal selectivity and transducer directivity are important elements asso

ciated with Lamb wave generation. Although theoretically a minimum two 
Lamb wave modes always propagate in the analysed structure, it is possible 
to chose excitation frequencies for which the amplitude of one fundamental 
mode is reduced almost to zero. This is often called single-mode propagation. 
Single-mode propagation simplifies damage detection analysis of propagating 
Lamb wave modes. Good spatial and temporal generation characteristics are 
required from transducers chosen for single-mode propagation. Wedge piezo
electric transducers and multi-element piczoceramic transducers (e.g. comb or 
interdigital transducers) offer good spatial generation characteristics [78]. Op
timal temporal excitation can be achieved with appropriate excitation signals 
are used, a::; discus::;ed in SPction 4.3. It i::; well known that some piczoceramics 
(e.g. SONOX-P5) elements are better to generate symmetric modes wlwras 
other piezoceramics (e.g. P155) are more appropriat<) for antisymrnetric mode 
excitation. Multi-mode generation, often used in acousto-ultrasonics, can be 
accomplished using broadband excitation offered for example by pulsed laser 
excitation. 

The ::;hape of piezoceramic transducers deterrnirws the directivity of wave 
propagation, as shown in [81]. Rectangular piezoc:eramics offer parallel genera
tion/propagation of waves to transducer edges whereas circular piezocerarnics 
generate and propagate waves circumferentially. The directivity of transducers 
can be roughly estimated using the relationship between the length (diameter) 
of the transducer b and the actuating frequency f [1 3] 

(12) 

where A is the wavelength and n = 0, 1, 2, 3, .... This equation estimates the 
desired dimension of the transducer in the direction of wave propagation for 
most efficient response signals. 

Successful damage detection also requires understanding of the ultrasonic 
field of transducers. This involves problems related to pressure profiles of 
transducers, m~ar-field calculation::; and beam angle of divergence, as discussed 
in [1]. The analysis of transducer beam pres::;ure profiles in [1] shows that col
limated beams can be obtained for b/ A > 3 and circumferential wave propa
gation is possible forb/ A < 0.5. The study in [83] indicate that the width of a 
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transducer should be five to ten times the wavelength of Lamb waves in order 
to generate well collimated beams. 

Recent advancements in transducer technologiel:l have shown application 
of wireless and multifunctional transducerl:l. Wireless applicationi:l are pol:lsible 
with piezoceramic, MEMS, interdigital and phased array sensori:i, al:l shown 
in [84]. MEMS and optical fibres offer multifunctional transducers capable to 
monitor not only ultrasound but also corrosion, temperature, strain and/ or 
manufacturing processes. Application examples include [29, 46]. 

4.2 Transducer Location and Validation 

SHM systems based on Lamb wave inspection requires appropriate location 
of transducers for reliable damage detection. Deciding the optimal positions 
of transducers is often based on engineering knowledge, expertise and experi
ence. In practice, designers and end-users of monitored structures know where 
the critical areas are. When direct responses are ui:ied for damage detection, 
actuator and sensor should be located in a line-of-sight position regarding 
the damage. If the damage is located far away from the actuator-l:lenl:lor line, 
Lamb wave sensitivity to damage is reduced, as observed in [128, 85]. Also, 
damage orientation against the actuator-sensor line is important; the l:ltudies 
in [85] show that damage detection is more reliable for fatigue cracki:i posi
tioned at the angle of 45° rather than 90° to the direction of wave propagation 
in metallic platel:l. Actuators positioned very close to boundaries (e.g. plate 
edges) exhibit more directivity due to canceled undesired reflections. 

The distance between pairs of transducers should be chosen to avoid large 
amplitude attenuation which leads to poor signal-to-noise ratio. Lamb waves 
can propagate long distances in metallic structures. This is not the case in 
compoi:iite structurel:l where the level of attenuation is much more significant. 
Nevertheless distances up to 1m are still visible for these structures, as shown 
in [129]. Also, long propagation distances re~mlt in more severe dispersion. 

A number of signal procesi:iing tools have been developed to support the 
l:lensor location problem. These tools are often bai:ied on optimisation proce
dures and information theory. It appears that the l:lensor location problem 
has been well addressed in control engineering and l:lystem/modal identifica
tion. However, relatively little experimental and applied rel:learch has been 
done in the area of damage detection. An overview of optimal sensor location 
methods for damage location is given in [86] where various methods such as 
classical optimisation techniques (e.g. Newton methods, linear and nonlinear 
programming),soft computing techniques (e.g Genetic Algorithms (GAs) [87], 
Simulated Annealing (SA) [88], Tabu Search (TS) [89, 90, 91]) and mutual 
information [92] have been discussed. Application examples related to damage 
detection include: the heuristic optimii:iation approach based on a simple step
wise technique and neural networks [93] a combined neural networks/genetic 
approach [94, 95] and a mutual information based algorithm [96, 97]. 
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The reliability of transducer readings, or in other words the detection 
of transducer which have failed and do not measure accurately, is one of 
the most important problems in many areas of engineering. This problem 
is particularly important in automated damage detection systems where it 
is crucial to distinguish between structural damage and transducer faults in 
order to minimise false-positive (damage detected when none is present) and 
false-negative (damage not detected when present) situations. 

Failures of low-profile piezoceramic transducers used for Lamb wave in
spection are mostly related to bonding and connections. Two types of bond
ing, i.e. cold (using epoxy-based glues) and hot (using autoclave), are used in 
practice. Transducer connections can be improved using either piezoceramic 
discs with wrap-around electrodes or Smart LayeTI' M sensors. 

Various algorithms for signal and sensor validation have been developed 
over the last twenty years. Sensor validation techniques can be classified into 
three basic categories [98]: qualitative methods, physical model-based tech
niques (parity space [99, 100], observer-based [101] and parameter identifi
cation [102] approaches) and data driven models (sequential probability ra
tio test [103], Auto-Associative Neural Networks - AANN [104, 105], kernel
based techniques [106]). Sensor validation procedures for damage detection 
and smart structures have been discussed in [107, 108]. 

4.3 Mode Selection 

Lamb wave mode selection is also important for damage detection. The choice 
of fundamental modes reduces the complexity of the propagating wave. This 
is particularly relevant to the single-mode approach, as discussed in Section 
4.1. Both fundamental modes are very good in terms of the spatial resolution, 
i.e. good compromise between the bandwidth of the excitation signal and its 
duration, as discussed in [77]. The symmetric So mode is faster and has much 
lower attenuation than the antisymmetric A0 mode. It is also less dispersive. 
Generally. it is advantageous to excite modes in non-dispersive regions since 
dispersion leads to the increase of signal duration (worsens the signal resolu
tion) and the reduction of signal amplitude (limits the propagation distance) 
[109], as further discussed in Section 4.4. 

Although, the S0 mode is considered as less sensitive to detect damage, a 
number of studies have been reported where this mode works better than the 
A0 mode. Examples include weld defects in metallic plates [109] and delami
nation;; [110], thermal damage [111] in composite materials. 

The sensitivity of Lamb wave modes to different types of defects also needs 
to be considered in practical damage detection applications, as discussed in 
[27]. The energy distribution for various modes is different through the thick
ness of the monitored plate. This is due to the fact that the in-plane and 
out-of-plane displacements vary across the thickness, as illustrated in [27]. 
In general, lower modes have more uniform energy distribution than higher 
modes. However, the 80 has a more uniform distribution than the A0 mode 
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which exhibits higher levels of energy at the surface. This suggest that the So 
mode is a safe choice for any type of defects and the A0 mode is more suitable 
for surface cracks or corrosion. However, some studies (e.g. [112]) indicate 
that the So mode is not good to detect delaminations in composite materials. 
Numerical defect depth studies have been performed in [76, 113, 114] to anal
yse the potential of using various Lamb wave modes for damage detection. 
These studies show that the So mode is more sensitive to a flaw or inclusion 
located in the centre of the material whereas the A1 mode is more sensitive 
to a surface crack. 

4.4 Excitation Signals 

The dispersive nature of Lamb waves and the large number of possible modes 
at a given frequency makes the inspection very difficult . Thus it is important 
to limit the bandwidth of excitation to a range over which there is little 
dispersion and to focus the analysis on fundamental modes. Firstly, single
mode excitation offered by some types of transducers , as already discussed 
in Section 4.1 , should be used. Secondly, points of stationary group velocities 
from the Lamb wave dispersion curves should be used for the selection of 
excitation frequencies. Thirdly, the bandwidth of frequency excitation should 
be as narrow as possible. However , a compromise needs to be achieved between 
the bandwidth and length of the excitation signal since it is easier to analyse 
Lamb wave responses which are as short as possible. This is due to the fact that 
short signals allow for good temporal separation, i.e. incident and reflected 
waves can be more easily separated. In practice tone burst windowed signals 
with a large number of cycles are used as an excitation in order to limit the 
bandwidth. Figure 6 gives an example of the excitation signal used for Lamb 
wave inspection. The number of cycles needs to be optimised in order to obtain 
a response wave as short as possible. All these aspects are discussed in [77]. 
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Fig. 6. Example of excitation signal used for damage detection based on Lamb 
waves: (a) time domain (b) frequency domain. 

The frequency of excitation is directly related: to mode selection, as dis
cussed in Sections 2.2 and 4.3 , and to dispersion, as explained above. Figure 
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3 shows that thicker components require lower frequencies for fundamental 
mode propagation. Broadband excitation (pulse, sweep sine, Gaussian white 
noise) is used for acousto-ultrasonics, as shown in [11]. If good directivity is 
required from a given transducer, the frequency needs to be chosen following 
the guidelines given in Section 4.1. 

The maximum performance of the transducer is achieved when the ex
citation frequency is chosen as one of the natural resonance frequencies of 
the transducer. This enables a very efficient conversion from the electrical to 
mechanical energy. Resonance frequencies are associated with different vibra
tion modes of the transducers. These modes can be used for the generation 
of different types of waves. Vibration-based (e.g. Frequency Response Func
tions - FRF or transfer functions) and impedance characteristics can be used 
in order to describe dynamic properties of the piezoceramic transducers, as 
described in more detail in Section 5.1. These characteristics can be obtained 
using theoretical and experimental studies. 

The excitation frequency is also directly related to the wavelength which 
in turn affects the sensitivity to damage. The wavelength of the classical ultra
sound has a significant effect on the probability of detecting damage. A rule 
of thumb in ultrasonic applications is that discontinuities that are larger than 
one-half the size of wavelength can usually be detected. However, it is well 
known that the sensitivity of Lamb waves is not a simple function of wave
length. Damage detection using guided waves involves more factors than the 
relationship of wavelength and damage size. The energy of the signal reflected 
from damage is also dependent on acoustic impedance mismatch between the 
damage and the surrounding material. It is well-known that cracks slow down 
waves (velocity is proportional to /ETP, where E is the modulus of elasticity 
and pis the density). Also, it is important to remember that the wavelength 
value for short-time pulse waves (pulse wave with a small number of oscilla
tions) varies due to the broadband nature of the pulse signal. The ability of 
guided waves to detect defects much smaller than the wavelength is widely 
reported in the literature. Application examples include [115, 116, 117, 118]. 
The study in [119] shows that the wavelength of So (12 mm) and A0 (5.7 mm) 
Lamb wave modes exhibit almost identical amplitudes of their transmission 
ratios across a 0.5 mm deep notch in a 3 mm thick steel plate. The use of 
low-frequency Lamb waves for large length scale specimens is demonstrated 
in [120]. 

Various energy /power levels of excitation are used for damage detection 
based on Lamb waves. Lamb wave applications show studies with voltage am
plitudes in the range of: 1-20V (PZT transducers - [11, 79, 121]), 100-150V 
(PZT transducers [34, 122], PDVF transducers [123], angle-beam transducer 
[112]) and even 500V (air-coupled transducers [124]). It appears that this im
portant information is often not given in application papers. Generally, the 
higher the voltage (power), the better the signal-to-noise ratio. Thus low
voltage excitation usually requires advanced signal processing procedures for 
damage detection. High-voltage excitation (i.e. voltage above/below ± 20V) 
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require power amplification of high-frequency excitation signals. They also 
tend to increase the drift in the responses, significantly deteriorating the res
olution capabilities of the data acquisition system [79]. High-power/voltage 
signals are not applicable when low power /voltage is required from the dam
age detection system or in hazardous conditions. Often Lamb wave responses 
are amplified before data acquisition and signal processing analysis (e.g. [125]) 

4.5 Signal Features Related to Damage 

Various features from Lamb wave responses are used for damage detection. 
The analysis utilises either direct responses and/or reflected signals. Scatter
ing, attenuation and/or mode conversion of Lamb waves are the most com
monly used features for damage detection. However, wave scattering may be 
caused not only by material and structural defects but also by various struc
tural boundaries such as stiffeners, joints or rivets. The attenuation mechanism 
of Lamb waves is very complex and includes the reduction in signal ampli
tude due to [77]: dispersion, transducer beam spreading, energy conversion 
into heat (material damping), acoustic energy radiation into the surrounding 
media and scattering. Only the last element is used in practice for damage 
detection. However, the amplitude of Lamb wave responses can be affected 
by various structural boundaries and/or environmental conditions such as a 
change of temperature [126, 127]. The ratio between maximum amplitudes of 
various propagating modes seems to be more efficient that the actual maxi
mum Lamb wave response amplitude [128]. 

The studies in [129, 130, 131] show that often mode conversion appears in 
Lamb wave responses due to damage in composite and metallic plates. The 
positions of local minima in the envelope functions of Lamb wave responses 
can indicate the presence of damage. 

It is well known that the velocity of wave propagation can change due to 
damage, as explained in Section 4.4. As a result, Lamb wave responses are 
delayed. The time-of-flight is the most commonly used parameter utilising 
this information, as illustrated in [115, 132, 133, 134]. Often frequency /phase 
variations are also observed. However, the frequency content of Lamb wave 
responses is not widely analysed; application examples include [11, 109, 118, 
125]. 

5 Modelling and Signal Processing 

Modelling, signal processing and computation are crucial elements in the im
plementation and operation of any damage detection system. Some aspects 
related to guided ultrasonic waves are briefly discussed in this section. There 
are two important aspects related to modelling. These are: transducer design 
and wave propagation studies. 
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5.1 Transducer Modelling 

The design of transducers is important for effective generation and sensing 
of guided ultrasonic waves. Modelling and simulation techniques are used to 
optimise the performance of transducers and to evaluate new transducers for 
damage detection applications. They are also performed to understand the 
physical mechanisms of ultrasonic wave propagation in transducer materials 
and energy transfer from transducers to monitored structures, as shown in 
[82] 

Various modelling techniques are used for effective design and modelling 
of transducers. This includes three major approaches found in the literature: 
the equivalent circuit technique, Finite Element (FE) modelling and acous
tic field analysis. The equivalent circuit models are widely used to predict 
the bandwidth of transducers. These models utilise capacitance, inductance 
and resistance elements in order to obtain the impedance which describes 
the mechanical radiation. The values of impedances and inductances can be 
estimated from the mechanical parameters of the transducer using various 
methods described in [1 35, 136], whereas the value of resistance can be ob
tained experimentally [137]. Applications examples of equivalent circuit mod
els of ultrasonic transducers are given in [138, 139, 140, 141]. FE analysis 
models transducers as coupled oscillators using constitutive material equa
ticms. Piezoelectric materials are then divided into small elements for which 
mechanical displacements, forces, electrical charges and potentials are defined 
at their nodes. The analysis involves FE commercial tools well known in me
chanical engineering (e.g. ANSYSwith piezoelectric finite elements) [142], FE 
software for active material applications (e.g. Atila [143], PZFlex [144]), mod
elling software with multi physics capabilities (e.g. FEMLAB [145]) and vari
ous programmes implemented in FORTRAN and C and supplemented by FE 
commercial packages (e.g. [146]). The FE modelling paradigm for ultrasonic 
transducers is well presented in [147], an excellent literature survey is given in 
[148, 149], whereas good application examples are given in [150, 151, 152, 153]. 
The acoustic field analysis leads to the description of transducer pressure vari
ations in the ultrasonic field. A number of analytical approaches mostly based 
on Huygens's principle are used to obtain presure variations. This includes: 
Green's functions, Kirchoff's analysis, Rayleigh's approach and z-transforms, 
as shown in [1, 147, 154, 155, 156]. Axial pressure profiles and polar coordinate 
diffraction-type graphs are the most widely used methods for the presentation 
of pressure distributions, as described in [1, 15]. 

Although, all three approaches described above are important for trans
ducer modelling, it appears that FE analysis is being adopted as the most 
practical technique for damage detection applications based on piezoceram
ics. Figure 7 gives an example of three different models of a piezoceramic 
transducer. 
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Fig. 7. Examples of piezoceramic transducer models: (a) harmonic oscillator (b) 
Van Dyke equivalent circuit model (c) FE model. 

The are two major areas of interest related to transducer developments. 
The first area is related to acoustic field distribution. It is important to estab
lish parameters related to the ultrasonic field such as directivity, near-field and 
angle of divergence of transducers, as described in [1] . The second area is the 
analysis of acoustic and vibration properties of transducers. These properties 
determine temporal behaviour and frequency characteristics of transducers. 
The temporal behaviour is usually studied when a transient response is re
quired or non-stationary / non-linear phenomena are involved. The analysis 
often utilises the Laplace transform, z-transform and various discrete time
domain tools. Eigenvalue analysis, FRFs and transfer functions are used in 
order to obtain the frequency characteristics of transducers. The major in
terest is in the most effective bandwidths regarding the electro-mechanical 
energy transfer . Resonance frequencies of piezoceramic transducers are often 
used in practice as excitation frequencies in damage detection based on guided 
ultrasonic waves, as explained in Section 4.4. Acoustic and vibration proper
ties of transducers can be also obtained using experimental procedures, as 
demonstrated in [157]. 

P iezoelectric materials exhibit coupled mechanical and electrical proper
ties, as described in 3.1. The key element in all techniques used for transducer 
modelling is the way these electromechanical properties are described. The 
most common approach is to use the constitutive equations given as 

S =SeT + dtE 

D = Er+ dT 

(13) 
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where S is the mechanical :-;train ten:-;or, E is the electric field tensor, T iK the 
mechanical :-;tress tensor, D i:-; the electrical di:-;placement tensor, d is the piezo
electric coefficient vector, f i:-; the permittivity vector and t indicates the vector 
transpose. Subscripts E and T indicate that the appropriate quantities are un
der constant ( u:-;ually zero) electrical and stress fields, respectively. Equation 
(14) gives the strain-charge form of the constitutive equations which relate the 
electric and mechanical fields. The other three forms give rearranged relation
ships between the state variables. There are two difficulties with modelling 
of the constitutive equatious. Firstly, the voltage-strain behaviour of piewce
ramics is in general non-liuear. Secondly, most piezoceramics show a typical 
hysteretic behaviour which exhibits energy losses. Often electrical impedance 
is used in practice to describe dynamic properties of piezoceramic transduc
ers [158, 159]. This functiou can be obtained when one of the electrodes is 
excited by the electrical charge and at the same time the other electrode is 
grounded. Resonance frecpwncics fn (natural frequencies for short-circuited 
electrodes; electrical potm1tial excitation applied) and anti-resonance frequen
cies fA (natural frequencies for open-circuited electrodes; electrical charge ex
citation applied) are the most characteristic points on the impedance curves. 
The maximum response of the transducer is achieved when the excitation 
fn~quency is between fn and fA. For thickness mode vibration, the electro
mechanical coupling k can be determined from these frequencies using the 
following equation 

2 f~ ~ Jk 
k = !'A (14) 

Alternatively, mechanical displacement::; are used to describe dynamic 
properties of transducers [160]. For narrow piewelectric elements (i.e. w /t 
less than 1; w-width, t-thickne::;s) the thicknes::; mode alway::; correspond::; to 
the fir::;t natural frequency whereas for wide piezoelectric elements (i.e. w /t 
greater than 1) the thickness mode always corre::;ponds to the ::;econd or higher 
natural freqmmcies [150]. The be::;t dynamic performance is achieved when the 
excitation frequency i::; chosen a::; one of the natural resonance frequencies of 
the transducer. This enables a very efficient conversion from the electrical to 
mechanical energy, as discussed in Section 4.4. Resonance frequencies are as
::;oc:iated with different vibration modes which in turn can be used for the gen
eration of different typeH of Lamb waw~s [15, 161]. The thickness extensional 
or radial (for a disc-shaped transducer) mode of the piezoceramic generate::; 
the 8 0 mode which is dominat1~d by a longitudinal wave travelling in the plate. 
The 5 1 and 5 2 modes result from thicknes::; shear modes of vibration whereas 
the S:l mode can be generated by the thickness exten::;ional mode. Abo, the 
A0 mode originate::; from the thickness extensional mode. 
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5.2 Wave Propagation Modelling 

Knowledge and physical understanding of wave propagation in monitored 
structures can significantly ease the interpretation of damage detection re
sults. The need for boundary conditions for the existence of Lamb waves is 
the major difficulty associated with analytical solutions. Thus modelling pro
cedures are often used. A number of different numerical techniques have been 
developed for the analysis of wave propagation and modelling of wave inter
actions with damage. 

The finite difference (FD) equations [162] and FE analysis [163] have been 
applied for wave propagation modelling for many decades. Application ex
amples include [61, 109, 164, 165, 166, 167]. The boundary element method 
(BEM) [168] is similar to FE analysis. The major difference is that the BEM 
converts volume integrals to surface integrals using a fundamental solution in 
terms of special Green's functions. Application examples of wave propagation 
include [169, 170, 171]. Although, FE analysis is particularly well suited to 
problems of very complex geometries, BEMs are computationally more effi
cient for guided wave scattering in infinite media and less convenient for finite 
media. 

Wave propagation modelling procedures can be developed from matrix 
formulations of wave equations. This leads to a matrix description of the anal
ysed system, given in terms of its external boundaries. The solutions can be 
obtained from either responses or modal models. The former leads to ampli
tudes and phases of reflected and transmitted waves whereas the latter gives 
velocities and frequencies of propagating waves. A good summary and appli
cation examples of matrix techniques for modelling ultrasonic waves is given 
in [172]. The global matrix approach has also been used for wave propagation 
in [173, 174]. 

Both the FE analysis and BEMs are closely related to FD equations. FD 
equations utilise second- or higher-order approximations to space derivatives. 
FD-based methods are computationally expensive for large models and com
plex geometries. Much less storage data, due to lower level of discretisation 
and polynomial approximation, is required by the finite strip elements (FSE) 
approach [175, 176]. An overview of FD-based methods for wave propagation 
is given in [177]. 

FD methods approximate function derivatives using local variables on a 
small grid spacing. In contrast spectral element (SE) methods [178], which 
have emerged in the last twenty years, are global. SE methods approximate 
functions as a sum of smooth basis functions, e.g. trigonometric functions or 
Chebyshev polynomials, and then differentiate these functions exactly. These 
methods are easy to implement and efficient for wave propagation, as shown in 
[179, 180, 82]. The mass-spring lattice model (MSLM) has also been developed 
and applied for wave propagation in [181, 182]. The MSLM models the inertia 
of the analysed medium using lumped mass particles; the stiffness is modeled 
using spring elements connecting these particles. This model is in fact similar 
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to the FD method since finite difference equations are used to describe spring 
constants. Nevertheless, the MSLM does not require any special treatment 
in the traction-free conditions for Lamb waves; disconnecting the springs is 
sufficient to fulfill these conditions [182]. 

FD-based methods are very convenient for wave propagation in media with 
homogeneous or continuously varying physical properties. However, bound
aries and discontinuities between different types of media lead to approxi
mate solutions and can produce severe errors [183]. More recently, the new 
Local Interaction Simulation Approach (LISA) [183, 184, 185] has been pro
posed to avoid these difficulties. Although the method is formally similar to 
the FD approach it does not use directly any finite difference equations but 
simulates wave propagation heuristically, i.e. directly from physical phenom
ena and properties. The LISA uses the so-called sharp interface model (SIM) 
imposing the continuity, or in other words perfect contacts, of displacement 
and stresses at interfaces and discontinuities. The LISA is computationally 
efficient and accurate to model complex wave propagation and diffusion prob
lems in complex media [183, 184, 185, 186]. LISA applications for Lamb wave 
propagation include examples in metallic [121, 187] and composite [117, 118] 
structures. A novel approach with the LISA framework is the application of 
the spring model which substitutes the problem of wave propagation with the 
vibration problem of tensorial springs, as presented in [181]. 

In contrast to elastic wave propagation studies, wave interactions with 
damage has found relatively less attention in the literature. Most applica
tions are related to wave scattering problems using classical, analytical and 
numerical, FD /FE based approaches [188]. The scattering theory for Lamb 
waves is not well developed. Application examples in this area include wave 
scattering from: thin slots, cracks or surface defects using the BE analysis 
[171, 189, 190, 191], finite cracks using the Wiener-Hopf method [192], circu
lar inclusions using analytical Mindlin's higher-order plate theory [193], par
tially debonded fibres in fibre-reinforced composites using the null field theory 
[194, 195] and partially debonded piezoelectric fibres in composite plates us
ing the dynamic theory of piezoelectricity [196]. Most of the scattering-related 
work in this area is based on the null-field approach in which the actua
tor/sensor configuration is used in an oblique rather than normal incident 
inspection. 

Lamb wave interactions with damage in metallic and composite materi
als have also found some attention in the literature. Elastic wave interactions 
with various crack configurations in metallic structures using the MSLM ap
proach has been used in [182]. Lamb wave examples in metallic structures 
include interactions with: a hole in plates using the FE analysis [197], surface 
defects in plates using a combined FE and modal expansion method [198], 
damage slots in circular pipes using the FE analysis [199] and damage slots 
in aluminium plates using LISA [187, 200, 201]. Research studies related to 
composite materials include Lamb wave interactions with: delaminations in 
composite plates using the FE analysis [119, 112] and and a hole in a com-
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posite plate using LISA [117, 118]. All these studies confirm that propagation 
of Lamb waves and wave interactions with damage are complex problems. 
Figure 8 gives an example of Lamb wave simulation in the aluminium plate. 
The in-plane and out-of-plane snapshots of the 80 mode are presented. The 
wave propagates from the piezoceramic transducer located in the bottom of 
the plate. After around 22 J.LS the wave reaches the rectangular damage slot 
where clear scattering and then reflections from the top of the plate can be 
observed. 

Simulations of Lamb wave interactions with damage require models of 
damage. Various techniques have been used in this area including continu
ous models (e.g. beam with a transverse crack or beam with delamination), 
discrete-continuous models (e.g. spring elements as cracks), FE techniques 
(e.g. separation of nodes, mesh condensation, introduction of mid-side nodes, 
special elements, extra boundary conditions), BE techniques, transition ma
trix methods, graph methods and analogous techniques, as summarised in 
[202]. 

5.3 Signal Processing for Damage Detection 

Lamb wave based damage detection system requires the availability of appro
priate signal processing to analyse features from sensor data and to translate 
this information into a diagnosis of location and severity of damage. The 
overall chain of processing includes pre-processing techniques, feature extrac
tion/selection, pattern recognition, sensor location techniques, sensor valida
tion methods and data fusion, as illustrated in [203, 80]. An overview of various 
signal processing techniques for SHM and Smart Structures/Materials appli
cations is given in [204] and [108], respectively. A vast amount of literature 
exist on the subject. Figure 9 shows a selection of advanced signal processing 
techniques with application examples to guided ultrasonic waves. 

Once the optimal transducer scheme (see Section 3) and monitoring strat
egy (see Section 4) are chosen, signal processing is the crucial element for ef
fective damage detection. The major problem is how to extract/select reliable 
signal features which are sensitive to various types of damage yet insensitive 
to any other effects, e.g. external loads, operational or environmental condi
tions. Although a number of signal processing studies have been performed 
to establish Lamb wave features related to damage, only a few attempts have 
been made to analyse features insensitive to undesired effects. This includes 
studies of temperature effects on damage detection [126, 127]. 

All measurements are subject to uncertainty. Lamb wave measurement un
certainties are associated with experimental data acquisition, environmental 
conditions or damage evolution. Failure to build uncertainties may result in 
false damage alarms, costly inspections or potential catastrophes when dam
age is not detected. Various modelling techniques have been developed to 
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Fig. 8. LISA model of the So Lamb wave mode propagating out-of-plane (top fig
ures) and in-plane (bottom figures) in the aluminium plate with a defect . Numerical 
::;imulations after : (a) 13 p.s (b) 27 {LS (c) 47 JL8 [186]. 

analyse uncertainties. This includes: probabilistic, fuzzy-set and convex mod
els. Very little research related to Lamb wave inspection has been done in this 
area. Application cxampleH include [205, 206]. 

Finally, once damage is detected, located and assessed, a further analysis 
is to predict tht~ remaining service life of the structure and possible break
down. This activity, often called damage prognosis, falls into the combined 
field of fa tigue analysis, fracture mechanics, design assessment, pattern recog
nition for damage detection, statistical analysis, novel model validation and 
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Signal Processing Tools 
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Fig. 9. Selection of advanced signal processing techniques used for damage detection 
applications. 

uncertainity quantification techniques, reliability-based decision making algo
rithms, as described in [207, 208, 209]. It appears that very little research has 
been performed and experience gathered in this area. 

6 Application Examples 

Guided ultrasonic waves have found many damage detection applications in 
various areas of engineering. Papers on Lamb waves used for damage detection 
are scattered in different conference proceedings and journals published by 
various engineering communities such as NDT /NDE, SHM, physical acous
tics and smart materials/structures. It is difficult to count and report the 
number of papers published every year . Very few publications cover practi
cal aspects related to design, implementation testing and validation of SHM 
systems based on guided ultrasonic waves. One of the first attempts is given 
in [210], where all these aspects are discussed in the context of aerospace 
engineering. 

Although the majority of Lamb wave publications are related to metallic 
and composite structures, some attempts have been made to apply guided 
ultrasonic waves for damage detection in concrete and even wooden structures. 
An excellent selection of papers from the NDT /NDE community is presented 
in [27, 211]. 

Tables 2 and 3 give only application examples of publications on guided ul
trasonic waves for structural damage detection in various areas of engineering. 
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In what follow::;, two ca::;e studies from the metallic and composite structure::; 
an' abo presented. 

Table 2. Application example~ of guided ultrasonic wave~ for structural damage 
detection in mPtallics. 

Material Component Damage References 

aluminium plate hole [72, 73, 75] 
notch [131' 212, 21:3] 

thinning [214] 
corrosion [24] 

fatigue crack [11, 128, 210, 215] 
[216, 72, 128, 187] 

stress-corrosion crack [217] 
quality of CFRP repair [218, 219] 

pipe notch [220] 
automotive panel weld defect [221] 

bonded plates ageing bond [58] 
dis bond [222] 

riveted panel fatigue crack [42, 125, 210, 223] 
tear ;;trap corrosiOn [24] 

honeycomb delamination [224] 
(aluminium skin 

and core) 
lap joint di;;bond [25, 132] 

corrosion [24] 
environmental degradation [225] 

aircraft lap joint fatigue crack [116, 122, 210, 226] 
aircraft fuselage crack [210, 227, 228] 

aircraft panel corrosron [229] 
steel plate weld defect [109] 

thinning [230] 
pipe saw cut [231] 

corrosiOn [232, 233, 2:34] 
cylinder crack [235] 

stud/bolt deformation, breakage [236, 237, 238] 
rail crack [238, 239, 240, 241] 

breakage [242] 
weld defect [2:38, 239, 240] 

bridge tendon fracture [243, 244] 
corrosron [243, 244] 

ship hull battle damage [245, 246] 
cast iron pipe crack [247] 
titanium bonded plate;; dis bond [248, 249] 
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Table 3. Application examples of guided ultrasonic waves for structural damage 
detection in materials other than metallics. 

Material Component Damage I References I 
plexiglass plate hole [40, 128] 
plastics pipe crack [250] 

weld defect [250] 
graphite/epoxy plate fatigue damage [111, 251] 

simulated delamination [76] 
stiffened plate dis bond [8] 

filament wound impact damage [133] 
tube 

sandwiched delamination [8] 
cylinder 

CF pre-preg plate simulated delamination [129] 
CFRP beam simulated delamination [79] 

plate simulated delamination l112, 252, 253] 
impact damage [31, 110, 210] 
fatigue damage [111] 
thermal damage [111] 

stiffened plate dis bond [210] 
honeycomb delamination [224, 254] 

(composite skin 
-aluminium core) 

wing-box impact damage [210] 
aircraft rudder delamination [254] 

GRP plate impact damage [31, 110] 
concrete block discontinuity [255] 

surface crack [241] 
quality of CFRP repair [256, 257] 

composite thick multilayered impact damage [258] 
panel (ceramic tiles, 
glass/ epoxy,ru b ber) 

reinforced concrete block steel/ concrete interface [259, 260] 
wood beam decay, knots, voids [261] 

plate decay, knots, voids [261] 
plywood plate dis bond [262] 

A problem currently studied in [72, 7 4, 75] is related to laser vibrometry 
for damage detection in metallic structures. The A0 Lamb wave mode was 
generated using a piezoceramic actuator bonded on the aluminium plate. The 
Lamb wave response data were acquired at various locations on the plate us
ing a scanning laser vibrometer. The top part of Figure 10 shows the location 
of the actuator, damage slot and monitored area. The damage is clearly ex
hibited by the locally increased amplitude in the bottom part of Figure 10. 
The method allows for rapid and simple monitoring of large structures. 
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Composite materials have become widely used in many areas of engineer
ing applications. Many inspection problems with composites in the aircraft 
industry are related to detection and location of impact damage. A simple 
drop-weight experiment, using the equipment shown in the top part of F igure 
11 , was performed in [263] to study impact damage detection in a composite 
plate. Low profile piezoceramic transducers were bonded on the monitored 
structure in order to propagate and acquire Lamb waves. The bottom part of 
Figure 11 presents an example of the Lamb wave response data together with 
the wavelet transform plot. Advanced signal processing can be used to identify 
damage features related to various types of damage such as delamination or 
fibre / matrix cracking. 

Aluminium spedmtn 

- ( ............ 
...... IW ,._,, ... - ... _ .. 
- -;_ I 

''" 

F ig. 10. Damage detection in a metallic specimen using Lamb waves and a scanning 
laser vibrometer. The aluminium plate is shown in the top figure whereas damage 
detection results are given in the bottom figure. 
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Fig. 11. Damage detection using Lamb waves and integrated piezoceramic trans
ducers. Experimental arrangements are shown in the top figure whereas the Lamb 
wave data together with the wavelet transform plot is presented in the bottom figure. 

7 Summary and Final Comments 

A brief summary of structural damage detection methods based on guided 
ultrasonic waves has been given. The focus has been on sensor technologies, 
damage monitoring strategy, modelling and signal processing. Guided ultra
sonic waves have been used for damage detection for more than forty years. 
However, only recent developments in smart sensor technologies and advanced 
signal processing have demonstrated the potential of these methods for real 
engineering applications. Although most of the work in this area is still in 
a development stage, the maturity is sufficient to produce damage monitor
ing systems that could be used in many areas of engineering. Altogether, the 
technology is now available. The knowledge and understanding of guided ul
trasonic waves, their complex propagation principles and interactions with 
defects is now better understood then 10-20 years ago. A large selection of 
different types of transducers based on smart sensor technologies is available. 
Reliable signal processing techniques have been developed for damage detec
tion. The question is thus what needs to be done to transfer these interesting 
academic and laboratory developments to real engineering applications. An 
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integration of appropriate technologies and a large testing and validation ef
fort is required in ordm to devdop reliable SHM systems. It is clear that often 
new inspection/maintenance and dm;ign philosophies will be needed to achieve 
this. Howew~r, it is now inevitable that systems based on guided ultrasonic 
waves will be one of tlw core technologies available for damage inspection and 
monitoring of structuws in the near future. The attractive potential of such 
systems is related to life-cycle cost and safety aspects of structures. 
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1 Introduction 

In our previous comprehensive papers [53, 54] the results pertaining to control
lability of wave equations, linear and nonlinear vibrating solids and structures 
as well as heat equations were synthesized. However, asymptotic problems in
volving a small parameter c intended to tend to zero were out of scope of 
these papers. 

The aim of the pre::;ent paper is to consider controllability problems where 
such a paranwter appears. It is convenient to divide these problems into five 
classes: 

1. singular perturbation problems, 
2. "thin" domains (think of vibrating thin elastic plates), 
3. homogenisation -- including structures with periodically distributed pat

ches, 
4. perturbation of domains. 

Among problems involving a small parameter one should also mention 
penalisation and numerical methods, cf. [34, 56, 57] and the relevant references 
therein. For instance, Zuazua [56] discussed recent developments pertaining 
to the nunwrical approximation of the linear wave equation. In this case, 
the interaction of waves with the numerical mesh produces spurious high 
frequPncy oscillations. It can also be proved that there arc initial data for 
which the controls of the discrete models diverge as the mesh-size tends to 
zero. 

Singular perturbation problem::; constitute a significant class od differential 
equations, not only in the context of controllability, see for instance Rodriguez
Bernal awl Zuazua [39, 40] and the references therein. 

Although von Karrwin plates are also thin plates, yet treating them from 
the very beginning as two-dimensional structures we avoid the construction of 
the a::;ymptotic model of ::;uch a plate. However, then the piezoelectric patches 
have to be assumed over the mid-plane of the plate. To distribute the::;e patches 
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over lower and upper faces of the plate one would have to consider a thin 3D 
domain with the patches distributed over the lower and upper faces and then 
pass asymptotically with thickness to zero, cf. [3, 11, 45]. 

The plan of the paper is as follows. Since the Hilbert Uniqueness Method 
(HUM), due to Lions [33, 34] plays a principal role in our considerations, 
therefore in Section 2 we recall its essential points. In Section 3 controllability 
problems for equations with singular perturbations are examined. Control of 
the wave and linear elasticity equations posed in thin domains are discussed 
in Section 4. Section 5 is concerned with a combination of homogenisation 
(highly heterogenous media) and controllability. Comments on von Karman 
plates with periodically distributed piezoelectric patches and domains with 
micropores are provided in Section 6. 

2 The Idea of HUM 
Let [l be a bounded domain in JR3 (or IRn, n = 1, 2 or 3) with a sufficiently 
smooth boundary r =aD. We set iJ = 'iJf, etc. Time interval is denoted by 
(0, T), T > 0. Consider the following, simple wave equation: 

ii- 6.y = 0 in Q = [l x (0, T) (1) 

y(O) =yo, y(O) = yl in [l (2) 

y~ {: 

on Eo= ro x (O,T) 
(3) 

onE\ Eo 

We shall often use the simple notation: y(t) = {y(x, t)Jx E D}. By Fo we 
denote a part of r. The case r 0 = r is not precluded. 

The problem we are interested in consists in driving system (1)-(3) to the 
desired final state, for instance 

y(T; v) = iJ(T; v) = 0 in [l 

Consider now the essential steps of the HUM. 
(i) First, the homogeneous wave equation is examined: 

~- 6.cli = 0 in Q, 

cli(O) = cli0 , cP(O) = cli1 in D, 

eli= 0 on E. 
(ii) The backward system is solved: 

¥- 6..P = 0 in Q, 

.P(T) = tP(T) = 0 in D, 

{ 
a<P 
an 

.P= 
0 

onE. 

onE\ Eo. 

where n is the exterior unit normal to ail. 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 
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(iii) A linear operator A(<P0 , <P 1) = {tP(O), ~!Ji(O)} is defined. It can be shown 
that A is an isomorphism, and A = A*, i.e. A is a symmetric operator. 
For details the reader is referred to Lions [33, 34]. 
Finally, we conclude that 

(9) 

possesses a unique tmlution { <P0 , <P1 } for each pair of initial data {y0 , y1 } 

and the control v appearing in (3) is given by 

a<P 
v =- on Eo. an (10) 

As usual in the mathematical analysis of controllability problems, also the 
HUM has to be cast in a proper setting of functional spaces. This point will 
become clear in our further developments. 

3 Singular Perturbation Problems 

Chapter 3 in the book by Lions [33] constitutes a good introduction to exact 
controllability and singular perturbation problems, cf. also Lions [32]. This 
author considers a model problem: 

in Q, (11) 

where c > 0 is intended to tend to zero. Both Dirichlet and mixed controls on 
E arc considered. For the Dirichlet control, duality has also been considered. 

Fabre [20] studied the following exact controllability problem: 

Yt: ~ D..yE = VE Xw< x (0, T) 

Yc(O) = 0 

in Q, 
onE, (12) 

We are interested in driving the system to rest as c-+ 0, and not only for 
each c > 0. Here Xw, x (O, T) stands for the characteristic function of wE x ( 0, T) 
and WE is defined as follows. Let [l be a bounded domain in JRn with r = ()[l 

of class C 3 . If ro is an open subset of r, we set Eo= ro X (0, T). For c > 0, 
WE denoteS the neighbourhood of Fa defined by 

wE= ( U B(x,c)) n fl. 
xETo 

(13) 

Here B(x, c) is the ball with the centrex and the radius c. 
An interesting feature of passing with c to zero combined with the HUM 

is that the limit system has the following form: 
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ii- ~y = 0 in Q, 

1 acp 2 
on E0 andy= 0 onE\ Eo, y = --- E L (Eo) 

3an (14) 

y(O) =yo, y(O) = yl inn, 

y(T) = 0, y(T) = 0 inn. 

Here cp is obtained by passing to zero in the backward system. In her thesis 
Fabre [20] has also considered the Schrodinger equation and simplified plate 
equation. 

Tcheugoue.. Tebou [50] proved observability inequalities (essential in ap
plying the HUM) for the wave equations with perturbations of order 4p and 
4p + 2, pEN\ {0}; N stands for the set of natural numbers. 

3.1 Singularly Perturbed Damped Wave Equation and Null 
Controllability of the Heat Equation 

Let n be a bounded domain of class coo of !Rn ( n - any space dimension; 
physically n = 1, 2 or 3). Consider the controllability of the following damped, 
singularly perturbed wave equation [37]: 

EU- ~u + u = VXw 

u=O 

in Q = n x (O,T), 

onE= an X (O,T), 

u(O) = u0 , u(O) = u 1 in n. 
(15) 

Here Xw stands for the characteristic function of the open subset w C n 
where the control v is supported. This subset is defined as follows. Let x0 

be any given point of !Rn. After Lions [33] we introduce the subset F(x0 ) of 
r = an defined by 

r(x0 ) = {X E r I (x- x0) 0 n(x) > 0} 0 (16) 

If 0 denotes a neighfourhood of F(x0 ) in !Rn, we set w = n n 0, cf. Fig.l. 
The formal limit when E tends to zero of (15)1 is the controlled heat 

equation: 
u-~u =vxw in Q, 

u=O onE, (17) 

u(x, 0) = u0 (x) in n. 
Let E > 0 be fixed. Denote by Ug the solution of (15). We are interested 

in exact controllability of this system. In fact, since the system is linear, the 
problem is easily reduced to null controllability. More precisely, the problem 
consists in finding Vg E L 2 (w x (0, T)) such that the solution of (15) satisfies 

Ug(X, T) = u(x, T) = 0 inn. (18) 
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The ::>econd problem is to find the limit a::> c: ______, 0. The answer to both 
problems is positive and summarized as follows. 

Theorem 1. Assume that f? and w are as introduced above. LetT> 0. Then, 
there exists c:(T) > 0 such that for any 0 < E < c:(T) system (15) is exactly 
controllable in time T ((18) is satisfied) and, moreover, there exists a constant 
C(c:, T) bounded as c: ----> 0, such that 

live: II L2(w x (O,T)) ::; C(c:, T) II { U 0 , JEu 1 } IIHJ (J?) x £2(J?) 

for each {u0 , u 1 } E H 1j(f?) x L2 (f?). 
Furthermore, for any {u0 ,u1 } E HJ(f?) x L2 (f?) fixed the controls Vc: of 

( 15) can be chosen such that 

Vc: ______, v in L2 (w x (O,T)) as E----> 0, (19) 

v being a null control for the limit heat equation ( 17) with the initial tempe
rature u 0 . 

Remark 1. The presence of damping in system (15) allows to consider T arbi
trarily small , cf. Lions [34], Lopez et a!. [37], Telega [54], Telega and Bielski 
[53] . 

Obviously, for small T the cost of control is higher. In the case of exact 
controllability of the classical wave equation (without damping) the instant 
of time T i::; bounded from below by a positive quantity. We recall that in the 
classical case waves propagate with finite speed, hence also T has to be finite. 

The proof of Theorem 1 is lengthy and involves many technical details. 
It is given by Lopez et a!. [37]. In essence, the main difficulty consists in 
finding the observability inequality for solutions of the backward system (the 
adjoint system). To this end, global Carleman's inequalities are derived, being 
extensions of those obtained for simpler cases by Fursikov and Imanuvilov [23]. 
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Remark 2. HUM is based on the idea that observability of the adjoint (ho
mogeneous) system is sufficient and necessary for the exact controllability, cf. 
Komornik [28, p. 56]. 

4 Controllability in Thin Domains 

The aim of the presented section is to present three controllability problems 
in thin domains pertaining to: (i) internal and boundary exact controllability 
of the wave equation, (ii) exact controllability for a linear elastic solid, and 
(iii) null controllability of heat equations. 

For results pertaining to thin cellular structures with periodically dis
tributed holes the reader is referred to [48]. 

4.1 Wave Equations in Thin Domains 

From the point of view of controllability and stabilization, linear and non
linear wave equations seem to be tho most often studied equations, cf. Fursikov 
and Imanuvilov [23], Komornik [28], Lasiecka and Triggani [29], Lions [33, 34], 
Micu and Zuazua [38], Telega [54], Telega and Bielski [53] and references 
therein. For earlier results on exact controllability in thin domains the reader 
is referred to the book by Lions [34]. 

Distributed Internal Control 

Let E: > 0 be a small parameter and Jl" = fl x (- ~, ~), where fl is a bounded, 
sufficiently regular domain of JR.2 , cf. [21, 22]. 

By v we denote a control function distributed in Jl" such that for given 
initial conditions {y0 , y1 } (in appropriate Hilbert spaces), if y is the solution 
to: 

then 

y- tl.y = v 

ay = 0 
an 

y=O 

y(O) = yo, y(O) = yl 

y(T) = y(T) = 0 

We recall that r = an and 

in Jl" x (0, T), 

on Jl X { ~c} x (O,T), 

on [r x ( -~,+~)] x (O,T), 

in Jl", 

in Jl" (null controllability). 

y = ~~, y(t) = {y(x, t) = y(x1, x2, X3, t)lx E fl"}. 

(20) 

(21) 
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Obviously, both the solution y(x, t) and v(x, t) depend on r::. The domain 
ne depends on r::. It is convenient to perform the following transformation, cf. 
Ciarlet [11], 

(22) 

where 

Similarly, for a function f we set 

(23) 

Exact controllability problem in the fixed domain rl1 

Applying transformations (22)-(23) we transform problem (20), (21), cf. 
[21, 22]. Now the null controllability problem consists in finding a control ve 
distributed in fl1 such that if Ye satisfies 

then 

Ye - !).eYe = ve 

aye= 0 
an 

Ye = 0 

Ye(O) = y~, Ye(O) = Y~ 

in fl1 x (0, T), 

on n x { ±~} x (0, T), 

on [r x ( -~, ~)] x (O,T), 

Ye(T) = Ye(T) = 0 

with 

Exact controllability in fl1 

We introduce the space 

equipped with the following norm 

We set ve = (V, II . lie) and denote by v: the dual space of ve. 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

Now we are in a position to apply HUM to the exact controllability problem 
(24), (25) posed on fl1 . First we introduce 'Pe, a solution to the following 
homogeneous system: 
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<A - t1e:'Pe: = o 
a'Pe: = 0 
an 

'Pe: = 0 

in !21 x (0, T), 

on !] X { ±~} X (0, T), 

on [r x ( -~, ~)] x (O,T), 

in !21 . 

Remark 3. If 'P~ E L2 (!21 ) and 'P! E v;, then 'Pe: solving (27) verifies 

(27) 

For definitions and properties of functional spaces appropriate for evolu
tion problems the reader is referred to [11, 27, 28, 31, 33, 34] and relevant 
books cited therein. 

The following result plays an important role. 
Lemma 1. There exist positive constants c1 and c2 independent of E, such 
that 

(28) 

D 
We set 

(29) 

and define 

(30) 

From Lemma 1 we conclude that 11·11 F, is a norm on Fe: uniformly equivalent 
to the norm of Fe:. 

Consider now the adjoint or backward system: 

.pc - f1c1)/c = -tpc in !21 x (0, T), 

alJ!E = 0 on [nx {±~}] x (0, T), an 
(31) 

1)/E = 0 on [r X ( -~, ~)] X (0, T), 

lJ!e:(T) = 0, iFe:(T) = 0 in !21 , 

where 'Pe: in (31)1 is a solution to (27). System (31) possesses a unique solution 
lJ!e: satisfying: 
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Now we are in a position to define the linear and self-adjoint operator 

by 

At: is an isomorphism ofF" on F;. Hence the equation 

(32) 

is uniquely solvable and the control function is given by 

(33) 

Moreover, Yt: = 1/f". Since 1/f"(T) = 0 and tP(T) 
Yt:(T) = Yt:(T) = 0 in f2 1 . 

0 m f2 1 , therefore 

Remark 4. The control v" minimizes the functional 

on the set of admissible controls, i.e. satisfying (24). 

Let us now pass to the limit problem as c --+ 0. To this end we make the 
following assumption on the initial data y~ and y;: 

i.e., 

if 

IIY~II"::; c and y~--' ifl weakly in H 1 (D), 

Y; --' fi 1 weakly in L 2 (f21 ). 
(34) 

We recall that a sequence {!"} C L2 (f21 ) converges weakly to f E L2 (D), 

J fcgdz--+ J fgdz Vg E L2 (D1 ). 

fl' f21 

The main result is formulated as follows. 

Theorem 2. The contr·ol v" of the system (24) (obtained by HUM) is such 
that v" --' v weakly in L2 (f21 x (0, T)) as c --+ 0 where v is independent of 
z:l and v is the control function (exact) of: 

:Y- ~2fi = v 
fi=O 

fi(O)=fi0 , y=M(fi 1 ) 

in n X (0, T) (2D equation), 

on r X (O,T), 

inn, 

(35) 
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where 
1/2 

M(;i/ )(za) = j fi(z,, z3)dz;~, 
-1/2 

Moreover, we have 

Comments 

(i) It seems possible to extend Th. 2 to the wave equation in inhomogeneous 
and anisotropic media where, 

.. a ( ( ) ay) y-- aij X- =V 
OXi OXj 

in f"Y: x (-~ ~). 
2'2 

(36) 

(ii) Yan [55] considered the exact boundary controllability in the following 
case: 

jj- D.y = 0 

y = { ~c: (control) 

{ w, (contml) 
ay -
on-

0 

y(O) =yo, y(O) = y1 

in nc: X (0, T); 

on L'c:(x0 ) = Fc:(x0 ) x (0, T), 

on Ec: \ L'6 (x0 ); 

on [rx{+~}] X (0, T), 

on [rx(-~)J X (0, T); 

in flc: = fl X ( -c/2, +c/2). 

Here the following notation is introduced: Fc:(x0 ) = F(x0 ) x ( -c/2, c/2), 
x 0 E IR.2 , L'c: = F X ( -c/2, c/2) x (0, T), x 0 E IR.2 , and 

r(x0 ) = {x E Flm(x). n(x) > 0}' m(x) =X- x 0 

Problem: Find controls v, w such that 

y(T) = y(T) = 0 in nc: X (O,T). 

Once again, the Hilbert Uniqueness Method was used. However, the exact 
boundary controllability problem is more complex than the problem of inter
nal control. For instance, one cannot expect the following behaviour of the 
"classical" operator Ac:: 

Ac: ----+ A, E ----+ 0, for a certain topology, 

where 
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is the isomorphism defined for the exact controllability in the n. To cope with 
the problem one, Yan [55] introduced a properly defined, modified operator 
8E, being an isomorphism. Unfortunately, the operator 8E constructed by Yan 
is not symmetric and his control functions vE and wE are not minimisers of a 
cost functional, thus they are not optimal. 

4.2 Exact Controllability of Thin Linear Elastic Solids and 
Asymptotic Limit for Plates 

Let fjE = w x [-c:,c:], where w is a polygonal domain in JR2 . In its uncle
formed stat<' a thin plate occupies the closure of the domain [!E, i.e. [JE. By 
T± =ow x { -c:, c:} we denote the upper and bottom faces of the plate and 
I'r.) = ow x ( -c:, c:) is its lateral surface. 

Consider the following 3D linear elasticity problem in the 'thin' domain 
[JE 1 cf. [21, 22], 

E ··E ::lc E ( E) 0 p U; - uj(Jij U = 
UE =\)IE 

O"E ( UE)nE = VE 

uc(O) = U~, uE(O) = U~ 

in Qc = fY X (O,T), 

on E(~ = T8 x (0, T), 

on E~ = T± x (0, T), 

in f?E. 

(37) 

The vector nE = (nn is the unit outward normal vector to f)[]E, pE denotes 
the mass density and CJfJ, i, j = 1, 2, 3, are the components of the stress tensor. 
The plate is isotropic and homogeneous: 

(38) 

where eij(uE) = (iJjni + ofuj)/2, oj = ajoxj, j = of jot, and the Lame 
constants ),E andJL0 do not depend on xc. We assume that 

(39) 

where p is obviously also independent of x". 

The exact controllability problem for (37) is here formulated as follows: 
given the initial data { u0, ul} in an energy space to be precised below, does 
there exist a time T > 0 and control fnnctions \)IE on T0 and vE on T±, such 
that the unique solution uc to (37) achieves the equilibrium at the time T, 
i.e. uc(T) = 0, UE(T) = 0? 

To solve this problem, Figueiredo and Zuazua [21, 22] used the multiplier 
and HUM methods, cf. [28, 33, 34]. The next problem is to construct controls 
\)IE and vc, such that, when c: --+ 0, the controlled solution uc (satisfying 
u" (T) = 0 and U.E (T) = 0) converges in a suitable topology to the controlled 
solution of the limit 2D plate. To achieve this goal, the asymptotic analysis 
as presented in Ciarlet [11] combined with Lions' approach [33, 34] is used 
[21, 22]. 
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To this end we first perform suitable scaling in order to deal with a plate 
of thickness 2, thus independent of E. We set f? = w x (-1, 1), 1 = ow, 
F ± = OW X { -1, 1}, Fa = ow X ( -1, 1). 

According to the asymptotic method [11], we introduce the scaled dis
placement u(c) = (ui(E)) : f? x (0, T) ---+ JR:l and the scaled initial data 
uo(c) = (uoi(E)) and u1(c) = (uii(E)): D---+ JR:l in the following way: 

u~(x6 , t) = E2un(E)(x, t), 1L~(xE, t) = EU3(c)(x, t), 

u3a(x6 ) = E2uoa(c)(x), u33(xc:) = EU03(c)(x), (40) 

u~a(xc:) = E2ula(c)(x), u~:l(xc:) = EU13(c)(x). 

Here X0 = 7r0 (x) E [lc:, and 7r0 (x) = 7r6 (XI,X2,X:J) = (xa,EX:J), (x;) ED. 
Next, we define functional spaces: 

Hfo = {u E H 1(D)Iu = 0 on Fa}, V(f?) = [H},(DW, 

X= {g E L 1 (0, T; L2 (f?))l.¢ E L 1 (0, T; [V(f?)]')}. 
( 41) 

The spaces H}0 (f?) and V(f?) are equipped with the usual norms whilst on 
X the norm is defined by 

11911~ = ll9lli'(O,T;L2 (.f?)) + II.¢11E 1 (0,T;[V(fl)]')' 

The space (X; II · II x) is a Banach space. 
Taking into account ( 40) in (37), we readily derive the scaled linear elas

ticity problem: 

E2pua- Ojaaj(E)(u(c)) = 0 

pii:~(E)- Oja3j(E)(u(c)) = 0 

u(c) = 'l!(c) 
u(c)(u(c))n = v(c) 

u(c)(O) = uo(E), u(c)(O) = u1(E) 

in Q = f? x (0, T), 

in Q, 

on E 0 = F0 x (O,T), 

onE±= F± X (O,T), 

inn. 

( 42) 

where Oj = ojoxj· The scaled components of the stress tensor aij(E)(-) are 
specified by: 

aaiJ(E)(u(c)) =A [e'Y'Y(u(c)) + E12 e33(u(c))] 6,41 + 2JLaiJ(u(c)), 

1 
aa3(E)(u(E)) = 2JL2ea:l(u(c)), 

E 

The vector n = ( n;) in ( 42) 4 is the outward unit normal to of?. 

( 43) 
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According to HUM [33] we introduce the function 

m(x) = x- x0 , Vx E Jl, ( 44) 

where xo = ( Xocx, 0) is a fixed point in w, and the constants R( x0 ) and T (c.) 
by 

2y(J { C(D)} 
R(xo) = llx- xoiiio""(f2), T(c.) = E JTi max R(xo), R(xo) · ( 45) 

Hen~ C( D) is the constant of the trace map tr:V ---+ L 2 ( 8!?)3 . By TJ (j = 1, 2, 3) 
we deuote the components of the tangential gradient on an. 

The exact controllability result for the 3D plate identified with fl is for
mulated as follows [21, 22]. 

Theorem 3. Let 0 <c. :S 1 be held fixed. IfT > T(c.), then the elasticity sys
tem (42) is exactly controllable. More precisely, ifu0 E L2 (fl)3 , u 1 E [V(.fl)]', 
then there exist controls given by 

( 46) 

when: ¢(c.) = ( ¢i (c.)) is the solution to the following homogeneous 3D elas
ticity problem: 

2 .. ' 
E. P¢n- OjCJnj(E)(cp(c.)) = 0 

p;jJ:3(c.)- OjCJ:1;(c.)(¢(c.)) = 0 

¢(c.)= 0 

a-(c.)(¢(c.))n = v(c.) 

¢(c.)(O) = ¢o(c.), ¢(c.)(O) = ¢I(c.) 

such that the solution u( c.) of ( 42) satisfies 

in Q = fl x (0, T), 

in Q, 

on Eo = To x (0, T), 

onE±= r± X (O,T), 

in fl, 

u(c.)(T) = o, u(c.)(T) = o. 

( 47) 

(48) 

The initial control data { ¢ 0 (c.), ¢ 1 (c.)} belong to V(fl) x L 2 (flr1 and verif7J: 

A (c.) ( { ¢o (c.), ¢1 (c.)}) = { u 1 (c.), - uo (c.)}, ( 49) 

when: A( c.): V(.fl) x L2 (fl):l---+ [V(fl)]' x L2 (flY1 is the isomorphism given by 
HUM. 

Tlw proof of the above theorem is given in [22]. 
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Remark 5. 

(i) The optimal controllability time is 

and not the time T(r::) specified by (45)2. However, we have to consider 
time T(r::) and not T*(r::) in order to pass withE to zero. 

(ii) The controls w(c:) and v(c:) acting on Fa and r± have different structure. 
It can be shown that 

since 

a~~r::) E L2 (0, T; L2 (Fo)) 

for every solution of (47) with initial data in V(f.?) x L2 (f.?) 3 • 

(iii) The control v(c:) is to be understood in the sense of the following duality 
formula: 

(v(c:),O) = J mknk[aij(r::)(cp(r::))eij(8)- r:: 2 p¢a(r::)iJ,- p¢3(r::)iJ3]dF±dt 

E± 

for all 8 = (Oi) sufficiently smooth. 

Limit behaviour as E ---> 0 
The passage from 3D to plate problem is summarized as follows. 

Theorem 4. Assume that T > 0. Let {u(c:)}e>O be the sequence of controlled 
solutions of problem (42) (forE > 0 small enough, such that T(r::) < T) 
with controls (46). Suppose that the corresponding sequence of initial data 
{uo(r::), u1(c:)} verifies 

3C > 0, ll{ui(c:), -uo(r::)}II[V(!l)]'x£2(!2)3 :S: C, 

where Cis independent ofr::. Then there exists a subsequence {u(r::k)}t:k>O of 
{u(r::)}0 o and functions {ua,u3} in the space (X')2 x L00 (0,T;L2 (f.?)) such 
that, for any Ua,h} E X 2 X L1(0,T;L2(f.?)) 

The limit function u = ( ui) satisfies: 

(i) u = (ui) is a Kirchhoff- Love displacement, that is u:l is independent of x:l 
and Ua = Ua- x38au3, where u, is independent of X3. 
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(ii) 1L3 is the solution (in the transposition sense, cf. Lions [33}) of the follo
wing 2D plate problem 

2 u + '6ft(>.+ JL) L12u - 2 ;;, + SJL(A + p.) L12 A,· in w x (0, T), 
p :J 3(>. + 2f1.) 3 - P'f/3 A+ 2jL 'f',l 

U:! = 0 on aw X (0, T), 

OU;! on = munnL1¢:l on ow X (0, T), (50) 

+1 

U3(0) = ~ J UJ:!dX:! 

-I 

zn w, 

n3(T) = 0, 1i;1(T) = 0 in wo 

The couple {um,u 1:1} is the weak limit in the space L 2(fl) x [H};,(fl)]' 
of the sequence {uo3(Ek),u,3(Ek)}e:,>O and the function ¢3, defining the 
controls in (50), is the unique solution to 

.. 8JL(A+JL) 2 
2p¢:l + 3(>. + 2p.) L1 ¢:l = 0 in w x (0, T), 

a¢:! 
¢:l = ~ on ow x (0, T), 

(Ill 

zn w, 

where { ¢0:1, ¢n} is the weak limit in H}Jf2) x L 2 (fl) of the sequence 
{ ¢o:J(ck), ¢d c-k)} E; >O, with { cPo(c-x,), ¢, ( c-k) }=A -l (c-k)( { u1 (c-k), -uo (c-A)}) 0 

Moreover, we have 

1 !+1 2 
2 ¢rndx:l E H 0 (w)o 

-1 

(iii) The in-plane displacements Ua, (a = 1, 2) vanish in w x (0, T) (since 
the plate is syrnrnetr·ic with respect to the mid-plane x;1 = 0 and made of 
homogeneous rnateTial) 0 

RP-rnaTk 60 

(a) The internal control in (50)! is such that 

By definition 

(¢:!,8:!) =- f¢ihdwdt, W:3 E H 1(0,T;L2(w))o 

wx(O.T) 
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On the other hand 

(112¢3, fh) = J 11¢:l11fhdwdt, 

wx(O,T) 

2 2 'Vfh E L (0, T; H0 (w)). 

(b) In the limit problem (50) two different types of control are prel:lent. First, 
an internal control acting as a volume force, which roughly is the limit of 
the controli:i imposed at the upper and lower faces of the 3D plate. Second, 
a boundary control which il:l the contribution of the controls acting on the 
lateral boundary of the plate. 

Descaled System 
To better grasp the limit problem (50) it is instructive to interpret it with 
respect to the original plate [lc = w x [-c:, c:]. To this end we define the 
functions w", ryE and the initial data { wf;, wi}, { 776, 77i} by the descalings as 
follows, cf. Ciarlet [11], 

w"(xa, t) = EU3(Xa, t), 77E(x,, t) = c:¢3(xa, t), 

w3(xa) = cuo3(x,), 773(xn) = c¢o3(xn), 

wHxa) = CU13(xn), ry~(xa) = c:¢13(xa), 

for all (xa) E wand all t E [0, T]. 
Problem (50) is then equivalent to the following one. 

Theorem 5. The descaled function ul is the solution (in the transposition 
sense) to the controlled plate problem: 

8tf()..E + JLE) • 
2pEEif/ + c3 112u/ = 2p"cfi" 

3()..c + 2p,E) 

+c:28JLE(A." + JLE) 112 E in w x (0, T), 
)..c + 2p,E 77 

wE = 0 on ow x (0, T), 

+E 

vl (0) = _!_ j w~dx~ 2c: . in w, 

-E: -E 

wE(T) = 0, V!(T) = 0 m w. 

The control function 77E is the solution to the system 

2 "c:··E + E38p,E(X' + JLE) 112 E = 0 in w x (0, T), 
p 77 3()..E + 2p,E) 77 

a E 

77 E = __!}_ = 0 on ow x (0, T), an 
+E 

"c(O) 1 ;· "d E 77 = 2c: 771 x3 in w. 

-E 
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Remark 7. Similar problem of exact controllability of thin plate was considered 
by Saint Jean Paulin and Vanninathan [43]. In the last paper tlw material is 
still homogeneous hut anisotropic cf. also [51]. Moreover, the lateral control 
acts only on a part of the lateral boundary and the class of exactly controllable 
solutions is larger. 

4.3 Heat Equations in Thin Domains and Null Controllability 

De Teresa and Zuazua [19] studied the problem of null controllability of linear 
and semilinear heat equations in thin domain f!E = fl x (0, E) where fl is a 
bounded open smooth domain of IR."- 1 (n ?: 2). By w we now denote a non
empty subset of fl; we: = w x (0, E) stands for corresponding cylindrical subset 
of flE. 

Given a control timeT> 0 and a potential ac:(x',x,,t) E L 00 (Qc), 
QE = f!E x (0, T), the following heat equation was considered in [19]: 

, • E A E E ( I • ) E _ hE ut - L.l7/, + a x , .T 11 , t u - XwE 

on [of! x (O,E)] x (O,T), 

DuE 
an =0 on r± X (O,T), 

(51) 

nE(O) = ug in nc:. 

Here X= (x',:r:n), h = h(x,t) is the control function, and xsze denotes the 
characteristic function of wE. System (51) is known to be null contr-ollable in 
any time T > 0, i.e. there exists a control hE E L 2(wc: x (0, T)) such the 
solution of (51) satisfies uc:(o) = 0 in nc:. 

Similarly to Sec. 4.2, the variable Xn is rescaled in order to work in a refe
rence domain fl 1 = fl x (0, 1). The following change of variables is made: 

:rn = EZ71 , n(E )(x', Z11 , t) = u(x', EZn, t), 

g(E)(x', Zn, i,) = h(x', EZ71 , t), uo(E)(x', z.,) = nfJ(x', Ez.,), 

b(E)(x', Z71 , t) = a(x', EZ71 , t). 

The proof of null controllability of system (51) exploits in an essential 
manner its parabolic nature. The approach used in [19] reduces to obtaining 
a suitable observability inequality for the system adjoint to (51). That in
equality relies on Carlernan inequalities. In [19] the authors extended some 
results on Carleman estimates due to Fursikov and Irnanuvilov [23], see also 
Tataru [46, 4 7], Albano [1], and Albano and Tataru [2]. 

To get a fiavour of such estimates consider the following simpler heat 
equation [23]: 

iJ + .::18 = f(x, t) in Q = fl x (0, T), 

e = o, 
ae 
-=0 an on aD X (0, T). 

(52) 
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Here D c JRn is a connected bounded domain of class C2 . Then the following 
results hold true. 

Lemma 2. There exists So > 0 such that for any s > 8() the solution e(x, t) 
to (52) satisfies the Carleman inequality: 

J [ ( n I EPe 1

2
) n lae 1

2 l Q (srp)-1 ((~)2 + i~1 ox;oxJ + srp ~ ox; + s3rp:~e2 

where c > 0 does not depend on s and 

X esa(x.t)dxdt :S: c j f 2 (x, t)e''"dxdt, 

Q 

rp(x, t) = ew(x) jt(T- t), 

a(x,t) = (ew(x) -e2II>JFIIc(n)) /(t(T-t)). 

5 Controllability and Homogenisation 

This type of studies was initiated, as far as we know, by Lions [34]. In [34] 
linear evolution operator of hyperbolic type with microperiodic coefficients 
and internal control was investigated. Combining homogenisation with HUM 
the problem of exact controllability of the limit problem as E --+ 0 was solved. 
As usual in the homogenisation, E stands for a small positive parameter, in
tended to tend to zero, characterizing the microstructure. This result was next 
extended by Telega and Bielski [52] to internal controllability of the equations 
of dynamic elasticity. Lions [34] studied also the case of boundary controlla
bility, but only formally (in the case of scalar equation of hyperbolic type). 
The case of boundary controllability is much more complex as evidenced by 
a one-dimensional counterexample considered by Avellaneda et al. cited in 
[5, 6]. These authors proved that there exist stationary solutions which con
centrate most of their energy in one part of the boundary. These solutions 
contain frequencies of the order of the inverse of the oscillation parameter 
("' E- 1), i.e. the solution with wavelength of the order of E. This type of phe
nomena constitutes an obstacle to the uniform boundary controllability when 
the microstructure becomes finer and finer. 

5.1 Wave Equations 

To overcome the difficulty mentioned, Castro [5] proposed to remove from the 
solution the Fourier components corresponding to the frequencies with wave
length of the order of E. More precisely, this author considered the following 
one-dimensional wave equation: 
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PE'iL- Ux:r = 0, 0 <X< 1, 0 < t < T, 

u(O, t) = 0, u(1, t) = j(t), 0 < t < T, (53) 

u(:r:, 0) = uo(x), u(x, 0) = llj (x), 0 <X< 1, 

where f E £ 2 (0, T) is a boundary control function acting on the extreme 
point :r = 1 of the vibrating string. As usual, ( u0 , ul) are the initial data. It is 
assumed that p E £=(1~) is a periodic function such that 0 < Pm < p(x) <PM 
a.e. x E JR. As usual, we set pc:(x) = p(x/E), cf. [31, 44]. We recall that 

ii = ~, lln: = ~; moreover E = l / L where l denotes the typical length of 
the microstructure and L is the typical macroscopic length (in this specific 
case L = 1). 

Castro [5] proved that for system (53) the following statements hold: 

(i) If pE E W 1·=(o, 1), (u0 , ul) E £ 2 (0, 1) x H- 1 (0, 1), f E £ 2 (0, T) then 
(uE, 1i,c), the solution to (53), blows up as E--+ 0 since in the upper bound 

the term 11Pc:lltt7.x(o,l) is present. 
(ii) If PE E BV(O, 1) (the space of functions with bounded variation) then r 

(the control function for E > 0) blows up exponentially as E --+ 0. For 
0 < E < 1 and T > 2foM, system (53) is null controllable, i.e. uE(T) = 0, 
1i.E(T) = 0. We observe that IIPEIIwl,oc(o,J) rv c 1 . 

Remar-k 8. There exist many possible controls r E £ 2 (0, T) driving system 
(53) to rest. The advantage of HUM is that it yields the control function with 
minimal [}-norm. 

It is well-known that pE(x) = p(x/E) converges weakly to the average value 

p = .frJ1 p(s)ds as E--+ 0, cf. [31, 34]. Moreover, (53) H-converges to the limit 
system 

(J'ii.- U.r:r = 0, 0 <X < 1, 0 < t < T, 

u(O, t) = 0, u(1, t) = f(t), 0 < t < T, 

u(:r,O) = 'Uo(x), u(x,O) = Uj(x), () < :r < 1. 

(54) 

However, one cannot establish estimates for {u",u"}c>O and {JE} uniform in 
E. This can be done provided that one removes from uE, the solution of (53), 
the Fourier components corresponding to the frequencies with wavelength of 
the order of E. Such a statement holds true when p E £=JR. In the case of 
high frequencies, more and more regularity of p is needed to cover the whole 
range of frequencies with wavelength greater than E. Detailed mathematical 
analysis was performed by Castro [5] and Castro and Zuat~ua [6, 7]. The 
methods used comprise spectral analysis, Ingham inequality, HUM and WKB 
theory (Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin theory, cf. [4, Chap. 10]. Unfortunately, the 
approach used is restricted to the one-dimensional case. 

RernuTk 9. Lebeau [:~OJ extended the observability estimate clue to Castro and 
Zuazua [6] to the multidimensional case ( observability at low frequency). 
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Remark 10. Castro and Zuazua [8], showed that the assumption p E BV(O, 1) 
mentioned earlier is essential. More precisely, consider the following one
dimensional wave equation: 

p(x)v- Vxx = 0, 0 < :r: < 1, 0 < t < T, 

v(O, t) = v(1, t) = 0, 0 < t < T, (55) 

v(x,O) = Vo(x), v(x,O) = v1(x), 0 < :r: < 1. 

We assume that p is measurable and 

::JpM 2:: Pm > 0, 0 < Pm :S: p(x) :S: PM < +oo a.e. X E (0, 1). (56) 

Then system (55) is well-posed in the sense that for any pair of initial data 
(vo,vi) E Hr~(O, 1) x L2 (0, 1) there exists a unique solution 

v E C([O, T]; H6(0, 1)) n C1 ([0, T]; L 2 (0, 1)). 

Since the system is conservative, the energy of solutions 

1 

1 J . E(t) = 2 [p(x)lv(x, t)l 2 + lvx(x, t)l 2 ] dx (57) 

0 

is constant in time, i.e. E(O) = E(t). If p E BV(O, 1), the following obsE)rva
bility properties are well established: 

(i) Boundary observability: if T > .jPM there exists C(T) > 0 such 

T 

E(O) :S: C J [lvx(O, t)l 2 + lvx(1, t) 2 1] dt, 

for every solution of (55). 
(ii) Internal observability: 

0 

(58) 

For any subinterval (a, (3) C (0, 1), if T > 2.jPM max( a, 1 - (3), there 
exists cl > 0 such that 

T {i 

E(O) ::::; C1 J J [p(x)v 2 + v7,] dxdt, (59) 

0 a 

for every solution of (55). 

We observe that these observability estimates are equivalent to the controlla
bility of the system with controls acting on the boundary or in the interior of 
the domain, respectively. 
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According to Castro and Zuazua [8] for a long time the problem whether 
the estimates (58), (59) hold for less regular coefficients like p E £C'0 (0, 1) 
or p E C([O, 1]) has been left open. We already know that the observability 
inequalities (58), (59) blow up when pis replaced by p" = p(x/t:) and E: ~ 0. 
Castro and Zuazua [8], proved, in a constructive manner, the following result. 

Theorem 6. There exists Holder continuous density function p E C0 •'"([0, 1]) 
for all 0 < s < 1, for which (58) and (59) fail for all T > 0 and for all 
subinterval (a, (3) C (0, 1) where (a, (3) =J. (0, 1). 

The proof of Th. 6 is based on a construction of density p for which there 
exists a sequence of pairs (rpk(x), A.k) satisfying 

d2rpk 2 
dx2 + A.kp(x)rpk = 0, 

and such that rpk is exponentially concentrated on any given point of the 
closed interval [0, 1]. 

Remark 11. The last theorem can be extended to higher dimensional wave 
equation [8]. Indeed, by exploiting the 1D approach one can construct densities 
p in separated variables, which oscillate in a neighbourhood of any point of 
the domain or of the boundary. For details the reader is referred to [8]. 

5.2 Controllability of Parabolic Equations with Oscillating 
Coefficients 

In this section we shall synthesize the available results on controllability of 
heat equations with oscillating coefficients in one- and multi- dimensional 
cases. 

One-Dimensional Case 

Let the density p E W 2•00 (lR) be a periodic function such that (56) is satisfied 
for all X E JR. As usual, W 2•00 (JR) is the Sobolev space of L 00 (JR) functions 
with the first and the second derivatives in L 00 (JR). 

Consider the following heat equation with microperiodic density: 

(X) •c 10 O p ~ u - u""" = , 0 <X< 1, 0 < t < T, 

u"(O, t) = 0, u"(1, t) = f"(t), 0 < t < T, (60) 

u"(x, 0) = uo(x), 0 < x < 1. 

Classical results show that for any T > 0, E: E (0, 1) and u0 E £ 2 (0, 1) there 
exists a control f" E £ 2 (0, T) such that the solution to (60) satisfies 

u"(x,T) = 0, for all 0 < x < 1. 
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Indeed, for all T > 0 and E E (0, 1) there exists a positive constant C(c:, T) 
such that 

llf"IIP(o,T) :S C(c:, T)lluoll£2(0,1 (61) 

for all u0 E £ 2 (0, 1), Tha main difficulty consists in showing that C(c:, T) 
remains bounded as E---+ 0, 

The formal limit of (60) as E---+ 0 is the averaged system: 

pit- Uxx = 0, 0 <X< 1, 0 < t < T, 

u(O, t) = 0, u(1, t) = f(t), 0 < t < T, (62) 

u(x, 0) = u0 (x), 0 < x < 1. 

Lopez and Zuazua [36] proved that the constant C in (61) does not depend 

on c: and for any u0 E £ 2(0, 1) fixed, there exists a sequence of controls {r}c->O 
for system ( 60) such that 

j" ---+ f strongly in £ 2 (0, T) as E---+ 0, 

f being a control of the limit system (62), so that the solution to (62) satisfies 

u ( x, T) = 0, for all 0 < x < 1. 

The sequence {uc-}00 of solutions to (60) is bounded in £ 00 (0, T; H-1(0, 1)) 

and uc- -'- u weakly-* in £ 00 (0, T; H-1 (0, 1)) as E---+ 0 for all s > ~· 
Grosso modo, the proof runs as follows. We divide the time interval [0, T] 

in three subintervals: h = [0, T /3], h = [T /3, 2T /3], f:J = [2T /3, T]. In h 
we control to zero the projection of the solution over a suitable subspace 

containing only sufficiently low frequencies. In h we let the system to evolve 

freely without control. In this way, the projection of solution to (60) over 

low frequencies remains at rest and, due to the strong dissipativity of (60) 

in its high frequencies, the size of the solution at time t = 2T /3 becomes 

exponentially small, of the order of exp( -c/ c:2 ) for a suitable constant c > 0, 

as E ---+ 0. Finally, in f:J we apply a control driving the whole solution to zero. 

Using Carleman estimates it can be shown that the control needed in the 

third interval is at most of order exp(cl/c:4f:l) for a suitable constant c1 > 0, 

with respect to the solution at time t = 2T /3. However, since, in view of the 

analysis performed in 12 , the norm of the solution, in the absence of control, 

at t = 2T /3 decays by a multiplicative factor of the order of exp( -cl/c:2 ), 

these two phenomena compensate and the control needed in I:l turns out 
to be uniformly bounded, and even exponentially small as c: ---+ 0. Thus we 

conclude that the dissipativity of the heat equation compensates the spectral 
pathologies leading to the blow-up of the observability constant in the context 

of the wave equation, cf. Sec. 5.1 of our paper. 

Remark 12. 

(i) The control strategy in three steps can also be applied to the case 
p E W1 , 00 (1~). In contrast, the case p E L00 (!R) remains an open prob
lem [9]. 
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(ii) The proof of the controllability results of system (60) can be extended to 
the following system [9]: 

uE- (a(x/c)u~L = 0, 

1i"'(O,t) = 0, U 0 (1,t) = r(t), 

0 <X< 1, 

0 < t < T, 

uE(:r, 0) = u0 (x), 0 < x < 1, 

0 < t < T, 

where a E W2' 00 (1R) is a periodic function bounded from above and from 
below. Now the limit system involves the homogenized coefficient ah where 

"h ~ (j a'~:)) < (63) 

For details on the derivation of (63) the reader is referred to [44]. 
(iii) Internal approximate controllability of the n-dimensional heat equation 

with rapidly oscillating diffusion coefficients was considered by Zuazua 
[58], cf. also [9]. 

(iv) Castro and Zuazua [10] analysed the approximate controllability of the 
following system 

u- L1u = f(x, t)l51 (t/c) (x) in Q = D X (0, T), 

u = 0 on E =aD x (0, T), 

u(x, 0) = u0 (x) in fl. 

Here Dis a bounded smooth domain in JRn (n = 1, 2, 3) and f is a control 
function; 151 represents the Dirac measure on r. Here "1 can be, for instance, 
a point, a curve if n 2: 2, or a surface if n = 3. In [10] the case where 
{r(t)}t<T is a non-constant periodic family of k = (n- I)-dimensional 
manifolds was considered (c > 0 is a small parameter). For E --+ 0 the 
oscillating controllers undergo a homogenisation process. In the limit we 
get controls distributed on a time-independent manifold of dimension k + 
1 modulated by a density factor varying along the manifold. Hence we 
conclude that time oscillations on the support of the control enhance the 
controllability properties. 

(v) Castro and Zuazua [9] considered the finite difference space semi-discre
tization of the classical lD heat equation (no oscillations). It was shown 
that there is a strong analogy between homogenisation and numerical ap
proximation since in the latter case the small parameter h of the mesh-size 
plays the role of the E describing the scale of oscillations or heterogeneities 
of the medium, cf. also [56, 57]. 

5.3 Internal and Boundary Controllability of Wave Equation in 
Perforated Domains 

In 1988 Lions introduced a new class of controllability problems, namely those 
in perforated domains, cf. [34, Chap. 5]. This author studied exact internal 
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controllability in the different cases of Neumann and Dirichlet homogeneous 
conditions imposed on the boundaries of periodically distributed microholes of 
the size of a small parameter c: > 0. Combining HUM with the homogenisation 
method of the two scale asymptotic developments a limit problem was derived. 
For more detail on homogenisation in perforated domains the reader is referred 
to [18, 27, 31] and the relevant references cited therein. Rigorous proofs in the 
case of the homogeneous Neumann condition imposed on the boundaries of 
holes were carried out by Cioranescu and Donato [12]. 

Saint Jean Paulin and Tcheugoue Tebou [42] studied more general case of 
exact internal controllability in the case with a specific Fourier type condition 
imposed on the boundaries of microholes. More precisely, let fl be a bounded 
and regular domain in JR.n, n :::: 2. The domain fl is periodically perforated 
with holes on the order of c: with period c:Y where Y = (0, 1)n is the so-called 
basic cell [27, 31, 44]. Let S be an open subset of Y with the boundary of 
class C2 . The set Se: of micro pores contained in fl is defined by 

Se: = fl n ( U c:(S + k)) ; 
kEZn 

i.e. the micropores are constructed by translation and homothety of S; Z de
notes the set of integers. It is assumed that the micropores do not intersect 
the boundary of fl. We set Y* = Y \ S, fle: = fl \Be:. Consider the following 
internal controllability problem: 

8ue: -- + a:c:1"ue: = 0 on asE; X (0, T), 
8nA• 

ue:(O) = u~, ue:(O) = u! in fle:. 

Here a: and J.L are real numbers with J.L :::: 1 and 

(64) 

We recall that ~n is the conormal derivative of the operator Ae:. It is as-
A, 

sumed that 

Two problems were solved in [42]: (i) null-controllability of (64), and (ii) 
the limit behaviour of Ue: and Ve: (control function when c:----> 0). It is not dif
ficult to solve the first problem when c: > 0 is fixed. To this end it suffices to 
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use the Hilbert Uniqueness Method. The passage to the limit is more compli
cated and combines homogenisation of perforated domains with HUM. Such 
a homogenisation involves extension operators [27, 31]. 

Denote by jan extension of a function f defined in ilc:. Under suitable, 
physically plausible assumptions on the initial values u~ and u! we have 

vc: ---' v weakly in £ 2 (0, T; L2 (il)) 

where v is the control function of the homogenised system: 

()u + Ahu + C(e, a, J-l) = v, in n X (0, T), 

u = 0, on an X (0, T), 

u(O) = u0 j(), in il, 

u(O) = u 1 j(), in il. 

Here()= IY*I/Y, A" = -a?j ax~~x1 , at are homogenised moduli [27, 44] and 

C((), a, J-l) = { ~ai8SI/IY*I if J-l = 1, 

if J-l > 0. 

The (weak-*) convergence of Uc: and Uc: involves an extension operator Pc:, say 
from ilc; ton. 

6 Final Remarks 

In a series of papers [14-17], the authors studied some boundary controllability 
problems in domains with small holes, smaller than those considered in [34, 
42, 52]. Then, by using the homogenisation results for perforated domains [13], 
with not necessarily periodically distributed micropores, a "strange term" in 
the wave equation appears in the case of the "critical size" of the pores. 

Tcheugoue Tebou [48] investigated stabilisation and internal controllabil
ity via Russell's principle [41] of grids involving three small parameters. 

Hoffmann and Botkin [26] studied formally the problem of controllability 
of von Karrmin plates with periodically distributed piezoelectric patches, cf. 
also [24, 25]. The model is not very realistic since the piezoelectric actuators 
are modelled as acting on the mid-plane of the plate. Physically, they should 
be distributed on the faces of the plate [3] or shell [35]. 

As one can infer from our presentation, controllability and stabilisation re
sults involving a small parameter intended to tend to zero are in fact restricted 
to more or less model problems. Many open problems arise. For instance, prob
lems involving nonlinear homogenisation of deformable solids and structures 
combined with controllability seem to be untouched except the paper [26]. 

Acknowledgement. The author is indebted to Mr Maciej Stanczyk for his help in 
typesetting of the manuscript. The paper was partially supported by the Ministry of 
Science and Information Technology (Poland) through the grant No8 T07 A 052 21. 
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Summary. This chapter deals with methods of vibration monitoring and control 
based on mechatronic solutions. An innovative, new approach of design and imple
mentation of mechatronic systems is applied to design of smart sensor for operational 
load measurements. New idea of smart sensors and their application for health mo
nitoring and diagnostics of structures is described. Test of performance of designed 
and implemented smart sensor is shown. The main advantage of its application is 
automation of design process focused on virtual and fast prototyping. The second 
example of application of mechatronic design method is active balancing system 
for rotating shaft which is carefully discussed. The concept, control algorithms, and 
prototyping system implementation are shown. 

1 Introduction 

Next generation systems such as aircraft, spacecraft, missiles, high speed 
trains, submarines and others will be required to achieve the desired levels 
of performance in many different operating regimes and under different failu
res and upsets. These requirements create new complex tasks for on-line health 
monitoring systems which will be in the future standard part of design. Nowa
days, Health Monitoring and Failure Detection, Identification and Reconfigu
ration (HM-FDIR) systems have been widely applied in different areas [1]. 
Many different techniques have been developed and successfully implemented. 
One possibility of health monitoring system realization is to estimate their dy
namic properties, mainly based on vibration phenomena. But, from other side, 
currently designed structures are more and more complex and require more ef
fective tools for measurements, vibration control and diagnostics. One possibly 
way to solve very complex HM-FDIR system design problems is mechatronic 
approach. 

Mechatronics is synergetic combination of mechanical engineering, elec
tronic, control and computer science in design of products and processes [2]. 
Mechatronic systems are interdisciplinary systems and to achieve their per
formance enough good, all components should be treated during design and 
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prototyping with same weight. To achieve defined above objectives, design 
process should integrate all fields, which are included in design system. It 
means, parts of different nature should co-operate in one system and this 
co-operation should give better system performance. To make co-operation 
of these parts possible and effective - one should take integration and mul
tiobjective optimization into account on each stage of development process. 
Otherwise, parts of different nature will not co-operate properly and effect of 
synergy can be lost. The mechatronic approach to design can be based on ap
plication of virtual prototyping of system using model simulation [3]. Models 
simulation can be used for prototyping function and architecture of a system. 

In the context of HM-FDIR system design, mechatronic approach helps 
to achieve better integration of HM-FDIR system with structure under mo
nitoring, mainly simulation techniques are used for functional and timing 
validation of designed system [4, 5]. The structures with HM-FDIR sys
tem have heterogeneous nature, i.e. they consist of analog/ digital, hard
ware/software and/or electrical/mechanical components which is tackled by 
simulator coupling. Using heterogeneous simulation the components of HM
FDIR systems can be optimize to obtain better performance under different 
operating regimes [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. 

In vibration monitoring and control with application to HM-FDIR there 
are some problems which can be solved using mechatronic design approach. 
One of this problem is identification of operational forces which are reasons 
of high amplitude vibrations. The forces during operation are very difficult to 
measure directly [12, 13, 14, 15]. The smart o;ensor dedicated for load mea
surement is designed and implemented. 

The o;ensors meao;ure directly system reo;ponseo; and employing inverse iden
tification algorithm allows to estimate forces which are reason of meao;ured 
vibration (responses). 

The second problem related to high amplitude vibration is repairing of 
o;ystem which is damaged because of unbalancing. For balancing, machines 
with high vibration level are stopped and balanced with iterative procedure. 
This it> costly and time consuming procedure especially if turbines or genera
tors require balancing. The automatic balancing syt>tem can be very helpful 
to solve thit> problem during operation. 

Mechatronic approach has been applied by author for t>mart sensor and 
automatic balancing unit design and implementation. Methodology of design 
and obtained t>olutions are presented in this paper. 

2 Mechatronic Design Idea 

Mechatronic deo;ign idea is based on concept of modeling of design interdisci
plinary system, integration of components with different physical nature and 
treating of all t>ystem components with the same weights during design pro
cess. Required in design process models can be obtained using bond graph 
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based method [9], block diagram method [10] or UML based approach [11]. In 
presented project block diagram modeling with application of SIMULINK® 
software environment has been employed and developed. 

In mechatronic design four main stages can be distinguished: concep
tual design, virtual prototyping, details design and physical prototyping. The 
scheme of tlw proposed procedure is shown in Fig. 1. 

Fig. 1. Fast prototyping procedure 

Virtual prototyping is based on a model simulation and can be use for tes
ting of function and architecturP. Physical prototyping of mechatronic systems 
is one of the most important stages in mechatronic design concept. At this 
stage the concept of designed structure and models of the system are verified 
employing experimental testing. The fast prototyping procedures consist of 
real-time simulation of mechanical, electronic and control parts of the system 
are employ(~d to test components synergy in product design [20, 21]. The pro
totyping can be done; on architecture level, to test architecture of the system 
and functional performance or on system level, to test and develop interfaces 
between element8 with different physical nature or on single component level, 
to optimize their structures. The prototyping procedure8 can be realize in one 
software environment using the same simulation model. 

The scheme of virtual and physical prototyping software architecture ap
plied in described project::; is shown in Fig. 2. 

Central role of this software architecture plays SIMULINK® simulation 
environment [22] in which the model of the system and its controller are mo
deled using block diagram method8. The mechanical part of designing system 
is modeled using CAD interface build in MSC VISUAL NASTRAN [23] soft
ware or in more complex cases in LMS Virtual Lab. Motion [24] 80ftware. 
Both multibody modeling software systems have possibility to transfer mod
els, automatically to s-functions compatible with SIMULINK block diagram 
structure. Analysi8 and simulation task can be clone using nonlinear simula
tion engine build in SIMULINK environment. Automatic c-code generation 
and real-time simulation help to test prototype system performance. For fa8t 
prototyping of control systems the dSPACE [25] hardware and 8oftware 8olu
tions with digital signal proce::;sors on board is proposed to use. 
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Fig. 2. Applied software for mechatronic system prototyping and implementation 

Controller implementation phase of the mechatronic design process can be 
realize using three possible solutions; industrial computer, embedded con
troller or ASIC chip. The newest technology of ASIC chip solutions in
cludes; field-programmable gate arrays (FPGA), field-programmable inter
connect components (FPIC), and field-programmable analog arrays (FPAA) 
[6, 7, 8, 9] . In presented demonstration example the FPGA based smart sen
sor implementation is applied. FPGA are reconfigurable digital device, which 
mainly consist of an array of programmable functional blocks and I/O-pads 
as well as a network of reconfigurable interconnections. A new generation 
of FPGA chip offers dynamic reconfigurability that means possibility of the 
device to reconfigure during operation. 

In the paper prototyping and implementation of smart sensor and auto
matic balancing system are presented. In the first case ASIC/FPGA solution 
is employed but industrial computer based controller has been implemented 
for second one. 

The software environment shown in Fig. 2 consists of four design loops. The 
first loop is modeling and simulation loop for virtual prototyping on functional 
and architecture level. The second loop realizing fast prototyping procedure 
with automatic C-code generation which can be run on DSP platform for 
real time simulation of controller. In the third loop, based on generated and 
updated during fast prototyping C-code, control system is implemented using 
industrial computer hardware platform. But based on FPGA chip solution 
controller can be design using software shown in loop four. The procedure for 
FPGA application is detail described in the next section. 
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3 Operational Load Measurements - Smart Sensor 
Design 

In order to identify operational load, based on process parameters or system 
response measurements, various methods can be used [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 
18, 19, 20, 21]. This task is also known as an inverse identification problem [18, 
19, 20, 21]. Methods that can be used to solve inverse identification problem 
are classified into three main categories: 

• deterministic methods, 
• stochastic methods, 
• artificial intelligence based methods. 

Two main techniques belong to the group of deterministic methods can be 
distinguished: 

• frequency domain methods [13, 14, 17], 
• time domain methods [12, 14, 19, 20, 21]. 

This classification is based on the signal processing methodology, which 
is applied to experimental data processing in order to perform estimation of 
loads parameters. 

Basic methods of excitation identification have been formulated for linear 
systems for which assumptions about small damping and parameters statio
narity are valid. Frequency domain methods require information about FRF 
(Frequency Response Functions) of investigated structures and spectrum of 
:-;ystem responses measured during operation. Based on this information, spec
trum of exciting forces can be estimated. 

Similar methods are formulated in the time domain, using relation between 
excitation and :-;ystem responses in a form of convolution. An iterative formula 
for calculations of excitation forces that act on mechanical structures is proved 
based on properties of the Toeplitz matrix [13]. 

Identification methods shortly described above can be used for linear sys
tems only. For the analysis of both linear and nonlinear systems, methods 
based on minimization of given objective function can be employed. Usu
ally, a least square error between simulated and measured system response is 
used as objective function in this identification methods. The dynamic pro
gramming optimization method formulated by Bellman [13, 19, 20] is com
monly used for minimization of objective function in order to estimate exci
tation forces. Some examples of the application of these methods are shown 
in [13, 19, 20]. Similar approach based on genetic algorithms is prc:-;ented by 
author in [21]. 

Statistical approach is formulated with the use of statistical models of 
relation between system response (or process parameters) and operational 
loads. The approach based on the regression model of relation between loads 
and flight data (data recorded using standard flight recorder) is pre:-;cnted for 
a helicopter structure in [16, 17]. 
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3.1 Smart Sensor Design Concept 

The smart sensor for diagnostic purpose should have extended possibility of 
signal and data processing, specialized for given physical parameter estima
tion. This creates specific requirements for such design. Transducer should 
have processor on board. The processor can be applied for data processing 
and be programmed or learned. Transducers that have built a preprocessing 
electronics (signal conditioning), processor and communication capability are 
called smart sensors [26, 27]. 

Proposed solution has possibility to be programmed externally from ope
rator workstation that function of sensor can be changed by user, if internal 
software will be changed. The software of smart sensor commonly is implemen
tation of physical phenomena model or its inversion. In a case of intelligent 
algorithm, mainly neural networks are implemented inside transducers [27]. 
The design procedure [28, 29, 30] specific for smart sensor solutions schema
tically is shown in Fig. 3. 

First step in proposed procedure is transformation of employed model from 
continuous time simulation to fixed-point. Discrete time form is accomplished 
in Simulink and allows for testing signal dynamics and behavior of fixed-point 

Floating-point, continuous
time algorithm 

(Simulink) 

Fixed-point, discrete
time algorithm 

(Simulink) 

Optimization 

f----------------------------------------.®.---------------
r-----~~--~_, 

~ ______ Simulink s-function 

T (ART Library) 
!.,. ________________________________________ _ 

-
--

Hland-madei 
transformation 

automatic 
transformation 

C++ notation of 
the algorithm 

(ART Library) 

I Hardware interface 

L __ £++) ---

FPGAIASIC 
implementation of 

the algorithm 

~--- ----- _______ .!; 

Fig. 3. Procedure of neural network based algorithm implementation in 
ASIC/FPGA 
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computation. The next stage uses software from Frontier Design [28, 29]. Its 
AIRT Library is a library for several C++ implementations, providing fixed
point classes, which allows for simulation of fixed-point calculations in C++. 
The C++ code utilizing fixed-point classes can be then synthesized into VHDL 
or Verilog [30] using AIRT Builder. Useful C++ code of an algorithm can be 
encapsulated by SIMULINK interface code to create so-called s-function. Such 
an s-function defines behavior of a new block, which can be included into each 
system model formulated in SIMULINK [31]. 

Concurrently, the same s-function source can be synthesized by AIRT 
Builder into VHDL. Generated VHDL code depends only on C++ program
ming style. By choosing a suitable style, resulting chip topology can be op
timized for speed or for capacity. It provides a high degree of control over 
generated VHDL code, at the same time freeing from hand coding. Generated 
VHDL code of an algorithm, together with VHDL description of necessary 
peripheral interfaces is then compiled into gate level netlist, which describes 
chip architecture using gates, flip-flops and other primitives available in a 
particular technology [33]. Later, a gate level netlist need to be fitted, which 
means, that physical chip resources are to be allocated to each primitive in the 
netlist. In this case, Synopsys FPGA Express [34] was used as a compiler and 
Alter a Quart us II was used as a fitter [35], which ends the implementation 
procedure. 

Smart sensors algorithms can be develop in proposed procedure using mo
deling and simulation tools from wide range of SIMULINK toolboxes software 
family, e.g. NN Toolbox, NCD Toolbox, Fixed Point Blockset, etc. [36, 37, 38]. 

Useful C++ code of an algorithm can be encapsulated by SIMULINK 
interface code to create so-called s-function. Such an s-function defines be
haviour of a new block, which can be included into each system model in 
SIMULINK. Concurrently, the same s-function source can be synthesized by 
AIRT Builder into VHDL [38, 39]. 

Important advantage of AIRT Builder is its transparency. It means that 
generated VHDL code depends only on C++ programming style. By choosing 
a suitable style, resulting chip topology can be optimised for speed or for area, 
thanks to synthesizing such more sophisticated data flow control techniques as 
pipelining or resource sharing. It is well known what VHDL code is generated 
for each C++ statement or expression and all identifiers are preserved. It 
provides a high degree of control over generated VHDL code, at the same 
time freeing from hand coding. Moreover, it makes possible to link VHDL 
control algorithm notation with other VHDL code, e.g. describing hardware 
interfaces with peripheral devices as Analog-to-Digital Converters (ADC) or 
Digital-to-Analog Converters (DAC) as well as calculation time frame (-s). 

Generated VHDL code of an algorithm, together with VHDL description 
of necessary peripheral interfaces is then compiled into gate level netlist, which 
describes chip architecture using gates, flip-flops and other primitives available 
in a particular technology. Later, a gate level netlist need to be fitted, which 
means, that physical chip resources are to be allocated to each primitive in 
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the netlist. In this case, Synopsys FPGA Express [34] was used as a compiler 
and Altera Quartus II was used as a fitter. 

In a case of necessity of manual modification of VHDL code, some way of 
checking its consistency is needed. Testing can be performed with the use of 
VHDL simulators. Creation and verification of test vectors needed for VHDL 
simulation is supported by AIRT Library. 

3.2 Concept of Smart Sensor for Operational Force Measurements 

In order to measure load of particular structural components of mechanical 
structure, special design of sensor is needed. The sensor should extend pos
sibility of signal and data processing, specialized for load vector estimation. 
This creates specification requirements for such a design. Transducer should 
have a microprocessor on board. The processor is applied to data processing 
and is programmed or learned to communicate with data acquisition system. 
The main functions of such sensors are as follows: 

• collect response signals from local transducers, 
• perform data processing, 
• estimate load vector parameters, 
• send information abut the load to the acquisition system. 

The scheme of such a sensor design is shown in Fig. 4. 

I LOCAL 
SENSOR I 

I LOCAL 
SENSOR II 

I 
I Response 

parameters SMART SENSOR 

I FOR LOAD 
r----· MEASUREMENTS 

I LOCAL 
SENSOR N I 

Load vector 
parameters 

Fig. 4. Scheme of the smart sensor concept for load measurements 

In a case of acceleration measurements at several points on a structure 
measured as response parameters, typical accelerometers can be used as local 
transducers. Analog signals from local sensors are collected by signal acquisi
tion module build in smart sensor structure. Signals are converted to digital 
form and recorded in transducer memory buffer, the next step of the proce
dure implemented in a smart sensor is data processing with the use of system 
model in a form of a deterministic formula or an intelligent algorithm, which 
represents mapping of response signals to load vector. In a case of an intel
ligent algorithm, mainly neural networks are implemented inside transducer. 
This neural network needs to be trained before using it to load vector identi
fication. This requires one or more additional inputs to measure load vector 
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during learning phase. The learning process can be performed outside the sen
sor. Ready-to-use network is loaded to the sensor memory. The solution based 
on microprocessor or ASIC solution can be implemented. The scheme of the 
proposed sensor internal structure design is shown in Fig. 5. 

SENSORS ~ • MICROPROCESSOR ~ MEASURED 
NO OR ASIC LOAD TIME 

accelerometers HISTORY 

• 
I 

MODEL I 
(SOF1WARE) 

Fig. 5. Proposed smart sensor design 

Smart sensor for load measurements ba:-;ed on neural networks algorithm 
and ASIC/FPGA hardware platform is designed, implemented and tested 
in the Department of Robotics and Machine Dynamics at the University of 
Mining and Metallurgy. 

3.3 A Hardware of the Smart Sensor 

From the hardware point of view, the intelligent sensor consists of several 
parts , shown schematically in Fig. 6. The actual sensing elements - primary 
transducers - convert mechanical quantity into electrical one. The resulting 
signals usually require some kind of amplification or buffering and antialising 
filtration. Then they need to be transformed to a sequence of digital sam
ples by means of analog-to-digital converters (ADCs). Whole digital signal 
processing takes place in a single integrated circuit, namely ASIC, or espe
cially during prototyping, in its user programmable counterpart (FPGA). The 
output of intelligent sensor can be analog, which requires a digital-to-analog 
converter, or digital. In the latter case, some mechanisms of data exchange 
communication interface - have to be implemented in the same ASIC/FPGA 
chip [30]. 

ASIC I FPGA 

NN 

Fig. 6. Intelligent sen::;or hardware architecture 
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Nowadays, piezoelectric accelerometers are used as primary transducers, 
Altera APEX 20KE family FPGA chip [40] as the primary unit, and the 
system output is of the analog type. 

3.4 Testing Performance of Smart Sensor 

The performance of the smart sensor has been evaluated by carrying out 
an experiment. The output of the sensor has been recorded together with a 
real measured force in the experimental rig shown diagrammatically in Fig. 7. 
Three fragments of testing signals are shown in Fig. 8. 

Fig. 7. Experimental rig for verification of developed algorithms 

The whole application, neural network calculations and peripheral inter
faces, occupies about 80% of logic elements and about 8% of the memory 
in EP20KlOOE FPGA chip, leaving enough resources for future realization 
of a communication protocol and interfaces. Working at 6.25MHz, system 
carries out neural network calculations in 45J1,s. After addition of 5J..Ls for ser
vicing external devices, it gives maximum sampling rate of 20kHz. Faster clock 
(20MHz is permissible at the moment) would allow to achieve 65kHz sampling 
frequency, 

A good agreement between directly measured loading force and estimated 
by the smart sensor one can be observed. One more advantage of application 
of the smart sensor presented in the paper is possibility of determining loads 
in real time, which is very important in case of applications in monitoring and 
control systems. 

4 Mechatronic Device for Automatic Shaft Balancing 

Vibration related problems due to unbalance in rotating equipment can be 
solve using automatic balancing device installed on rotating shaft. Active 
automatic balancing uses a device which is permanently installed on a piece 
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Fig. 8. Verification test results 

of rotating equipment. The balancing :;ystem in continuous way monitor vi
bration level:; of bearings and make:; balance mas:; correction:; automatically 
during operation. Until now, in case of too high vibration level, mo:;t balan
cing methods required to stop the machinery and fix an additional correction 
ma:;s in special balancing planes. In vast majority of cases, balancing proce
dure:; must be carried out :;everal time:; in order to achieved satisfactory level 
of vibration. 

On-line rotor balancing require:; a special controlled device:; or mecha
ni:;ms which can change angular and radial po:;ition of correction rrut:;s with 
re:;pect to the rotor :;haft rotation. This kind of correction mechanisms :;honld 
have two degrees of freedom. Dynamic balancing of rigid rotors require:; two 
correction plane:;, which means that a complete correction device ha:; four 
degrees of freedom. There is several different solutions of the active balancing 
mechanism [41, 42, 43]. 

But new innovative mechatronic active balancing device shown schemati
cally in Fig. 9 has been designed [41]. 

Since mechanical and control systems of balancing device are complicated, 
the balancing device should be used only in rotors where unbalance is high 
and changes relatively often during operation. 
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Fig. 9. Scheme of designed active balancing mechanism 

Controller is an integral part of the active balancing device of the rotor 
systems. The main tasks of the controller are: rotor vibration measurement , 
calculation of the correction masses placement and control of the correction 
masses movement. The scheme of controller is shown in Fig. 10. The main 
element of a kinematic chain is toothed gear. The proper operation of the 
toothed gear can cause some problems because it requires cooling and lubri
cation. Toothed wheels mounted on rotors shaft have the same speed as rotor , 
and rotational speed of coupling wheels is dependent on the transmission ratio. 

Considering the technical problems mentioned above, the toothed wheel 
has been replaced by toothed belt gear. Toothed belts provide high geometrical 
accuracy and they are less vulnerable to assembly errors. 

Presented here technical concept of a correction device meets technical 
requirements for rotor shaft active balancing devices , and has been used to 
design prototype. Proposed active balancing method permits for on-line ba
lancing. 
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Methods of calculating correction mass's position used in active balancing 
procedure are similar to ones used in conventional methods and can be divided 
into two categories: 

• modal methods, 
• influence coefficient method. 

Modal methods, based on a rotating structure models, determine experi
mentally the disturbing unbalance associated with a specific mode. 

The influence coefficient method uses an experimental model that repre
sents the machine sensitivity to unbalances. Determining the influence of the 
unit correction mass on the machine vibrations is the ba::;is of this method. In 
order to estimate this influence, a test mass is placed in each balancing plane. 
In the following step, the system response on a changed mass distribution is 
measured and, on the basis of these measurements, the influence coefficients 
are estimated. 

In a propo::;ed solution the influence coefficient method was used. Thi::; is 
an empirical methods and it doesn't require a-priori knowledge on the rotating 
sy::;tem. 

In original formulation of influence coefficient method, the coefficient::; of 
the j-th plane Hij are calculated based on experiment with additional mass 
Wcij added in the balancing plane i-th and measured vibration level: 

V.::wi - V.: 
Hij=----

WcwJ 
(1) 

where: V.:·wi the vibrations measured in i-th measurement plane after addi
tion of test weight Wcwj, V; - the vibrations measured at this plane before 
addition of test weight. 

After measuring vibration and calculating of influence coefficiento; in j-th 
plane trial mass is removed and placed in next plane. If the matrix Hij is fully 
determined, tlw unbalance correction vector We can be determined from the 
formula: 

(2) 

Formula (2) can be applied directly if matrix His square matrix, e.g. num
ber of measuring planes is equal to correction planeo;, and otherwise, pseudo
inver::;ion ::;hould be applied. 

During active balancing realize on designed mechanism no mass is added or 
subtracted from the sy::;tem, correction force is generated as results of changing 
in position of satellites at each correction planes. For unbalance correction 
with We and angle 8, angle of satellites position change are obtained from 
formula: 

We 
a= arccos--

2wJ 

where WJ is unbalance generated with j-th correction rna::;::;. 

(3) 

Formula (3) allows controlling correction satellite::; position during shaft 
operation. 
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4.1 Synthesis of the Satellites Control 

Controller is an integral part of the active balancing device of the rotor sys
tems. In this chapter software and hardware of the controller will be described. 

The main tasks of the controller are: 

• rotor vibration measurement, 
• calculation of the correction masses new positions, 
• control of the correction masses movement to new positions. 

It is very difficult to measure a shaft vibration in a bearing directly. Usu
ally vibration measurements are taken by senson; mounted on the bearing 
housing. Calculation of the correction mass position requires vibration com
ponent synchronous to the rotation (lx) of the shaft, it requires an additional 
sensor, keyphasor. This sensor is also required to correlate vibration level with 
a correction mass position. 

Influence coefficients and correction mass positions are calculated by the 
controller with the use of the algorithm described in the previous section. 

Positions of the correction masses are changed by movement of the control 
shafts. The main task of the controller is changing correction masses posi
tion to the desired one, by controlling shaft drives. During correction mass 
positioning, the increase in the unbalance (vibration level) is avoided using 
alarm signal, which stopped rotation of control mechanism. Since the range of 
changes in correction mas::; po::;ition is limited due to the mechanism design, in 
::;orne cases it is impossible to obtain the desired position in a safety way. Such 
cases should be detected and indicated. Knowledge of the current position of 
the correction mass is critical for safe work of the correction device. Because 
calibration can't be taken after each start-up of the device, absolute position 
sensors is used. 

Vibration level measurements, correction masses position::;, influence coef
ficients and unbalances history are available for the user. 

Controller for mechatronic balancing unit consist of two main parts; hard
ware and ::;oftware part. 

Hardware Part of Controller 

Scheme of controller architecture is shown in Fig. 10. The controller contain::; 
the following parts: 

• vibration pick-up, 
• keyphasor, 
• shafts position sensors, 
• shafts drivers, 
• other superior subsystems. 

Vibrations are measured by accelerometrs mounted on rotor's bearing 
housing, signals is taken from diagno::;tic and safety systems. In some cases 
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additional sensors are needed (if more balancing planes are planed). Two 
kinds of sensors can be used for measurements: vortex sensors and accelero
meters. Both types have standard voltage outputs, differing only in its range. 
For a single plane measurements two vortex sensors or one accelerometer are 
required. 

Position of correction masses is measured, in proposed solution, with ab
solute position sensors equipped with serial digital outputs. 

In order to move a coupling shaft electric motors with screw gears is used, 
in presented case brushless asynchronous motors. These types of motors are 
provided with amplifiers with internal feedback as servomotors. 

Standard asynchronous serial connection is recommended to lead out vi
brations and correction masses position signals. 

±11N 

±11N 

±11N 

±11N 

serial ________ .,.. 
parameters 

Fig. 10. Controller with external devices 

The controller is equipped with the following input-output systems: 

• two (four, when vortex sensor are used) voltage inputs with adjustable 
ranges and sampling frequencies, with minimum resolution 12 bits and 
minimum sampling frequencies 500 times higher than rotor rotation fre
quency, 

• single counter-clock input with resolution 500 times higher than rotor ro-
tation period, with adjustable range of input voltage, for keyphasor, 

• four serial digital inputs for shaft position sensors, 
• four voltage outputs ± lOV with 10 bits resolution, for shaft drivers, 
• serial communication interface for data transmission. 
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Modular industrial computer with input/output boards should be used as 
controller hardware. Controller can be easy adapted for using different sensors 
by changing type of input/output boards. Because it is assumed that system 
is quasi-static, real-time calculations are not required. Hardware allows for 
vibration data acquiring for period which allows for proper data processing 
and theirs synchronization with keyphasor signal. 

Software Part of Controller 

Data processing is carried out according to the scheme shown in Fig. 11. 

influence coefficients 
vibrations 

synchronization, IX I 
keyphasor ~ filtration correction masses[ 

position 

1 
correction masses[ 

coupling I 1 massesi positionning drivers 

s haftsi position I I position danger 
configurations[ 

detection 

I Danger configurationsi 

signalization 

Fig. 11. Scheme of data processing 

After synchronization with keyphasor signals, vibration data are filtrated 
to separate amplitude and phase of lx component, which is used for influ
ence coefficients and correction masses position calculations. Using desired 
and currently correction masses positions, measured by shaft position sen
sors, drivers signals are generated. System checks if the desired position of 
correction masses can be reached from a current shafts position safety, if not, 
the shafts stops and system generates an additional alarm signal. Vibration 
level is controlled during correction masses movement from their initial posi
tion towards their desired, correction position and if vibration level increases 
over acceptable level, masses movements are stopped or even they are placed 
in their initial positions. 

Acquisition of vibration data ensure their logging and synchronization with 
keyphasor signals. Proper filtration process requires information about a rotor 
rotational speed. These tasks have the highest priority. Data filtration and 
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correction masses position calculations are carried out off-line and relatively 
seldom, with lowest priority. Masses positioning should be carried out in real 
time but their movements are slow so it isn't a time critical task. 

Balance correction device after installation and after each re-assembling 
requires calibration of keyphasor with correction masses position and vibration 
sensors. 

Influence coefficients, the last stable positions of correction masses with 
their vibration levels are kept in controller's permanent storage in case of the 
controller shut down. The controller has been designed employing mechatronic 
approach described in section 2 [44, 45]. 

4.2 Active Balancing System Controller Design Procedure 

The first step of controller design was simulation of its model which has been 
prepared using SIMULINK software environment. The SIMULINK scheme of 
proposed controller is shown in Fig. 12. 

The simulation results help to assess performance of the control scheme 
and updat!) parameters of controller. Final simulation results are shown in 
Fig. 13. 

Parameters which are changing during simulations are feedback loop gains 
and weighting mass position parameters. The controller changing angular po
sition of balancing mass based on vibration amplitude and phase measure
ments. 

In Fig. 13 the results for one and two planes unbalance corrections using 
designed controller are shown as time plots of vibration measured by l:lensor 
located on bearings cover. Associated with this vibration time plots positions 
of correction mass aw shown in Fig. 14. 

The i:idH'me in Fig. 12a presents simulation model of controller with ro
tor system and and sensors, but scheme in Fig. 12b shows controller internal 
structure which is developed and updated during simulation process. Bearing 
covers vibrations for considered rotor system are very sensitive on masses posi
tion changing. As it can be noticed from obtained results; designed automatic 
balancing system works very effectively, even small corrections of control shaft 
positions the balancing can be changed sufficiently. 

4.3 Conclusions 

As it is shown in the paper mechatronic approach gives many advantages in 
design of HM-FDI l:lystems and helps to achieve better integration between 
monitored system and monitoring and diagnostic system. 

Presented rnechatronic design approach presented in the paper, based on 
virtual and fast prototyping procedure shorter design time and automates 
design and programming tasks. 

Designed smart sensor for health monitoring applications can be very easily 
(in automate way) modify to measure different physical value and can be 
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Fig. 12. SIMULINK scheme of designed controller 
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applied for different HM-FDI system. The flexibility is achieved because of 
using FPGA programmable electronic chip with specialized software. 

The example of automatic balancing system shows possibility to build HM
FDI system, which can correct occurred and detected damage automatically. 
Designed balancing system can be applied for steady state and transient op
eration of rotating machinery. The system is now modifying to be applied for 
steam and gas turbines. 
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